	“Are you Hilary Francis?” 
	“Yes,”, the young girl bearing that name regarded her inquisitor with calm grey eyes, although she inwardly bristled at the older girls tone of voice.
“I’ve wasted half an hour looking for you”, the older girl snapped. “You were supposed to wait under the clock.”
Hilary merely tilted her head back slightly and looked up at the timepiece affixed directly above her.
“It’s an utter nuisance having to run around looking for you kids, why you couldn’t have come on the train with everyone else is beyond me.”
“It may have been more convenient for you, but as I was already in Germany it would have been pointless for me.”  Hilary still spoke calmly despite the fact she was simmering inside.
“You should have come with the German girls then, and furthermore, you do not cheek prefects in this establishment. You would do well to remember that.” The senior girl looked around the platform and spied another girl standing slightly apart from the others, “Hey you,” she called, “Yes you, child, come here.”
A small, delicate looking blonde girl, of almost ethereal beauty, reluctantly walked over to the other two, looking most uncomfortable about being singled out in such a manner.
“You’re new as well aren’t you? What’s your name?”
Deciding that the first question, the newcomer announced her name, “Flaurette Green.”
Maybe it was a reaction to the unpleasantness of the last few moments, or perhaps it was just her natural high spirits, but Hilary was unable to prevent a small giggle from escaping her lips.
“Is there something wrong Hilary?” the prefect glared.
“No, I’m sorry, it’s just that it reminded me of cauliflowers, cauliflowers and greens…” Hilary stopped speaking, aware that it hadn’t really been funny. “I’m sorry Flaurette.”
“It is considered a sign of bad manners and ill breeding to make fun fun of another persons name, and it will not be tolerated in this establishment, I insist you apologise to Flaurette immediately.  I have enough to do without having to undertake the task of looking after your moral welfare.” 
“I thought I already did,” Hilary murmered quietly, her expressionless face giving no clue to the fury she felt inside, then mindful of Flaurette’s discomfort, she turned to the smaller girl with an impish grin, “Please accept my ‘umble apologies, lady, I wusn’t bought up to know any better”
“Tha’s alright mate, don’ worry abaht it.” Flaurette ansered with a decidedly cockney accent,.
Loathe to waste any more time dealing with two apparently stupid young school girls, the prefect contented herself  with giving them a contemptuous glance and forbidding them to move from the spot which they currently occupied until someone came to collect them.
“Whatever sort of place has Mummy sent me to?” Hilary groaned as she watched the older girl walking along the platform, I hope this school doesn’t want to try to turn me into a mini version of her.  Who does she think she is anyway?”
“She is a bit of a pig isn’t she?” Flaurette agreed, with a blissful ignorance of the Chatlet school’s rules regarding the use of slang, “As for who she thinks she is, not knowing, couldn’t say, but her name’s Lucy Peters.  The girls in my carriage were talking about her,  They said she’s only a prefect because her mother is a friend of Mrs Maynard, and she was friends with Mrs Maynard’s daughter before she left to go to ballet school.  They said she’s been even worse since Felicity left because she wanted to be a dancer as well but she wasn’t good enough.”
“And who on earth is Mrs Maynard?”
“You don’t know who Mrs Maynard is? Flaurrete asked with an expression of shocked surprise. “Why she’s a veritable legend in the annals of the school.  Actually I’d never heard of her until a few hours ago.  Apparantly she was the Chalet School’s first pupil after her sister decided to open a school, and she still lives almost on top of the school and joins in with things.”
“Weird”.
“Yes, but everyone assures me that she has a good reason for doing so, although they wouldn’t say exactly what that reason was.  I do know that she’s got positively loads of kids, though, and her sister and brother have too, and they’ve all been pupils at school, and filled the head girl and prefects positions most years, and when they haven’t it’s mainly been the daughters of friends of the family who have got the job. “That rules us out then, unless you’re a friend of the family.”
“Hardly, my last school closed, so we just went round collecting prospectuses, or should it be prospectii?  My parents said that as it was me who was going to school I should have a say in which one we chose, and I thought it would be intresting to come to school in another country, and lo and behold, here I am.  How about you?”
“My father died when I was young, and Mummy has just got married again to an American,  he’s in the American air force and he’s been sent to Germany, so Mummy didn’t really know what to do,  She didn’t want me to go to the American school there, and she didn’t want me to go to a German school either, nor did she want to leave me in England, then she heard of this place and thought I may as well come here as it is at least on the same continent.  I don’t think she realised that you needed to be connected to achieve anything,”
“But isn’t it the same the whole world over? It’s not what you know…”
“But who you know.” Hilary finished off the sentence.  “I suppose you’re right.  After all, their were favourites in my last school, I just never bothered to question why those particular girls were chosen, but I bet there was a reason, every one else loathed them anyway,”
“It was the same at my school but they don’t seem to loathe the Maynards here, on the contrary, they same to be all over them.  There is another  thing I forgot to mention, one of Mrs Maynard’s daughters, is coming back to school as a teacher this year.”
“Indeed I am,” both girls started guiltily as they turned to face the speaker, as they wondered how much of Flaurette’s speech she had overheard, but Hilary at least, was reassured immediately as she looked into the young mistresses dark eyes, which held a faraway dreamy look betraying the fact that no matter where she had been standing, her thoughts had been a long way from the bustling railway station.
“I am Miss Maynard, and you two are Hilary and Flaurette I believe.  There’s no need to stand here feeling shy, you know, our girls don’t bite.”  Hilary felt constrained to disagree with that statement, but she kept her thoughts to herself and turned her attention back to the teacher. “It is a bit overwhelming when you’re new isn’t it?” She smiled at them, “In a way it’s all new to me too, never having been a teacher before, so I suppose it’s appropriate that I should be your escort mistress.  Come along to the coach now, and I’ll find a sheepdog for you both when we get to school.”
The girls exchanged puzzled glances at the last statement, but followed the mistress to the coach, ignoring the curious glances which they attracted from some of the girls who stood lined up in form order.  Had they known it, the glances were aimed not at them, but at their older companion, but as it was they both felt rather uncomfortable in the face of so much covert scrutiny.
Hilary was pleased that the two of them had managed to stay together so far, she felt a real liking for for Flaurette, but judging by her appearance she had to be two or three years younger than herself so she did not expect to see much of her once school proper got underway.
“What are the girls like?” She asked, “So far I have only met you and Lucy Peters, and if she’s typical of the school as a whole, I shall walk back to Germany“She’s not typical of the girls I’ve met so far,” Flaurette replied, but I haven’t met that many myself.  There were only eight of us in the carriage.  The others seemed fine, well, thay spoke to me at least, but they spent most of the time talking about the things they did last term, or about other people that they all know so I couldn’t really have a conversation with them.  They were all years younger than me anyway, so I don’t suppose I’ll see much of them in the future.”
“Years younger? What does that make them then? Kindergarten or Infants, in either case I would have thought they were too young to travel all this way to school.” Hilary laughed.
“Ok, I exagerated.  But they were only about twelve or thirteen, so they are at least two years younger than me, so I still won’t see much of them.”
Hilary was pleasantly surprised to discover her new friend was the same age as herself, but at that point a long line of girls began to clamber onto the bus, so the pair of them fell silent, although they were both gratified to find that many of their fellow pupils acknowledged them with words, grins or nods.  Just as Hilary was beginning to fell that her new school may have some redeeming features, Lucy Peters climed onto the coach, followed by Miss Maynard, who began checking off names against a list.
“There is no need to worry about Con,” the prefect addressed the mistress, I counted them all in.”
“Nevertheless, if we leave someone behind, it will be my responsibility, not yours. Furthermore, I am Miss Maynard in front of the school, not Con.  You may have known me since the days when you used to play with my sister, but that is no excuse for impertinence.”
Lucy flushed, both at the mistress’s words, and at the sound of quickly suppressed, but audible sniggers which emanated from several points, of the bus.
Miss Maynard heard them too, and glared at the perpetrators, while she mentally chastised herself for being so tactless as to lecture the prefect in front of the younger girls.
After each of the girls had assured the mistress that they were indeed present, Con Maynard gave a signal to the bus driver that he may move off.  As the wheels began to turn an animated buzz of speculation broke out among the pupils, until finally, one of the more outspoken members of the group asked the question which was on everyone’s lips “Are you teaching us please Miss?”
“I shall be teaching English, whether or not I teach you personally will have to be seen.” The teacher smiled pleasantly, and then took her seat.  She knew full well that she had given them a shock, but she was hardly any less surprised to find herself as a fledgling teacher.
As the coach travelled along the familiar roads Con thought back over the events of the last few years.



When Con and her triplet sisters had left the Chalet School the future direction of their lives had already been mapped out. First, university. Oxford for for two of them, Edinburgh for the third, after which Len, the eldest, was engaged to Reg Entwhistle and could look forward to becoming a wife and mother,  Margot, the youngest, was to study medicine prior to taking holy orders and becoming a nun, and as for Con herself, she intended to become a writer and she supposed, at some time in the future, marry and have a family of her own, yet once they arrived in Britain everything had changed.
Life was so different to anything they had imagined before, that they could not help but be affected, although Con who spent at least fifty per cent of her waking hours trying to formulate the ideas buzzing around her head into a coherent whole, had reacted less extremely than the other two.
Margot, who had always seemed, on one level, to be more grown up than her sisters, found that her outward air of sophistication was taken at face value by her new friends, and consequently and she found herself in situations she had hitherto never dreamed of.  Not wanting to lose face with her peers, she went along with their wilder activities, despite the murmerings of her conscience.
Len, on the other hand, was enthralled both by the intellectual challenges she found at Oxford and by the discovery that the world was a broader place than she had ever imagined, and she did not have to settle for the narrow confines of marriage and motherhood. However, the conflict between her new found desires and her promise to marry Reg made life difficult for her, and having lived all her life with an over developed sense of responsibility for other people she found it impossible to talk over her own problems with anyone else.  As a result she became increasingly depressed and resentful of those who tried to approach her, especially Reg, and her own family who she blamed for pushing her into an early engagement.

Con, who at the time knew nothing of Len’s inner turmoil, finally got fed up with her sisters moodiness after being snapped at once to often, and declaring her to be even more bad tempered than Margot, she concentrated on building her own circle of friends. 
 As for Margot, that young lady, who had at least stuck to her resolve to work, found that a demanding course and a constant round of partying left her little time to even think about the rest of her family.
It wasn’t until Len opted not to return to Freudeishaum (sp?) the following Easter that Con began to wonder if Len’s moods were caused by anything other than overwork, but even then Len had a feasible excuse for not joining the rest of her family, having been given the opportunity to take a trip to Greece with her tutor, a lady of formidable intellect and insatiable curiosity.
Con knew that Len had great admiration for the older woman, but her own thoughts about her were rather less charitable as she tried to explain their eldest daughters absence to her disappointed parents  and a disconsolate Reg Entwhistle.

Looking back, with the benefit of hindsight, Con realised that she may well have been as ready to take Len’s reason for avoiding her family at face value had it not been for the Christmas holiday. This was a special Christmas for the Maynard family and outwardly everything had seemed normal, the triplets were overjoyed to be reunited with one another and they were all happy to see the rest of their family and those friends who lived on the Platz, and Con had been carried along by the celebration, enjoying the moment and not questioning the feelings of the others, but it was obvious now that there had been undercurrents of unsuspected emotion  below the appearance of normality.
Margot had, at times, been downright evasive, and Len, who at the time had seemed to be no different from the resposible level headed sister she had known all her life, had actually been slightly distant, and uncharacteristically for the girl who had always been first to volunteer to care for her younger siblings, she had been somewhat less than effusive in her welcome for her youngest sister, Gwyneth Hilda, who made her appearance on Christmas day.

After Easter, when Con and Margot returned to their respective universities, Con resolved to try to re-new the close bond she had formerly had with her sister, but her efforts were only partially successful,  Len was quite prepared to talk about her experiences in Greece, but as soon as Con attempted to impart some news from Switzerland Len changed the subject, and she was hardly any more forthcoming about her progress at Oxford.
This was probably more to do with her lack of progress than any lack of enthusiasm for her subject, for the strain which she was labouring under inevitably affected her work.
Sometimes it seemed to Len that she was deciding her future by default, her inability to concentrate on her stdies meant that she would have no choice in the matter, she would fail her degree, return home hanging her head in shame and marry Reg through having no other options.  
Luckily for her, her tutor understood her better than she realised, and although Len had held back from confiding in her, or asking her advice, she gained some inkling of the situation through unguarded remarks that Len made during the trip to Greece.  She too had had to rebel against the conventional expectations of her family to follow her chosen career, but at least she hadn’t had the extra complication of a romantic involvement.  In her opinion Len would be wasting her considerable talents if she failed to take advantage of the opportunities she had been offered, and she was unable to prevent herself from saying as much.  Unfortunately this only added to Len’s inner turmoil.

The days drifted by, and the first year of the triplets life at university drew to an end.  Len was again made excuses to stay away from her family during the summer vacation, apart from a brief  visit to their holiday home in the Tiernsee.  She avoided going to the Gornetz Platz.  
However this time, Margot remained in Edinburgh for a few weeks after the official end of term, realising that although she had done enough work to hold her own so far, she needed to spend some time studying to ensure that she didn’t begin to fall behind,.
 Con also opted to spend part of the holidays in Britain.  Once Len had totally exhausted the topic of Greece, she once again began to intimate that her sister’s company was not particularly desired, so Con, who was no more fond of being rebuffed than any other girl, decided to tackle the problem another way.  She wrote to the only person she knew who could possibly get under Len’s skin, Mary Lou Trelawny, a young lady who had been widely regarded as one of the best ever head girls of the Chalet School, and a friend who had helped the triplets on more than one occasion.



She saw Flaurette looking flushed and angry as she tried to snatch something from the grasp of Lucy Peters who was standing over her, while Hilary was looking at the older girl with an expression of contempt.
Con’s first instinct was to demand to know why Lucy had left her seat, but she managed to stop herself from uttering the words.  Tact had never been Con’s strong point,  but she had learnt to consider the effects her words might have on others, and she realised that to admonish the prefect in public twice in day would be to do so at least once to often.
She let her gaze sweep around the bus before addressing the pupils at large, “All right girls, there is nothing to see here, please continue with your own affairs,” before she turned her attention to the trio before her.  “Who would like to explain what all the fuss is about?” she asked quietly.
There followed an uncomfortable silence as neither Lucy or Flaurette wanted to violate the school girl code of honour by accusing the other of any wrongdoing.  Hilary however, cared less for such concepts than she did for justice, so seeing that neither of the other two intended to speak, she gave her version of events.
“Flaurette was showing me a photo, miss, and Lucy sntched it away from us and told us we were being vulgar.”
“I am sure she would not have acted in such a manner if you hadn’t given her reason to do so Hilary.” Con replied, “May I see this photograph please Lucy?”
The picture showed a group of three young men dressing bathing gear, standing in front of a small fishing boat on a shingle beach,  Although the picture wasn’t entirely  in focus it was sharp enough for Con to note the resemblance between Flaurette and  the smallest young man.  “Is this your brother, Flaurette?” she enquired pleasantly.
“Yes miss, and the other to are my cousins.  When we were on holiday we…”
“I’m sure you had a lovely time, and perhaps you will tell me about later Flaurette.” Con broke in, not being overly anxious to hear holiday stories at that particular moment in time, “Of course ther is nothing wrong with showing holiday snaps to your friends, Lucy obviously misunderstood the situation, understandably perhaps.”
“I think that Lucy jumped to conclusions when I said that Flaurette’s brother looked nice,” Hilary said in as innocent tone as she was able to muster, “He does look nice though, I bet that he and my brother would get on like a house on fire.”
Con was not fooled by Hilary’s act of innocence, she understood perfectly well the girl had intended to make Lucy look even more foolish, but as this was her first day as a Chalet School girl, Con decided to overlook it and take her statement at face value.  “I’m sure he is nice,” she replied, “but the subject is now closed.  Please can we settle down and enjoy the remainder of the journey, we will be at school soon enough and there will be little enough time for sitting around then.” 

The girls shortly discovered the truth of Con’s maxim.  As each coach drew up in front of the school it’s occupants were discharged with maximum speed, so as to allow the following bus to draw up in  it’s place.
As soon as the girls left the bus they lined up in form order, Hilary and Flaurette, unsure as to where to stand stood hesitantly to one side, although they both noticed that the few other girls who appeared to be at loss as to what to do were soon pulled into place by the more established hands.
An older girl, wearing a prefects badge came over to them,  “Hello, do you two not have a sheepdog?” she asked.
That expression again!  Hilary decided to find out once and for all what it was supposed to mean.  “The mistress on the bus talked about sheepdogs,” she said, “but we didn’t know what she meant then and we don’t know what you mean now.”
Philomena Vance, who had already been informed that she was head girl for the forthcoming year, although the school at large had not been appraised of that fact, was slightly taken aback at the younger girls tone, but not seeing any deliberate intention to cheek, she answered pleasantly, “It means that each new girl is given someone to look after her for the first week or two, to show her the ropes, and the girl looking after her is known as her sheepdog.  Were you two not introduced to anyone?”
“I was, when we left London” said Flaurette, “but the people I was put with were a lot younger than me and Lucy Peters told me to stay with Hilary when we got to Switzerland.”
“And I didn’t meet up with the others until they arrived at Basle, Mummy brought me from Germany” added Hilary.
“Very well.  Let’s see if we can get you sorted out now.  How old are you both?”

“Fifteen”, they answered in unison. Philomena had judged Flaurette to be no more than twelve, but she hid her surprise well.  “In that case you will probably be in Inter V,” she said (15 is about the right age for Inter V isn’t it? And is Inter V the highest form in the middle school or the lowest in the senior school please?) “Come with me.”
She led them over to one of the lines of girls and glanced along the ranks, before calling Stella Betts and Jenny McCartin over to her.  “Can you sheepdog these two girls please,  We don’t know which form they will be in yet, but they are both the same age as you two.”
She turned back to Hilary and Flaurette, “Girls, this is Stella and Jenny, two leading lights of Inter V.” Suddenly realising that she had omitted to ask she broke off the introduction abruptly, seizing on a sudden outbreak of rowdiness among the middles as an excuse to get away.
Stella and Jenny regarded their new charges appraisingly, “Are you really fifteen? You don’t look any older than my eleven year old sister” Stella said to Flaurette with a lack of tact which would have rivaled Con Maynard at her worst.  There was just enough time for 
Flaurette to answer in the affirmative, with a scowl marring her exquisite features, before the deep sonorous tones of a bell called everyone to attention.
Stella and Jenny hastily pulled the two new girls into line as everyone stood to attention to hear the words of a tall, dignified lady who’s beautifully modulated voice somehow managed to carry to the furthest corners of the lawn without her seeming to have to raise the volume.
“Welcome, girls.  I trust you all had a pleasant holiday?” Mrs Annersley paused as the school murmered assent. “I am sure you will all be feeling tired and hungry after your long journey so I shall not keep you for long.  After you have refreshed yourselves in the splasheries you may go to your common rooms until the bell rings for  supper [my memory is getting worse, I just cannot remember the appropriate German word – please assume that Mrs Annersley was not similarly afflicted] prayers will be immediately after supper, after which the junior forms will go to bed.  The rest of you may have dancing in the hall if you wish, but the seniors will have to begin to unpack.” 
After she dismissed the girls each form in turn began to march off to their appropriate splasheries.
Con Maynard found that the next hour was even more hectic for the staff than for the pupils and she sighed with relief when she finally exited the school premises and made her way across the lawn to the Maynard family home for her own repast.  Her teaching duties would only occupy part of her time and she was not going to live in the school, “And thank goodness for that” she thought to herself, “otherwise I would never manage to write a single word.  It’s going to be hard enough as it is when you take the time planning lessons and marking into consideration, still, I didn’t have any choice really,” she once again began to muse on the events which had led her to her current situation,

Mary Lou had not found it easy to break into her chosen career, the world of archeology was not ready for an inexperienced, pretty blue eyed blonde.  Indeed, Mary Lou had begun to suspect that she would have found life easier if she had been born ugly.  However, it was not in her nature to sit and mope so she had found part time work at the British Museum, and took advantage of her position to learn as much as she could about her subject, vowing that she would make people take her seriously.
Consequently, she was not in a position to help Len immediately, but she did send an invitation for the girl to spend time with her in London.
It was not until three weeks had passed that she realised she had received no reply, and she began to feel seriously concerned.  It was not like Len to ignore her friends.  She read through Con’s letter again, but as that young lady had no real idea of the cause of Len’s unhappiness her missive had been rather cryptic.
Mary Lou had been saving up her holiday days, hoping to accumulate enough time to visit Egypt but it seemed to her that this was a cause worth making a sacrifice for, so she asked her manager for a few days leave and prepared to visit Oxford.
She had learned to drive and had invested in a small car so she had no need to worry about train timetables and she was able to begin her journey late on Friday evening.  As she loaded her small suitcase she decided to speak to Con before she tried to tackle Len’s problems.  She hoped to arrive in Oxford with time to spare to speak with Con that evening, but she was still an inexperienced driver who had so far undertaken no journeys of more than ten miles, furthermore, within ten minutes of leaving London, the weather, which for most of the day had bathed the city in glorious sunshine, changed with a suddeness which reminded Mary Lou of the mountainous regions in which she had spent so many years and most of her journey was made through torrential rain leavened by an occasional flash of lightening.  As a result she arrived at her destination much later than she had anticipated and more than a little tired, so, after checking into the Randolph Hotel she decided to postpone her visit to Con in favour of a good nights sleep.

The following morning all traces of the previous nights storm had gone, and Mary Lou looked out of her window to discover it was another beautifully sunny day.  She was seized with a sudden inspiration and acting upon it once, she arranged for the hotel to provide her with a picnic lunch, then, after breakfasting, she retrieved her car and set off to find Con.
The triplet greeted her with relief, “Mary Lou, I was expecting you last night and I was worried sick when you didn’t show up.”
“I’m sorry Con, but I did say that I hoped to be with you Friday night if I got here at a reasonable time, and as the time was anything but reasonable I decided not to disturb you beauty sleep – not that you need it, she added as she realised that Con, with her dark colouring, and her now cut short in a bob, had developed into a very attractive young woman.  “Would you like to come for a drive with me?” she asked, “I’m quite safe really, and I’ve brought along the most delicious picnic lunch, besides which, it will much easier to talk if we are alone.”
Con agreed to this, and very soon after the two young women were driving out of the city.

Mary Lou didn’t speak much while she was sat behind the steering wheel, nor did she encourage Con to chatter as she wished to concentrate on her driving, but eventually they arrived at an ideal picnic spot, where the grass verge gave away to a stony area ideal for parking the car, while beyond that there was a wide swathe of grass leading down to a river.
“Is this the Thames?” Con asked, as she spread a blanket on the ground.  However, as Mary Lou was none to sure herself, it seemed as though Con’s question would remained unanswered.
As they began to spread out the food Mary Lou became aware of two men sitting further along the river bank in front of a fishing rod.  As she looked at them, wondering if they should partake of their meal elsewhere, the rod suddenly jerked as a fish took the bait, the fishermen though, seemed oblivious to the fact and carried on with their conversation.
Con, following Mary Lou’s gaze, also saw what was happening, and called out to the two men.
The younger man instantly leapt to his feet and began to reel in the fish, while his older companion began to busy himself with some nets.  
The fish was evidently of some considerable size for it took the younger man a good few minutes to secure his catch, but when the struggle was over he strolled across to the two women.  “Thank you for the warning,” he said, that’s the biggest catch I’ve ever netted.”
Then he looked more closely at the pair, particularly at Con, “But don’t I know you?  I’m sure we have met before.”
Con shook her head, “I don’t think so, Sir” she said politely, “I’m sure that I would have remembered”   The young man had bright blue eyes and an attractive smile which she thought would be hard to forget.
“Then please allow me to introduce myself.  My name is Hamilton, Dr Andrew Hamilton.”


Con hopped up the steps to Freudheseim, but before she could let herself in, the door was flung open and she found herself enveloped in her mothers arms.  “How did my little lamb find her first day as a teacher?” Jo asked softly as she gazed into her second daughters eyes.
 “I’m twenty two years old, why must she talk to me as if I still two?” Con thought with a sudden feeling of irritation, then she quickly suppressed the feeling, knowing that it was her mothers way of showing affection.
“Rather interesting as a whole,” she replied, “but I won’t pretend that I’m not tired.”
“I thought as much, never mind, there’s a hot bath waiting fir you, followed by one of Anna’s special suppers. And it is supper, not abendessen.”
Once Con sank into the bath she did not want to get out again, it was only the thought of Anna’s cooking which prevented her from lingering until the water became cold.  For so many years the opportunity to have a good soak without being interrupted by other family members knocking on the door had been a rare luxury, so she appreciated it all the more now.
Later, sitting across the table from her mother as they finished off their meal with a cup of milky coffee, Con off the tale of her first day at school. With the observation that it probably hadn’t been a good idea to appoint Lucy Peters as a prefect, “I always thought that she used to boss Felicity around, and she’s even worse now.  She really seems to have let it go to her head.”
“Lucy isn’t entirely happy at the moment,” Jo replied, “No I can’t tell you why, but I’m sure she will soon stop brooding.  In the meantime, try to be patient and don’t say anything you might regret later.”
“I think I all ready did.” Con replied, the seeing the apprehensive expression on her mothers face, she added, “Don’t worry, it wasn’t anything too bad.  I expect she has already forgotten about it.”  Con wasn’t as convinced by the latter statement as she pretended, and as it turned out, she was quite right to be worried.

The comments about Lucy Peters brought and end to the Chalet School as a topic of conversation, and it was Jo’s turn to impart some news.  “I had a letter from Roger today, he’s coming to visit us next week.  Con immediately raised her cup to her face to hide her reaction to this information.  People often made the mistake of thinking that she did not notice what was going on around her, and Jo was not immune to this.  In fact Con was actually quite perceptive and she had noticed the look on Roger Richardson’s face when he gazed at her mother on more than one occasion.  When she was younger she had been pleased that the family’s ward, as Roger and his younger brother and sister were,  had appeared to like her mother so much.  Now she was older, she understood rather better what that expression meant, and there was the added complication of her Father’s absence at an international medical conference.
“But Daddy won’t be here,” she said.
I know, the timing is rather unfortunate, Jo replied, “But Roger has been given the opportunity to work on a major engineering project in Africa, and he wants to fit us in before he leaves,”
 [I know that someone else came up with this idea on another thread, and I would like to apologise to that person for stealing their idea, but I just couldn’t resist it]

Con frowned, she had seen no evidence to suggest that her mother was even aware of Roger’s feelings, and if she was, she had totally ignored it and had continued to treat Roger with the same motherly affection she showed the rest of the family.  Even so, the prospect of the two of them alone in the big house, save for Anna and baby Gwynnie,  was not a comfortable thought.  Con’s trust in Joey was impicit, her trust in Roger, somewhat less so, but what could she do about it?  If she were to tell Joey that her adopted son had feelings for her which were somewhat other than filial, Joey would merely laugh and accuse her of suffering from an overactive imagination.  Nor could she tell her father.  She had already heard several unguarded comments that suggested that Jack Maynard was less than impressed by the rumours about Roger’s attitude to women which were circulating among mutual accquaintances.  Con shuddered to think what Jack would do if he ever suspected that his own wife had become a target for Roger’s attentions.
Deciding that this news just about finished of an extremely long and tiring day, Con excused herself and headed for bed.

Needless to say, sleep eluded her.  Con had always been a highly creature and her anxieties were most prone to materialise in the form of disturbed sleep patterns.  She had been an habitual sleepwalker for many years, but had at least grown out of that phase, although she found that that the sleepwalking had no effect on her the following morning, whereas her bouts of insomnia left her feeling exhausted.
She resisted the temptation to glance at the clock, knowing from experience that the worse thing she could do was to lay there counting off the hours and worrying about the decreasing amount of potential sleep.  Instead she made a conscious effort to turn her thoughts to more pleasant subjects, and the most pleasant of all was Dr. Andrew Hamilton.
Mary Lou had quickly realised that Dr. Hamilton was Neil Shephards friend, and the two men, Dr Hamilton and his uncle, had soon been invited to join the picnic.  As a result, the four of them had enjoyed a marvellous afternoon, during which the three younger people exchanged updated one another about their activities and the older man contributed many humorous comments.
Eventually, Mr Harvey had been obliged to return to his fishing rod, accompanied by Mary Lou, who had had a vague interest in the subject since spending part of her early childhood by the sea, and Con was left alone with Dr Hamilton.  She found that him to be great company, the two of them had much in common and they were soon talking as though they had known each other for years, rather than hours.  Con was also enthralled to discover that Andrew, as he asked her to call him, was interested in her as a person in her own right, not as part of the Maynard family.  Since, in Con’s experience most people who knew her family were primarily interested in getting to know her father the doctor, or her mother the writer this endeared him to her even more.
When the long afternoon finally, inevitably drew to an end, the pair had promised to stay in contact with one another.


It wasn’t until Mary Lou and Con began packing the blankets in the car that Con realised guiltily that she hadn’t even spared a thought for Len, let alone try to explain her worries to Mary Lou.

However, Mary Lou wasn’t thinking about Len either,  “I know this seems strange,” she said, “but I keep thinking that I remember Dr Hamilton as Ian, not Andrew.”
“Yes, his name is Ian,” Con replied,  “Andrew Ian.  Because Andrew is also his father’s name , his family in New Zealand always referred to him by his second name, but as he’s now twelve thousand miles away from his father there’s little likelihood of them being muddled up with one another, so he decided to drop the Ian and go back to being Andrew, which is a much nicer name, I think.”

Mary Lou, glancing at Con, said nothing, but she thought plenty.  When they arrived back in Oxford, Con, wishing to atone for her previous negligence insisted on Mary Lou visiting Len immediately, but she was soon to wonder if she had made a bad mistake.
“Mary Lou, what are you doing here,” Len greeted her erstwhile friend with something akin to hostility, then she turned to glare at Con, I suppose this is your doing”
If Mary Lou was shocked by Len’s attitude and appearance she gave no sign of it, “Oh, I had a few days leave and decided to renew my accquaintance with Oxford, you did know that I’m working at the British Museum didn’t you?  Let’s have a cup of tea and I’ll tell you all about it.” She said briskly, “I’ve even got cakes, if you would care to fetch from the car Con, although they hardly compare to Anna’s delicious concoctions.”

Somehow Mary Lou had managed to march straight into Len’s rooms, and was now sitting on the sofa, giving all appearances of having settled in for the evening.  Len, although resenting this intrusion into her life decided that there was little she could do about it short of trying to physically manhandle Mary Lou out of the door.  On the other hand, if she made a pot of tea her visitor may well decided to leave once she had drunk one or two cups.
As for Con, once she had hastily pushed the remaining cakes into Mary Lou’s hands, she decided it would be more tactful to leave the two alone.
While Mary Lou was waiting for Len to make the tea she cast a curious glance at some work which Len had left laying on the sofa.  Although she read no more than a few lines, she was shocked at the poor quality of the work, however, sensing that Len would hardly appreciate any adverse comments at this stage, she turned the conversation to her own activities during the last year.
As she talked of the problems she had encountered in her fledgling career Len commented that Mary Lou would have probably been successful if she had decided to teach archeology rather than becoming an archeologist.
“No doubt, although it is a bit of a specialised subject, too specialised for most schools, but it may yet come to the point where I have to settle for lecturing undergraduates, but I’m going to do everything which in me lies to try to become a proper archeologist. You know that has always been my dream.”
It was so easy for Mary Lou to blithely make that statement, Len thought, she had nothing to hold her back, certainly not a promise to marry a man extracted from her at a vulnerable moment.  She had cared for Reg, certainly, as a friend, and it was true that she had been beside herself with worry when he was reported missing during the flood, but she would have suffered the same anxiety if had happened to be any of her other friends.  The difference was, none of her other friends would have made a proposal of marriage while she was overcome with relief at finding them safe and sound.  Len had been aware of Reg’s desire for a deeper relationship, and although she was flattered by his attentions, she had privately regarded him with amusement, an amusement she was careful to hide for fear of hurting his feelings, then, still reeling from the roller coaster of emotions she had felt throughout the previous twenty four hours she had been faced first with her mother, who had, it now seemed, virtually forced her into accepting Reg as a future husband, and then with Reg’s ill timed proposal.
All in all, Len was feeling abjectly sorry for herself and to cap it all, Mary Lou had dismissed the idea of becoming a university lecturer as very much second best, while Len had found that the opportunity to teach young adults, eager to learn, would very much be the fulfillment of her dream.  
Len glanced at Mary Lou resentfully, a look which the other young woman could not fail to notice and wonder about.

Meanwhile, Hilary and Flaurette were being ‘sheepdogged’ with a thoroughness  which would have been a credit to Stella and Jennie if they had applied the same standards to their lessons.
There was just enough time for Jennie to confirm the new girls reasonable assumptioon that the tall regal lady was indeed Miss Annersley, the Chalet Schools exalted head mistress, before they were hustled off round the corner of the building, through a side door and along a corridor which led to a cloakroom containing pegs along both the long narrow walls, and on a purpose built stand which also ran virtually the length of the room, with a small gap to allow access to the washbasins below the two big windows which provided ample illumination during the long summer days. Now though, it was heading towards dusk, and the natural light was supplemented by the harsh glare of a row of overhead strip lights.
Stella informed the new girls that this was the fifth year’s ‘splashery’, “And I suppose you are in the fifth, since you’ve been handed over to us.”
“Why is it called a ‘splashery’, Hilary demanded of her.
Stella glanced at her friend in the hope that she would jump in and answer the question, but seeing that her mute plea had met with no response, she had to confess that she had no real idea.  “I don’t know, I think they’ve always been called that,  they were called splsheries when my aunt was here anyway.  I suppose it’s just tradition,” she finished off vaguely, “Anyway, we don’t have time to stand here worrying about that,” As she spoke she pulled off her hat and coat, much to Hilary’s relief, for in her view, the splashery was extremely overheated.
It soon transpired that she was not alone in this opinion as several girls began to comment about the temperature.
“Yes, and it’s no wonder” someone piped up, 2the radiators are blazing hot as I know to my cost, having put my hand on one of them when you young hooligans pushed past me.  It nearly took my skin off.”
“I didn’t hear you yell” some ine countered.
“You wouldn’t in all this row, I don’t mind admitting it brought tears to my eyes though.
Jennie, who’s father worked for a company which manufactured boilers, looked a little concerned upon hearing this, then deciding she was being fanciful, she followed Stella’s example in digging a towel and a pair of slippers out from her suitcase, and signified to the new girls that they should do the same.
“That’s right, and we have to put our shoes in our lockers.  Stella, you know where my locker is, be a dear and pop my shoes in for me, and I’ll try to find these twos.” She said rather ungrammatically,  “What were your names again? Hilary who?”
“Hilary Francis,” the bearer of that name replied, “And this is Flaurette Green.”
“Flaurette, goodness, where did that come from”, Jennie dived across the room without waiting for a reply.
Left alone for a moment, Hilary and Flaurette exchanged stunned glances.  “I thought this was supposed to be an English school,” Flaurette murmered quietly, but they seem to be speaking every language under the sun.”
“Yes, it is a bit overwhelming on the first day,” Stella reappeared, “Hasn’t Jennie found your lockers yet? Oh there she is, go and stow your shoes then we can have a quick splash to freshen up.  I expect you need it, I know I do.” She pushed them gently in Jennie’s direction.
The new girls were then shepherded through into another small room where they managed to squeeze their way up to one of the many washbasins which were set therein.
As the water from the hot taps turned to be nearly boiling, the girls had no choice but to opt for cold water, which was no bad thing as they felt greatly refreshed after rinsing their hands and faces.
“Don’t worry about all the noise,” Stella picked up an earlier thread of conversation, “It’s only like this on the first day, when the rules come into force you either have to speak in the language of the day, I think it’s German tomorrow,  or remain silent.”
“You have to speak German in the splasheries?” Flaurette asked with some concern.
“If it’s a German day, yes.  If it’s a French day you have to speak French, and on English days you have to speak English.  And not just in the splasheries, in the dormitories, and the common rooms and everywhere else as well. Didn’t you read the prospectus? It’s quite emphatic about the tri-lingual aspect of the school.”
“Of course I read it, but I didn’t realise that you had to speak different languages out of school. You needn’t expect me to say anything tomorrow then, except in lessons.”
Stella looked at the new girls truculent expression, then she casually dropped her bombshell, “When I said all day, I meant all day, including lessons.”
“That is absolutely ridiculous,” Flaurette snapped, “I won’t be able to understand a thing. How am I supposed to be educated if the teachers are speaking double dutch? One of the reasons for choosing this school was it’s acedemic reputation, but that doesn’t look as though it’s going to do me much good. I may as well leave now!”  She grabbed for her coat and began to pull it on.  
A shocked silence fell over the room, those who had been standing close to the four girls had quickly abandoned their own activities to follow this conversation, and the girls further afield had become aware that an unexpected drama was taking place.
More than one of the other pupils secretly sympathized with Flaurette, for although some girls seemed to pick up languages easily, and the  majority just about got by, there were others for whom some days were a total loss.
“Don’t be silly, you can’t go anywhere now,” Jennie grabbed the smaller girls arm, look, it’s nearly time for abendessen, you’ll feel better when you’ve eaten, and it’s not nearly as bad as Stella is making it sound” She glared at her friend.
Unsurprisingly, being called silly did not do anything to soothe Flaurette’s temper, “Don’t you call me names, at least I’ve got enough sense to realise I’ve chosen the wrong school, now let me go,” she shouted.
“Eee calm down lass,” Hilary interjected, then speaking in her normal tones she added, “It isn’t exactly sensible to go running off in a strange country at this time of night, especially when your tired, half starved and you don’t understand the lingo.  Come on, you’ve coma all this way, you may as well have some grub and a bed for the night.”
Seeing that Flaurette appeared to be relenting at Hilary’s kindly spoken words, Jennie released her grip from the other girls arm, while at the same time deciding that this was not the best occasion to mention the schools policy on the use of slang.

At that point they were literally saved from the possibilty of further conflict by the deep tones of the school bell.  
“Gosh, abendsessen” gasped Annette Bowyers, form prefect of Vb, “We should have been out of here hours ago.” 
The girls quickly lined up and marched out of the splashery towards the speisassal.  Although school rules were in abeyance,  most of them were well aware that they had been fortunate to escape censure for the earlier uproar, and they had no wish to push their luck, so they briskly made their way along the corridors in virtual silence and had no chance to discuss Flaurette’s outburst.
“Fiery little thing isn’t she?” murmered Annette to her neighbour Liz Walker, as they finally slid into their seats.
“Small people often are, they need to make up for their lack of inches” Liz replied with the assurance which came from having reached the dizzy heights of Five foot nine inches. *
As the fifth years were not particuarly anxious to have their business discussed among the school in general, the subject was dropped after this brief exchange, and as the girls were hurried straight to hall after their meal for worship and Miss Annersley’s address, they had no more opportunity to speak about it that day, and by that time Miss Annersley had dropped her own bombshell, and Flaurette’s temper was forgotten.


*[Not sure if the CS would use Imperial measurements because of the era, or Decimal because they were in Europe – I don’t recall any specific measurements being mentioned in the books, but I think the CS would be decimal but EBD would use Imperial as most people reading the books at the time they were written wouldn’t have understood metres and centimetres]

Con opened her eyes, she switched on her bedside lamp and glanced at her alarm clock. Four am.  She had obviously fallen asleep at some point during her memories of Mary Lou’s description of the meeting between herself and Len, but she didn’t feel as though she had slept, and she was pretty sure she wouldn’t sleep again that night.  
She slipped out of bed and walked over to the window and stared out into the darkness remembering how shocked she had been at Len’s attitude, and how indignant she had felt on Mary Lou’s behalf.
Mary Lou had left soon after that, but she had promised to return.  The next day, when she kept her promise, she found that her visit had had at least a partially beneficial affect.  During the long, lonely night, Len looked at herself and realised how far she had fallen below the standards expected of Chalet School girls, and although part of her didn’t care, she had enough pride left want to give Mary Lou a better impression than she must have so far received.  Also, she did not want to give the former head girl any excuse for telling tales to Joey.

Len had always been an untidy person at the best of times, but as she looked around her small room she realised that things had gone way beyond untidy.  More than one half empty cup and dirty plate had been abandoned amidst the general disorder of papers and books.
A feeling of deep gloom  descended upon her, “I wouldn’t even make a good wife,” she thought to herself, “I can’t even look after myself, I’ll never be able to do anything, I’m just a total failure,” her eyes filled with tears as she stood looking around the room, and she began to give into the urge to return to bed, almost wishing she could sleep for ever.  It was, as Len told Con much later, only the sudden unbidden thought of her mother descending upon her, smothering her with love and advice while at the same trying to bend her eldest daughters will to fit her own expectations, that made her turn back and begin to scoop up armfuls of books and deposit them willy nilly on the bookshelves.
Once she had made the decision to take the first step, it was easier to keep going, and she threw herself into a frenzy of tidying up, sweeping out, dusting and washing up.  
She looked over the finished results with no real satisfaction, but with the knowledge that such intense activity had at least served as a distraction for a short period of time.
With this in mind she picked up a recently purchased, but as yet unread text book, feeling that intellectual activity may prove to be even more effective than physical exertions, but the moment she began to study, she was once again overcome by the futility of her actions as a suffocating image of Reg expanded to fill her mind.

Mary Lou spent the first part of the morning mentally girding her loins.  So far her talk with Len had not been an unqualified success.  Len had been particuarly unforthcoming, even antagonistic towards her, and having previously been accustomed to the younger girl looking up to her and following her advice to the letter, Mary Lou found this hard to deal with, so when she returned to Len’s rooms she was delighted to find that her intervention had had a beneficial effect as she took note of the tidied room and the text book.
“Hello,” she beamed,  “We’ve so much more to catch up with, that I was going to invite you to come for a drive with me, but I won’t disturb you if you’re studying.  Con said that she had heard that you weren’t doing quite as well as we expected,” she added, uncharacteristically speaking before she stopped to consider to implications of her words.
She was soon to realise her mistake.
“Oh did she?” Len threw the textbook across the room, heedless of the vase which interrupted it’s flight, “I knew she had something to do with it, well she can just start minding her own business and stop interfering in mine!   I don’t want her, you, or anyone else coming along here trying to jolly me along and telling me to snap out of it.!”
“But, Len, she cares about you, we all do.  We want to help you.  You’ve been given a wonderful opportunity, we don’t want to see you waste it,”
“The only way you can help, Mary Lou, is by butting out.  You know nothing, how could you? You’ve never had to grown up bearing the expectations of your family, you know very well you could twist Auntie Doris round your little finger, and what opportunity have I been given anyway?  I’ll tell you, it’s the opportunity to find out how much I’m going to be missing while I’m settling down to become the proud mother of a long family.  What could you know about that?  You were never railroaded into accepting a proposal while you were still at school.  Noting has ever stopped you from doing what you want, oh don’t tell me you gave up your place at Oxford to care for Auntie Doris after Mr Carey died, you knew that it would only be for a few years at most.  Yes you did, it was obvious that that Auntie was going to live much longer, she had been ill for years.”
Later on, Len was going to be deeply ashamed of this cruel speech, but at the time she could do nothing to prevent all her pent up resentment from flowing out.  Mary Lou had, at last, inadvertently got to the root of the problem, but she was too hurt by Len’s speech to care.
“I would rather still have Mummy than any career,” she said quietly, “You’ve been surrounded by so much love all your life that you take it for granted.  What do you know about being alone?  It’s time you began to appreciate what you have.”
She turned and walked out.

Mary Lou returned to the Randolph, and packed her belongings, then she informed the receptionist that she was cutting short her visit and asked for her bill.  She knew that she ought to tell Con that she was leaving as there was nothing she could do to help Len, but her feelings about the eldest triplet were still too raw, and she foresaw that there was every chance of quarelling with Con also, if she told her exactly what she thought of her sister, so she decided instead to wait until she returned home and then write a letter which could be composed at leisure, and then edited if need be.  The Maynards had become a surrogate family to Mary Lou since the death of her mother, and she was loathe to do anything which would jeopardize that relationship.
After Mary Lou’s departure Len continued to pace around angrily. Although her temper had a very long fuse, once she was roused she could not only rival, but outdo, her hot headed sister Margot for moodiness, and it took a long time before she calmed down.  
She was infuriated that Mary Lou had walked out while she still had plenty to say to the interfering busybody, “and to think that she warned me that I might end up like that. She should take her own advice, no-one else wants it, certainly not me. And as for Con…” The thought of her sister’s betrayal further stoked up the fires of her wrath, and she decided to have it out with her there and then.  Pausing only to pull on her coat, she rushed out, slamming the door behind her.
Luckily, Con was at that moment in time minding her own business very well, as she sat in the garden of Mr and Mrs Harvey’s gracious country house talking to their nephew, Andrew Ian Hamilton, about the historical novel which she dare not begin writing until she had concluded her time at university, and Len, after a fruitless search had no choice but to abandon her quest for her sibling and return to her rooms. 

There was a distinct coolness between the two girls the next time they met, Con had received Mary Lou’s letter and she now knew that Mary Lou and Len had quarreled.  Mary Lou had not gone into any great detail about their argument, but Con was astute at reading between the lines and she was certain that her sister had tretated their friend harshly, while Len was still brooding on the fact that Con had asked Mary Lou to interfere in the first place.
However, by this time Len had made a decision about her future helped by, of all people, Margot, although offering succour to her eldest sister had been the last thing on Margot’s mind the day she had suddenly turned up at Len’s rooms, totally out of the blue.
Len, when she opened the door that evening in response to a volley of frantic knocking, had gaped at the vision she saw standing there.
The long Indian summer had finally given way to more typically autumnal weather, and Margot was wet, windswept and bedraggled.  Her golden curls, darkened by the rain, were plastered against her skull, and drops of water dripped from her head to run down her nose and neck.
“Margot!  What on earth…”Len exclaimed as she dragged her sister inside, “For goodness sake get those clothes off, you’ll catch your death of cold.  I’ll get some towels.”  For a few moments Len instinctively  slipped back into the role of the responsible eldest child as she handed Margot a couple of towels and searched out some of her own clothes for her sister to wear.
Once she had bustled round ensuring that Margot was dry and warm and had provided her with a cup of warm milk, she began to wonder what was behind this unexpected visit.
“Did Con tell you to come?” she asked suspiciously.
“Con? Of course not, why should she?” Margot’s baffled reply was obviously genuine and Len felt herself begin to relax as a degree of tension which she had not even been aware of left her body.
“Then why are you here?  What made you suddenly decide to come all this way, in this weather, and why you didn’t tell me you were coming? I might not even have been here.”
For someone who had been  in such a hurry to see her sister, that she had jumped on the first train leaving Edinburgh station without even thinking about bringing any luggage, Margot was strangely reluctant, to answer, but after she could no longer busy herself with the hot milk, Margot took a deep breath and began to explain.

“Well, it like this,” she began, “You know yourself how much more freedom there is at university than at school, and since of been talking to other people it seems that our school was more supervised than many others, but I still managed to cause a few rucks even there, that business with Ted for instance, and that time I nearly brained Betty, and workwise, I still managed to just coast along most of the time even though we had supervised prep…”
She faltered at the grim expression on Len’s face, and began to rummage in her hand bag.  She pulled out a packet of cigarettes, took one for herself, and offered the packet to Len.
Len smoked very occasionally, but she had found that cigarettes sometimes made her feel nauseous, so she had never taken up the habit on a full time basis.  However, this recognised that this was likely to be one of those occasions when a cigarette would prove to beneficial. “I wonder what it is this time” she thought to herself, “Temper or slacking.”
Just as Len had always been the sensible eldest child, Margot had, partly due to her own nature and partly because her fragile health as a baby had led to her being somewhat spoiled, been the naughtiest triplet, a role which she had done her best to live up to throughout her childhood, and since their earliest days Len had helped her through numerous scrapes and escapades, although since the incident with Ted, Margot had made a conscious effort to take more responsibility for her own actions.
The two girls had once again lapsed into a tense silence, Margot studied her cigarette as though it were suddenly the most interesting object in the world, while Len regarded her moodily.
‘Which ever it is, she’s bound to want me to sort it out,” she thought, though how she thinks I can help from all this distance is beyond me. And I can hardly go and have a quite word with her principal, he doesn’t know me from Adam, and I can quite imagine what sort of reception I would get.’
“Come on Margot, spit it out,” she snapped, “You’ve come all this way to talk to me, risking pneumonia to do so, or a cold at very least so you may as well get on with it now you’re here. I suppose you’re going to tell me you’ve let all this lack of supervision go to your head, and you’re now so far behind that they’ve threatened to kick you out.”
“No, that’s not it.” Margot looked down to prevent Len from seeing the guilty flush which had spread across her face as she remembered the half finished essay which was due to be handed in the following day.  Had she glanced up she would have seen that far from condemning her, Len was struggling to hide her own guilt as she thought of her own untouched studies.  She was just realising how lenient the authorities had been with her.
Margot sighed, this interview was not proving to be easy, but then she had never expected it would be.
“I’ll admit that I haven’t paid my studies as much attention as I should have,” she said, “but no-one has threatened to expel me, not yet anyway,  the real problem is….

“…The problem is,” Margot gulped, “The problem is…I’m going to be  busy in a few months time.”

“What do you mean busy,  busy doing what?,” Len stared at her sister uncomprehendingly.
“Organising the Spring Ball” Margot snapped, “For God’s sake Len, what do you think I mean, you’ve heard Mamma and the staff use that stupid euphanism enough times.  I’m having a bloody baby.”
Len could only gasp, whatever she had expected to hear, she hadn’t expected it to be as bad as this.  “But, why, Margot, you’re going to be a nun, I mean, how could you forget everything you’ve always believed in like that.”
“I’m not going to be a nun now, am I?” Margot replied, “That’s the one thing I am sure about.  Can you imagine the mother superior’s reaction when I turn up with a baby on my hip?” she gave a short sardonic laugh, then she ran her fingers through her golden curls, ans continued soberly, “I’m sorry, Len.  I’ve let you all down, but I never was good, like you.  You listen to your conscience , well, so do I suppose, but if I want to do something I just ignore it and go ahead anyway, even if I know it’s wrong.”
“Your devil,” Len said softly.
“If you like, but when it comes down to it, my devil is just another side of me, the side that’s stupid and thoughtless and selfish, especially selfish, if I see something I want I take it, regardless.  I thought,” she hesitated, “I thought that becoming a nun would be the only way to conquer those feelings, if I was in an environment where I I had to serve others without thinking of my self, it would get rid of the problem.  I can see now that I was going to do it for all the wrong reasons, you’re supposed to serve God for his own sake, not to save your own soul.”
Len could only gape.  She was accustomed to Margot living on the surface of life, she had never expected her to display so much self awareness.  Whatever the future held for her sister, Len realised that her experiences had caused a profound change in her character, a change very much for the better.
“But Margot,  what are you going to do?”
“I don’t know. Stephanie, she’s a friend of mine, at least I thought she was, said I ought to try to get rid of it, she said I would ruin Domenic’s life if he had to marry me.  I would hold him back from his brilliant career.  There was no mention of my brilliant career of course.”
“Try and get rid of it?” Len spluttered, “How? I mean…” she broke off in confusion.
“We are trainee doctor’s Len, we do know about things like that, well a little bit anyway, but I could never do that, what ever else I may be, I’m not a murderess.”
‘All the same, it would be better if the baby died before it was born’ the unbidden thought crashed into Len’s brain. She was instantly ashamed of herself.  Margot may have described herself as selfish, but so far she had neither by word or gesture indicated that she wished for the baby’s death, and it was she who had to deal with the disastrous situation.  

“What do you want to do Margot?” She asked sympathetically.
Margot smiled ruefully, “I want to carry on studying as long as possible, then when the time comes to have the baby I want to take a year off, to look after her while she’s still young, then I want to be able to leave her somewhere, somewhere organised with a qualified nurse or something, while I go back to university, and eventually qualify and find work.  I can't be a missionary doctor now, but I could work part time for the National Health Service in one of the poorer areas of country, like somewhere where Tom Gay runs her boys clubs, Dominic say’s that people in this country need good doctors almost as much as those overseas, and baby could carry on going to the nurse until she was old enough for Kindergarten.  That’s what I’d like to do, in an ideal world, but the world isn’t ideal, not yet, so I can either have her adopted and then go back to university, or I can accept Domenic’s proposal, give up my studies and become a housewife.”
Len shook her head, “You’ve got some funny ideas Margot.  As if anyone would bother to organise somewhere where children could go while their mothers worked.  I can’t see that happening, not unless there’s another war and we have to keep things running while our men go off to fight.”
“Don’t you think so?  Things are changing Len, not quickly enough for me, but I can see a time when mother’s can continue to work if they want to.  What about Daisy? She work’s part time at the San, and she’s married with children.  Come to that, what about our own mother?”
“That’s different, she was always at home, she didn’t go out to work, and she’s an author anyway.  It’s not like being a teacher, or a doctor.  All the mistresses at school left as soon as they got married.”
“Yes, as I said, we don’t live in an ideal world.  On the whole, I suppose, marrying Dom seem’s to be the best option.”
“Do you love him?”
“Love him?  No.  I think he’s one of the most fascinating people I’ve ever met, and I enjoy his company, when he finds time to pay me any attention, which isn’t that often.  He’s very popular, no more than that, charismatic, and all his friends demand their two penny worth, and he’s known most of them far longer than he’s known me.”
“But Margot, you mustn’t. How can you give everything up to marry a man you don’t love?” Len exclaimed.
“Because I don’t think I can bear the idea of giving up my baby.” Margot answered quietly, “Even if you didn’t love Reg, wouldn’t you give up teaching if you were carrying his child?”
“I would never be carrying a man’s child if I didn’t love him,” Len answered simply, but her mind was in a whirl as she was hit simultaneously by two essential truths.  Not only had she just entreated her sister not to do something which she had already resigned herself to with far less reason, but she could never ever envisage herself having a child with Reg.  
She became vaguely aware that somewhere in the distance, Margot was still talking.
“….things just happen” she heard, “And you know what men are like, or rather I don’t suppose you do.  I suppose that instead of having fun, you stay in because of Reg, even though he’s,  mmm not.” 
“Even though he’s what Margot?” Len seized upon the last part of this speech.
“Even though he’s not staying in.” Margot responded quickly.
“That isn’t what you were going to say, you had better tell me. You are my sister.”
Margot shrugged, “It’s most probably nothing, but when I went back to the Platz in the summer, I visited Matron Graves at the San, 

….and she seemed to think that Reg was spending far too much time with that new English teacher, Miss Lucas.  I wouldn’t have thought anything of it, except,” Margot hesitated, knowing that her next words would hurt her sister, “he has been saying that he’s marrying you because you’re daddy’s daughter. Daddy is the head of the San, after all, and Reg is a very junior doctor.”
“I see.”  Len’s eyes hardened, but whatever she was feeling, she kept it to herself.
“Speaking of the parents,” she changed the subject, “What are you going to tell them?”
“Nothing, yet.” Margot shuddered, and you mustn’t either,  I want to get everything sorted out first.  I can’t undo what’s been done, but at least I can prove to them that I can deal with it.  That doesn’t make much sense does it?  But I know that I’m going to be such a disappointment to them.  Daddy was so pleased that at least one if us was going to follow in his footsteps, and Mummy seemed quite pleased that I was going to become a nun, even though it meant she would hardly ever see me again, or perhaps because of that.” Margot gave a wry smile.
“Oh Margot, you know that’s not true.  She loves us all, they both do.” Len cried.
“Maybe, but she never liked me as much as you. She never sent you off the Canada with Auntie Madge when we were tinies.” A sulky expression appeared briefly on Margot’s face.  No matter how many times it had been explained to her that she had been sent to Canada for the sake of her health, she still couldn’t quite rid herself of the feelings of rejection it had engendered, and it was doubtful she ever would.  However that was not the issue here, so she pushed it to the back of her mind, and once again begged Len to promise not to tell their parents.
“Of course I won’t.  I wouldn’t dream of interfering in your business like that.  Anyway, one good thing about being part of a long family is that there’s all ways someone else to carry on where you left off.  Personally I think that Charles is going to fulfill  this family’s quota of religious vocations, and isn’t Steven head for Edinburgh too?”
“As for Charles, you would know better than me, he’s always chosen you as a confident since that time he had appendicitis at the Tiernsee,  but I can tell you that although Steven may be headed for Edinburgh but he certainly isn’t going to study medicine. Not human medicine anyway, he's decided to become a vet.”
After that bombshell, the two of them continued to talk generally about their family, and inevitably, about their school, until the lateness of the hour led them to squeeze into Len’s bed for the remainder of the night.
Meanwhile, in Switzerland, Reg read through the long letter he had composed for \len’s benefit, with the help of Miss Lucas.  He had always struggled to express himself on paper and so had jumped at the chance of that young lady’s offer of assistance.  He believed that the short stilted replies he received from his fiancee were the natural consequence of his own inadequate missives.  He was so far blissfully unaware that the brotherly relationship he had developed with the teacher had been remarked upon.  When he did find out he ended the relationship immediately, for there had been more than a grain of truth in the hot tempered reply he had given to one of his colleagues who had persistently needled him about his motives for wooing Len, and he knew that if marrying the bosses daughter would be good for his career, treating the bosses daughter with anything other then the utmost respect would virtually be the end of it.

The following morning Len made breakfast with a will, feeling much happier than she had for months. She was saddened by Margot’s troubles, but she knew that she could not, and should not, interfere with her sister’s life. Margot had come to her own conclusions and Len’s responsibility began and ended with being a good listener, although she resolved to write more often than she had done so of late. 
Margot also seemed in a better frame of mind than she had been when she first arrived. As they sat opposite one another eating toast and marmalade Margot offered her thanks for the previous night, “I just had to talk it through with someone who could see the whole picture,” she explained, “My friends at university are no use, they’re all half besotted with Dom themselves, I think. “Mind you, I can’t blame them to much, he does have that effect on people, as I very well know.” She grimaced, “But now I’ve actually put my thoughts into words, it’s all so much clearer. I know that I’m doing the right thing.” 
Seeing Margot instinctively caress her own stomach Len thought that she was probably right, her abandoned career notwithstanding. 

She smiled softly at this indication of affection for the unborn child, “Yes I think you probably are”, she said, “But I should probably be thanking you, you’ve helped me clarify my own thoughts, thanks to you I’ve finally made a decision, and I’m almost sure that I’m going to do the right thing too. By the way,” she added as a sudden thought struck her, “Am I allowed to tell Con any of this?” 
“Of course, as long as it goes no further. I would like to see her myself, but,”she glanced at her watch, “it’s going to take an awfully long time to get back, and I don’t really want to be away any longer than I have to.” 
“She’ll understand.” 
“Yes, tell her I’ll write to her shortly. In the meantime, I do have time to hear more about this decision of yours, although quite frankly I find it hard to believe you’ve had a hard time making it. You always know what needs to be done, then you go and do it.” 
“But I’ve never had to make a really big decision before, however, I have decided that I am going to teach.” 

Margot looked puzzled, “But you decided that years ago,” 
“But that was before Reg came along. I could hardly be Reg’s wife and teach at the same time could I?” 
“Biddy O’Ryan, I mean Courvoisier (sp?) did, for a little while anyway.” Margot mused, “But I presume you mean you’re going to put off your marriage to Reg for a while.” 
“More than that, I’m not going to marry him at all. Oh, I’m not saying that I won’t get married some day, but certainly not yet, and not to Reg.” 
“Well, I won’t pretend to be disappointed,” Margot got to her feet, “I never really took to him that much, and I thought you were far to young to make that sort of decision. Yes I know our cousin wasn’t much older, but she had at least left school and had a bit of experience of life. Well I expect all this will become common knowledge soon enough, but I’ll keep it to myself for now. Gosh, is that the time? I’ll miss the train if I don’t leave this minute,” 

The sound of a baby squawking in distress rent the air, making Con jump. “Drat the child,” she thought reprehensibly, “She’s going to wake every one up now.” Everone, in this case comprised only of her parents and Anna, but Con had been enjoying the peaceful feeling of having the Alpine darkness to herself, as she imagined Margot and her baby. So far, imagining the scene had been all she could do, as Margot, apart from sending birthday cards to her siblings, had made no further attempt to contact any of her family, nor did they know her whereabouts. Con knew though, with the uncanny closeness that existed between the three of them, that wherever Margot was, she was fine. 
She heard the muttered comment, “Teething,” followed by the sound of a door softly closing, then Gwynnie’s cries slowly subsided and the household was once again at peace. 
Although Con had firmly believed otherwise, she had not been the only person gazing out into the deep velvety night sky. 
At school, Hilary was breaking rules left, right and centre as she stood at her half of the window which was shared between two cubicles, munching a bar of chocolate as she thought back over the events of the day. 

After a meal of cold meat and salad, followed by a creamy concoction created by Karen, the school cook, and a cup of milky coffee, the girls had cleared their own crockery away into the high sided trolley which had been installed in the room for that very purpose.  The check patterned table cloths were folded and put into drawers, and the girls had formed into yet another orderly line.
The line marched through the corridors to the big school hall, where it suddenly divided into two, some of the girls heading for the front, others to the rear.  Just as Hilary was deciding she could see no reason for it, for the split didn’t appear to be along the lines of age or nationality she was asked “Which are you?”
“Which what?” she answered in some confusion.
“Protestant or Catholic.”
“Oh.  Protestant of course, what about you Flaurette?”
“The same.”
“Right, you stay with me then, Stella’s a Catholic so she can’t sheepdog you through this part.”
“Shouldn’t it be shepherd?” Hilary pondered, but this remark was ignored as Jennie noticed one of the mistresses looking at them and hurriedly pushed her charges forward. “Hurry up, Ferry’s got her eye on us.”

Once everyone had settled into place two big doors were pulled across to divide the room into two.  “When I first started school the Catholics went to the Gym for worship” Jennie whispered, “Then they put those doors in so we could all be in the same room. It means…”
She broke off as she noticed Miss Moore glaring in their direction.
As soon as the whispers from various parts of the room had been silenced the mistress sitting at the piano began to play softly.  Hilary was later to learn that this was to help the girls attain a properly prayerful mood, but as she regarded all forms of worship in the same light as she regarded lessons, a necessary but particularly boring part of life, it failed to achieve it’s purpose.
She wondered if Flaurette would hold the same views about worship as she did about languages, she rather hoped she would as another display of temper would serve to enliven the hour, but a quick glance at that young lady proved that her hopes were remain unfulfilled as Flaurette was sitting quietly with a devout expression on her face.
As the mistresses took their places on the platform Hilary stared at them with frank curiosity, trying to work out their character from their appearance.
By such means she got through the whole of the short service, somehow managing to make the appropriate responses at the right time, without paying much attention to what she was responding to.
At last prayers were finished, the big doors were pulled open, the catholic mistresses joined those already on the platform, and the head gave the traditional beginning of term address.

“What an earth do you think you’re doing?” Hilary jumped at the unexpected voice in her ear, “Don’t you know you’re not supposed to be out of bed until the rising bell? And that won’t be ringing for some considerable time yet, let me tell you.”
Hilary turned to face your inquisitor, “Sorry Stella I didn’t know.  But you’re out of bed yourself aren’t you?”
“Only because I heard you moving about you silly ass.  Now get back into bed before someone catches us”
Hilary privately thought there was rather more chance of them being caught then there had been before Stella had joined her, but she had no wish to make herself unpopular at this early stage of her school career, so she reluctantly turned from the window.  As she did so Stella espied the bar of Swiss chocolate in her hand.
“What’s that? Chocolate?”
“Yes, do you want some?” Hilary offered.
“Absolutely not, and  you had better put it away right now.  Eating in the dormitories is a total forbid, a girl once died here after a midnight feast.”
“Here?” Hilary looked around her, “Does she still haunt the place, walking around at night offering people food?”  She added flippantly.  In fact she was slightly alarmed by the prospect but as she did not care to admit to this she put on a show of bravado which only served to annoy Stella.
“Don’t be stupid.  You may find a girls death amusing but I don’t share your opinion, and you’ll find that not many other people do either.  Anyway, it wasn’t here, it was when the School was in the Tyrol, years ago.” 

The disdain in Stella’s voice was unmistakable and Hilary looked contrite as she apologised.  “Sorry Stella, I thought you were trying to scare me.  I’ll get back into bed now.” She suited her actions to her words and pulled the plumeaux up to her neck.
“OK,” Stella relented slightly, “I’ll see you in the morning.”
“Good night” Hilary wriggled to make herself comfortable and within seconds she was asleep.
“Silly ass,” Stella thought to herself as she returned to her own cubicle, “She’ll soon find out that making a joke out of everything won’t get her very far here. I would have thought she would have had more sense than to laugh about things like that though, especially tonight.”  It took Stella rather longer to return to sleep as she replayed Miss Annersley’s earlier speech in her mind, but eventually, she too slumbered.
At the same time, Con found that she was becoming rather cold, and clambered back into her own bed, looking forward to the day, not too far in the future, when she would be spending the first night in her own home.  In seven months time she would be Mrs Andrew Hamilton, and her husband would be taking up his new position at the san.
After she had completed her degree, Con had moved to London, where she worked for a while as a sub editor on a womans magazine.
She had been overjoyed to be offered the position, but that was before she understood just exactly what a sub editor was.  She could now smile at her own ignorance, she had actually believed that the sub editor would be a deputy for the magazine editor, and it had been an unpleasant surprise when she found otherwise.
Nevertheless, the job had provided her with an income and gave her the opportunity to be close to Andrew while he undertook his final specialist training at a big London teaching hospital.
Len had stayed in Cambridge, after graduating she had undertook another two year course in education.
After Margot’s visit, she had almost had second thoughts about her decision, after all, her and Margot’s situation were very different.  Margot had been learning to save lives and cure diseases.  All Len was planning to do was teach, and somehow teaching seemed to pale into insignificance against the former vocation.  Was it really worth upsetting the apple cart for?
Then something which Margot had said, in passing, had come to mind.  Margot had talked about poor people in Britain needing good doctors, and surely the same was true of teachers.
If she returned to the Chalet School she would just be another in the long line of well qualified  staff which the school managed to recruit so effortlessly.  If she were to become a teacher in a state school, then she would be in a position to at least change lives.

After finally making this decision Len hoed into her studies and, with a great deal of help and support from her tutor, succeeded in making up for lost time.  This meant that once again she had to sacrifice her holidays, and although she missed seeing her family at Christmas, she was not sorry to postpone her potentially ugly meeting with Reg.  
Eventually though, she knew she could put it off no longer, and so, a few weeks after she had sat her final exam she flew back to Switzerland.  
She was welcomed back into the midst of her family with much rejoicing, although her mother did admonish her for staying away so long.  Strangely, Len found that after little more than a day, it began to feel as though she had never been away, as she found herself being slotted back into her normal role in the family.  
Once again, she became the sensible older sister, looking after her younger siblings, who had by then returned from school.  This she didn’t mind, but she was less happy about reassuming her role as Reg’s future wife.
She knew that if the situation was allowed to continue for any length of time, her resolve would once again be weakened.  Accordingly she sought a private meeting with Reg at the first opportunity. 
Unfortunately he was heavily involved with two very seriously ill patients, and could not spare the time until quite a few days latter.

The meeting was a difficult for Len, as she was still quite fond of Reg, who had been a friend for a long time. 
As she set eyes on him that day, she felt her stomach breifly clench as she saw again how handsome he was.  For that particular meeting ha had chosen to wear a deep blue shirt which set off his dark brooding features to perfection.
“Len,” he said huskily, leaning toward her as he took her hand.
“Hello Reg,” Len managed to tilt her head before his full moist lips met her soft pliant mouth, and his putative kiss landed on her finely sculptured chin.
His dark brown eyes narrowed slightly at this unexpected response, but he did not intend for Len’s surprising reaction to divert him from his course.
Well, my love,” he stroked her hand gently, taking pleasure from the soft velvety touch of her peachy skin, “Well, my love, do you want to name the day.”
He had moved closer toward her, she could feel the heat radiating radiating from his body, encompassing her in a warm glow, his other hand was softly rubbing the back of her neck, teasing her vivid lustrous chestnut hair into small, impromptu curls.
Len shivered involuntarily as a thrill of sensation ran down her spine,  now Reg had released her hand and had both his strong, well muscled arms around her lightly trembling body. A soft moan escaped from her lips as she felt an unaccustomed heat build up inside her body and spread through out her long delicate limbs.  She found herself gazing into eyes, eyes which were now narrowed, not with displeasure, but with a yearning passion, she was unable to look away, unable to resist, when he suddenly, roughly pulled her body next to his, and his lips brushed against hers.  Len moaned again, feeling the hardness of his body as he gently slid his tongue between her slightly parted pearly teeth.
“Say when,” he breathed, as his sweet lips briefly relinquished her own pink buds.
“Now,” the word screamed across her brain, her tongue now searching out his, her arms clinging to him, how easy it would be to say yes, to yield completely to him, to let him show her the stars as she allowed herself to sink into the passion of the moment.

Now she understood why Margot had felt…she tensed and pushed Reg away from her, the vision of her sister having doused the flames of her passion as effectively as if she had stepped into a cold shower.
“What…?” Reg, labouring under his own desires was unable to comprehend this sudden change and tried to pull her back towards him.
She wriggled from his grasp and straightened her clothing.  “No Reg, this is wrong!” she she said emphatically, standing very straight and looking every inch the dignified head girl she had once been.
“You,…you COW,” he spat out, his breathing heavy and ragged. He raised his hand, causing Len to briefly fear that he would hit her, but instead he turned his back to her and walked across the room to thump the wall.
Len, unsure of the etiquette for moments like these wondered if she was supposed to apologise, but after due consideration she decided she had done nothing wrong, she hadn’t thrown herself at him after all, so she remained silent.
After Reg succeeded in regaining his composure, he turned back to see her sitting calmly and sphinx like, with no trace of her former passion visible in her demeanor.  He could scarcely believe she was the same woman. Indeed were it not for his own discomfort, he would willingly have believed he had fallen asleep and dreamt the incident.  On reflection, though, he decided, it was probably as well she had called a halt when she did.  He licked his lips nervously as the imagined how his future father-in-law would react if any hint of what had happened ever reached his ears.

“I’m sorry,” Reg’s voice was still unaccountably husky, and unsure of how to continue, he repeated himself,  “I’m really, really sorry.”
“Oh Reg,” Len said softly, “It wasn’t all you, I could have, should have, stopped it earlier.”
Reg shook his head, “I should have treated you with more respect, and what I said, after…”he trailed to a finish.
“It’s OK, I know you didn’t mean it.”
“It won’t happen again, I promise.  I’ll wait until we’re married.  But please don’t keep me waiting too long, Len.” He pleaded.
Len took a deep breath, “Reg, if we were about to get married, I, I probably wouldn’t have stopped, but,…there’s something I have to tell you.  I’m returning to Oxford for another two years.”
“What?” Reg was stunned almost into disbelief, never before had he encountered such a roller coaster of emotions in such a short time.
“No, Len, I forbid it.  I’ve waited two years already, you can’t expect me to wait another two.”
“You have no right to forbid me to do anything, Reg,” she replied quietly.  “I am returning to Oxford, and after that, I intend to take up a teaching position, and not at the Chalet School either.  I mean to teach in England.”
“But, but,…” Reg was left reeling by this latest unwelcome information.
Len ignored him, afraid that if she didn’t say what was on her mind at that moment, she would remain for ever silent, “Reg, I have heard that your primary reason for proposing marriage was my parentage, my father is head of the San, you, so far, are a fairly junior doctor. No doubt you believed that would change once you became part of the family, and that is why I am no longer prepared to marry you.” The deep blush which quickly spread from Reg’s forehead to his neck told Len that she had spoken the truth.  She bit her lip hard as she felt sudden unexpected tears pricking her eyelids. “I won’t be used like that Reg,” she finished with a gulp, and flew to the door, pausing only to cry out, to Reg’s bewilderment, “And I couldn’t have your baby either.”

Len dashed to her room and quickly changed into her hiking gear.  When she heard the sound of the front door being opened and closed, she stood and watched Reg walk away in the direction of the San from behind her curtains, then she raced down the staircase and began walking in the opposite direction.  She had no where idea where she was headed, and she didn’t care too much either.  The deed was done, and she ought to be feeling a sense of relief, a lightening of the burden she had carried so long, so why did she feel so bad?
Reg walked back to the San in a daze.  He had been perceptive enough to notice that Len hadn’t been entirely natural with him during the few brief encounters which had occurred between them, but then, neither had he.  Two years was a long time, and they had both had been through separate experiences which had changed them subtly, and Len was a markedly more mature woman than the girl who had left all those months ago, so he hadn’t been entirely unprepared for her request to delay their marriage a while longer, and he had been prepared to give her that time, recognising that she was too bright and lively to reconcile herself to settling down to a life of domesticity at this point.  And then, when he had soon her alone for the first time, thinner than he remembered, but in his eyes even more beautiful he had been unable to prevent his baser instincts taking over.  The woman had possessed his thoughts for so long, he had been filled with the need for her to possess his body too.
But would it have made a difference if he had managed to restrain himself? Obviously not, not considering what she had said, but where had she got hold of that story anyway? Thompson had been needling him about his advantageous engagement for months, he must have been spreading rumours among the other staff as well. In which case Jack Maynard must surely have heard them by now.  Reg’s blood ran cold at the prospect.  Perhaps it had even been Jack who had warned his daughter.
Unfortunately the first person he saw when he entered the San was Thompson, “My, you don’t look too happy Entwhistle, didn’t the meeting with young Mistress Maynard go quite to plan then,”
Reg looked for, and believed he saw, a gloating expression on the younger man’s face. How had he found out so soon?  He was overcome by a primitive rush of bloodlust, as he was possesed  with hatred for both Len, for spreading the news and Thompson for so obviously enjoying it.  His fist clenched and he took a step toward that taunting face, taking no heed of his adversary’s cringing aspect.
“Reg?” He heard Matron voice from, it seemed, a great distance, then he felt her strong capable hand grasping his shoulder.  “Reg, Are you all right?” She looked at him with concern.  Reg stared at her blankly and shook his head speechlessly before turning away and walking quickly, almost running, to the sanctuary of his own consulting room.  Behing him, he heard Thompson ‘s whine, “He’s a mad man, far to unstable to be a doctor,” and Matron’s brisk reply “At least he doesn’t set out to deliberately upset the other staff at each and every opportunity.”
At least he had that small satisfaction, but it was scant consolation.  He reached for his bottle of medicinal brandy, and gulped down a considerable amount of spirit straight from the bottle.  
“Bitch,” he kicked the waste paper bin across the room, “well sod her, sod the lot of them.” He knew he was a good doctor, a very good doctor and he could succeed without Jack Maynard’s patronage. It would take longer, to be sure, but he could do it, and he would do it, “That’ll show her,” he thought, “But how the hell did Thompson find out so fast.” He drank down some more of the already depleted bottle of brandy, as he slowly worked out that Thompson, hadn’t known, it was physically impossible for Len to have reached the San before him, and even if she had, she was hardly likely to begin confiding in an unknown junior doctor.  Indeed, he seriously doubted that she would ever spread that tale around among the general population of the Platz, she was too kind to do something like that.
At this point Reg understood that he felt so desolate, not because he had lost the boss’s daughter, but because his feelings for Len had run far deeper than he had allowed for. He had liked her, he had been fond of her, now when it was too late, he discovered that he deeply loved her.
Matron Graves, who had felt it necessary to check upon the well being of her favourite young doctor, heard the muffled sound of his sobs through the closed door.  She shook her head sadly and retraced her steps, litlle knowing that she had partly been the architect of his distress.

Len had set off at a brisk pace, and had kept it up for some considerable distance before she began to notice the aching in her limbs.  She grimaced as she through herself down onto a grassy bank.  How could she, who had lived in the Alps for so long, forget to bend her knees slightly as she climbed upwards? 
She rubbed her calves as she tried to sort through her feelings.  She had expected to feel only unadulterated relief, but it was tempered by feelings of guilt. 
Maybe I was too hard on him,” she mused, “But it was him that only wanted me because of my father, why should I feel guilty?  It’s not as though he even tried to deny it.  And yet, when he kissed me, surely he wouldn’t have kissed me like that if he didn’t want me.  But Margot wouldn’t lie to me about that.  It must be true.  Oh why didn’t he try to deny it? He could have at least given me that.”
In truth Len hadn’t expected Reg to remain so silent when confronted with this accusation, she had expected angry denials, pleading even, and when faced with his obvious guilt she had suffered a blow to both her pride and her confidence.
Unbidden tears began to sting her eyes.  She brushed the away impatiently, “I won’t sit here feeling sorry for myself,” she muttered and rose to her feet to begin the long walk back to Freudesheim.
She shrank at the thought of the whole Platz knowing what had happened, but the whole sordid tale was hardly to Reg’s credit and he would be unlikely to spread it abroad.  “And I certainly won’t” she said to herself. “Even so, I’m going back to England as soon as possible.”

Back at Freudesheim, Jack Maynard was peering anxiously through the window into the gathering darkness.  
“Have you no idea at all where Len may have gone?” he asked his wife.
“No Jack, as I said earlier, I took Gwynnie to Biddy’s for the afternoon so as to give her and Reg a little time to themselves.  When we arrived home they had both gone, naturally I assumed they were together, but if you say Reg was at the San later….” She came and stood at her husband’s side. “Oh Jack, what can have happened, I was expecting a talk about weddings this evening, not to be worrying about an absent daughter.”

“If I were you Jo, I’d steer well clear of that subject when she does finally return.” Jack had not yet told Jo about the going ons at the San earlier.  “From all accounts Reg was rather upset when he returned.  I rather think the wedding may be off,”
“Oh no, Jack,it can’t be they’re so well suited,  I’ll talk to them tomorrow, they’ll soon come to their senses.”
“No Jo, you will not.  They are both adult’s and able to make their own decisions.  This is their lives we are talking about, not an excuse for you to hold a big reunion. You cannot interfere with something as big as this.” Jack had never been entirely happy with the way Len had been railroaded into marrying Reg,, but he had not, to his regret, said anything at the time, bit he was going to make sure he had his say now.

For some time before Reg had his accident during the terrible flooding which had swamped the area during the triplet’s last year at school, he had been asking Jack if he could speak to Len about the possibility of them building a future together. At the time Jack had been  mildly irritated by this interest in his eldest daughter, who was after all, still a school girl, but he was not inclined to provoke Reg into one of the prolonged fits of sulking to which he was still prone, so instead of telling Reg that he would not entertain the prospect for some considerable time, he had vaguely brushed him off with comments about it depending on Len’s own feelings once she had put her schooldays behind her.
He had never for one moment expected that Len would sacrifice her own dreams of teaching to become engaged before she had even left school.  Although Reg had been a connection of the family for a good many years before this point, he personally, had had seen no indication that Len regarded him as anything other than a friend and he had confidently expected that if Reg did attempt to broach the subject of marriage she would find the idea amusing rather than attractive, but he had clearly underestimated the appeal of romance to girls of that age group.  He also, it seemed, hadn’t known his children as well as he had fondly imagined.

Of course, had it not been for Reg’s accident, there was  a good chance that any amount of romantic notions would have counted for nothing, but Len had found out from one of the maids that Reg was missing and had spent the next few hours labouring under a severe anxiety about his well being.  No doubt she would have felt the same if it had been, for instance, Ted Grantley, who had gone missing, but she would hardly have interpreted that as love.  At least, Jack fervently hoped not. 
On reflection though, his own brother-in-law had been as bad as any school girl, it was he had told Miss Annersley that he hoped that this shock would settle things for the two of them.  Goodness knows what notions he had put in the girl’s head when he walked her over to Freudesheim to visit the recovered, and recovering, Reg.
Jo had been a little better, but not much.  When Jack had told her about Reg’s chat with him that summer when Grizel had saved Len’s life she had been quite thrilled at the idea, and he had had to point out that Len was far too young to be bothered with that kind of thing, and that she needed to meet a lot more members of the opposite sex before she took the decision to settle down with any one man.  Jo had been reluctantly persuaded to his point of view but as the two of them had enjoyed such a long and happy marriage despite her relatively young age when they wed, she fully expected it would be the same for her daughter, that she would have a fairytale marriage and live happily ever after.
She had at least insisted on Len taking her degree, something which Len had agreed with with an alacrity which should have told them something, but had also told Len that she must not play fast and loose with Reg’s feelings, and without that warning, would she have consented to become engaged?

Finally Jack’s ruminations could no longer hold his own growing anxiety at bay.  No matter how much Len had fretted over Reg, it couldn’t begin the compare with the worry a man felt for his own child.  He turned abruptly away from the window.  Jo followed him silently through to the cloakroom. She watched him pull on his coat and wordlessly offered him his boots.  Dear Jo.  Little wonder she had such an idealised view of marriage when there own was as near to perfect as made no difference.  He stopped to plant a quick kiss on her forehead.  “Don’t worry Jo, she’ll turn up safe and sound, how about you run a hot bath, I dare say she’ll need it.”
Jo nodded.  Not wanting to delay him a second longer than necessary, she resisted her own need to cling to him for comfort. 
Jack grasped the door handle.  It suddenly twisted in his hand. He stood back as the door opened inward.  Len had come home. 

Her initial reaction, seeing her father donning his outdoor clothes, was to assume he had to see a patient, then she noticed the expression on her parents faces.  “Oh you’ve been worrying about me,” She cried, “I’m so sorry, though I don’t know why you bothered.  I’m no longer a child, I can take care of myself now.”
“Len!” Joey was stricken by her eldest daughter’s uncharacteristic attitude.
“The most experienced people can have accidents, Len.  I’ve seen the results enough times to know that.  And no matter how old you are, you will always be our daughter, one day you will understand what I mean.”
“As to that, there’s something I have to tell you.” Len decided this was as good an opportunity to broach the subject as any other.  Jack, however, thought otherwise.
“Not now Len, whatever it is can wait until morning.  Right now, you are to take a hot bath and go straight to bed. Yes,” he stilled her protest, “I know that you are no longer a child, but I would say the same to anyone who had been so foolhardy as to undertake a lengthy trek without gradually building up their stamina first.”
His experienced eye could not fail to notice the signs of exhaustion on her face, nor the gingerly manner in which she had stepped into the house, no matter how hard she had tried to hide it.
In truth, Len was not too unhappy about obeying her father’s edict.  Although she would admit it no-one, she knew that she had only got through that last mile by dint of sheer will power.  Her only concern was how to tackle the steep stairs.
Jack was astute enough to recognise her predicament, and tactful enough to pretend otherwise as he steered his wife away, “Come on old girl, a glass of wine will do us both good.”

“Oh, Jack, what’s happening to our children?” Jo wailed as she allowed herself to be guided to the sofa, “First Margot drops out of medical school without a word as to why, and we don’t even know where she is.  We wouldn’t even know she was still alive were it not for the birthday cards, and now Len.  I don’t feel as though I know her anymore, she’s all ways been so responsible.”
“Life, Jo, that’s what’s happening to them. Up until now,” Jack chose his words carefully, “Up until now, they’ve been cherished,  protected and sheltered. Oh I’m not saying they haven’t had to deal with minor crises, problems at school and so forth, but they haven’t had to cope with anything of the sort we went through, thank God.  But now they’ve had the opportunity to live in the big wide world and it’s bound to have an affect on them. And the world is changing too Jo.  More than we sometimes realise.  This area has all ways been rather isolated, though even that’s beginning to change now.”
“I understand, but I won’t pretend that I like it.  Oh Jack, why do children have to grow up so quickly?”
He ruffled her hair affectionately, “I’m not saying I like it either, but we have to accept it.  As for Len, I think that little outburst may have had as much to do with tiredness as anything else.  Grown up or not, I daresay she’d appreciate a cup of hot chocolate.”
“Yes, of course,” Jo rose to her feet.
“But don’t keep her talking Jo, she’s worn out, as much as she tried to hide it.  She’ll be all the better for a good night’s sleep.  We all will come to that, and I don’t think any of us are in the right frame of mind for a discussion at this hour.”
Jack watched her leave the room with a small frown upon his face.  In some ways it was easier for him.  Inevitably, given his profession, he had seen very little of his children as they were growing up.  Indeed, for long periods of time during the triplets early years, he had been completely absent, having been serving his country in her struggle against the evils of Nazism, and the duty of rearing the children had fallen on his wife.  Happily it was a duty which she had embraced joyfully, but the fact that her life had been so bound up with her offspring made it much harder for her to accept their adulthood.  To accept that they had grown to be individuals in their own right, not the people Jo wanted them to be.
Added to this, Jack, despite his words to Jo, was beginning to feel that he had, in some way, failed to fulfill his duties as a father.  He sighed deeply as his eyes were drawn to a family portrait, taken at their holiday home by the Tiernsee a few years ago, but the image which most filled his eye was not Len, but Margot.
Like Con, he had a deep certainty that Margot was well, but what had happened to mae her choose to simply disappear like that?  What could she have done that she felt was so bad that she couldn’t tell them?  There was nothing his children could do that would make him stop loving them, he may not like their actions, he may be angry, but if Margot felt that she simply couldn’t face them, they must in some way, have failed her.
He sighed, and decided that he, as much as his womenfolk, was in need of a good sleep.
He turned off the light and climbed the stairs.

It was not until a few weeks after Len had returned to England that Con arrived back at the Platz.  By that time she knew all about Len’s broken engagement but very few people outside of their immediate family had been told.  Inevitably Len and Reg had encountered one another again before Len’s departure, it had been a difficult meeting for both of them,.  Reg, anxious to maintain as much dignity as possible, and unwilling to open himself up to further hurt, had hidden his true feelings from Len, whilst she, despite the pain she felt about Reg’s ulterior motives was confused to find that being in close proximity to him reawakened the passionate feelings she had never previously known existed within her.  The two of them managed to reach one point of agreement; he possibly hoping that she might changed her mind but mostly because he felt unequal to the task of enduring Thompson’s gloating, had pleaded with her to keep the news quiet for a while, at least until he found another position away from the San.  Len had been only too pleased to agree; she did not feel up to dealing with questions from all and sundry. 
Jack had ensured that he spoke to Len privately at the earliest opportunity, and having ascertained that, at the present moment, she really did want to continue her education and eventually teach far more than she wanted to settle down to the domesticity that had suited her mother so well, he gave her his blessing to follow her own path through life.  She did not mention that Reg had only intended marrying her to tie himself more closely to the family.  Jack’s only real regret was that he would lose a very good doctor, but he understood that Reg was in a difficult position.
Joey had been more distressed, although she was ambiguous abput her children growing up, she did truly believe that the path she had herself chosen represented the greatest fulfillment a woman could achieve, and marriage to Reg would have ensured that Len remained physically close to home.  However, after a very long talk with Jack, she too gave Len her blessing.
Strangely, the person who seemed most upset, apart from Len and Reg was Jem Russell, and as his own wife said, it really was nothing to do with him.
Con had expected some comment from those who knew, but she arrived back at Freudesheim to find everyone enveloped in another crisis.

The girls in Gypsophelia dormitory were subdued in words and mood that first morning of term.  Hilary and Flaurette, although they were slightly less upset, were affected by the general air of sorrow.  Hilary, in particular was regretting her flippant words of the previous night.  “Why do I have to go blundering in without thinking about what I’m saying?” She mused, “It must have been because I’d only had a couple of hours sleep I suppose.  Well, I don’t suppose I can expect too much help from Stella in the future.”
In this she was mistaken, for Stella had never been given the responsibility of doing ‘sheepdog’ before and she was determined to do it to the best of her ability, regardless of her present feelings for the object of her attentions.
Accordingly she presented herself in that young lady’s cubicle as Hilary was sitting on her bed twirling the cord of her dressing gown around her fingers.
“It’s a bit of a rush here in the mornings,” Stella did not want the new girl to feel as though she was up against everyone straightaway, so she approached the subject of Hilary’s dawdling obliquely.  “I’ve checked the bath lists and your’re after Melissa. I’ll show you where to go, the moment she returns, have you got your bath things ready?”
Needless to say, Hilary had made no such preparations, so she spent the next few moments rummaging through the few possessions she had so far unpacked.
Stella looked in despair at the mess she had created and made up her mind to return to Hilary’s cubicle to tidy her belongings.  “After all, I can’t allow her to get into trouble with Matey this early,” she thought, “Matey would be sure to blame me anyway.”
In fact Matron would have done no such thing, had Stella informed Hilary of the rules, and maybe provided a small helping hand that would have sufficed, but Stella was taking her responsibilities far too seriously at this early stage.  Although she did not yet know it, this was going to cause problems for both girls later in the term,


At this point Melissa returned from her bath and Stella rushed Hilary along to the bathroom, explaining all the while, “You’re in number two, you can have either a cold or luke warm bath, the choice is yours, but I can tell you that a cold bath certainly wakes you up if you’re still feeling at all sleepy. When you’ve finished leave the bath running for the next girl, and try not to splash everywhere.  Oh and don’t linger.”  Stella virtually pushed her charge through the door into the bathroom, then raced back to the dormitory.  Running in the corridors was, of course, strictly verboten, but for once she got away with it.
Left alone, Hilary looked disconsolately at the cold bath.  Don’t linger? That advice was hardly necessary, she felt.   She took a deep breath and submerged herself into the cold water.  Scarcely a minute later she once again stood on the tiled floor gasping from the shock of the icy water.  She hastily dried herself, rubbing warmth back into her limbs, then she turned on the tap and flew back to the dormitory, remembering Stella’s warning about lingering, but heedless of the puddle which she left on the floor.
She was met at the doorway by Stella and another girl, Louise? Hilary couldn’t remember but she supposed she would know most of the other girls, by name at least,after a week or two.  “I’ll be back in a minute to show you how to strip your bed,” Stella told her breathlessly, before once again tempting fate and running along the corridor after her fellow dormitory member, “Louisa, which bather are you in? Two? Would you mind most awfully if we swapped, just for today, I’m in five.”
It was unusual request, but Louisa could see no harm in it, there was nothing in the school rules which forbade the swapping of bathrooms so she nodded her consent and hurried along to the further bathroom.
She gasped when she entered bathroom two, not from the iciness of the water but from the amount of it which was spread over the floor, and there was hardly any point in Hilary remembering to turn on the taps if she forgot to put the plug in.
Somehow Stella contrived to both bathe herself and tidy up the room in short order and ran back along the corridor for the third time that morning in order to give the new girl a demonstration in bed making.  
Because time was in short supply, and Hilary was inclined to be a dawdler, Stella ended up doing the cubicle work of both them.  “This must be what a whirling dervish feels like,” she thought to herself, but she was she was not altogether displeased to find herself so busy. Such frantic activity served to distract her from the Heads announcement of the previous evening.  However, it was only a temporary respite, once the dormitory, and it’s  inhabitents, passed muster with Melissa, the dormy prefect, the girls were marched down to the relative calm of the fifth form common room, and then there was no avoiding the subject.


Con had noticed her mother was distrait when she arrived home, instead of the warm effusive greeting she had been expecting, she was heralded with the words, “Oh there you are Con, Anna has got your old room ready for you, ask her if you want coffee, there may be some lemon biscuits,” and Jo had dashed off to the school..
It was some time later before Jo sat down and told her daughter the whole sorry story.

After prayers, the big doors which partitioned the two denominations from one another were pulled back and the head addressed the girls.
At first her speech was conventional enough, she welcomed the girls back to school and talked of the forthcoming events, the most important being the Christmas play at the end of term. “It is possible that we may change the format this year, but that has still to be decided.
Whatever we do decide, we must all make every effort to ensure that this year, of all years, we undertake to produce the Nativity celebration with a proper air of reverence and worship.” Miss Annersley paused, seeming for the first time in her life at a loss for words.  After a quick glance at the staff massed behind her on the platform, she continued, still speaking calmly and clearly in her beautifully moderated tones.  “I am afraid I have some very bad news for you girls.  I am sure that most of you must be aware of the earthquake which devastated the small principality of San Sebastian earlier this week.  What you could not have known is that a small party of staff, and some of the girls from St Mildreds were visiting the capital, Tristobel at the time.  We have been doing our utmost to get news of our party since we heard of the disaster.  Two days ago, that news finally came through.  I am sorry that I have to tell you that this news isn’t good.
At this point, Hilda Annersley once agin stopped speaking, feeling as though she could not possibly continue,  however, she knew her duty towards her pupils so she steeled herself to speak the next sentence.  “I am sorry to have to tell you that among the list of fatalities were the names of,” she swallowed, “Miss Wilson, for so long the co head of this establishment and latterly the head of St Mildreds, Miss Lucas, who joined us as a junior English mistress at the beginning of this year and Mahala Lindsey, who was our games prefect last year before transferring to St Mildreds after her time at school proper was finished.
Two other girls, Julie Palmer and Antoinette Micheline, are injured, but I am assured they will recover.  Miss Storey from St Mildreds was also injured, but again, not critically. The other members of the party are safe, but naturally very shaken.”
The head gave the girls time to absorb the news, for a few moments, after which she raised her hands to still the sound of sobbing from all corners of the room.  She felt that if she did nothing to gain control immediately, that she too would join in the chorus of tears.  “Girls, this is very sad news for us,  Our consolation is that those with have lost have gone to a place where all pain and suffering is ended, and they would have suffered greatly had they lived.  It is our job now to carry on upholding the values and ideals which they all, Miss Wilson in particular believed in, the values which are embodied in the Chalet School.”

“…and that’s the whole story” Jo finished sombrely.  
“Oh Mamma,” Con was stricken, unable to do more than blurt out the old baby name for her parent.
Joey reached over and held her daughter, both comforting and gaining comfort from the action.
“It’s going to be hard for all of us,” Joey spoke again, and it’s going to affect the school badly, in more ways than one.  I know this is the least of it, but they are really going to struggle with Bill and a full time member of staff missing.  If only Len were here to help out.”
“But I’m here, Mamma,” Con sniffed, “and English was always my subject rather than Len’s, I could help out a bit.  School has given me so much, it’s only right that I should give something back."

After giving her address to the assembled school, Miss Annersley had practically ran back to the sanctuary of her study, heedless of her dignity, and that fact alone provided a talking point for the younger members of the school.  (For more on Miss Annersley please see Lesley’s superb ‘aside’).  
Although the younger girls  had known Bill, remotely, they did not feel the same sense of grief as many of the older girls who had been apt to come into contact with her far more often.  Indeed for the junior forms, the loss of Miss Lucas was felt more keenly, especially for those members of the upper second, who’s form mistress she had been.
In the senior school, the death of Bill, and Mahala Lindsey provoked far more reaction.  All the girls were subdued, and many were inclined to be tearful.
Hilary and Flaurette, who had known none of these people, found themselves alone, in the midst of the small groups of girls who were helping one another to come to terms with the disaster.
“It seems as though we’ve arrived at a bad time,” Hilary murmured in a low voice.
“I doubt if we could have picked a worse one,” Flaurette agreed, “I say, I can’t really go and make a fuss about the languages now can I?”
“I should think not.” Hilary told her emphatically,  “Don’t worry about it too much – Mummy took me to quite a lot of places in Germany and I couldn’t help but pick up some of the language – I’ll help you as much as I can.” All the while she was talking, she was trying to locate Stella, as she was labouring under an overwhelming need to apologise for her thoughtless remarks of the night before.  She was destined to look in vain, but her eyes fell upon another girl who was standing alone, looking very unsure of herself.
Hilary nudged her companion, “She looks like a new girl too,  Perhaps we ought to talk to her.”
Flaurette looked over and saw a tall ginger haired girl, rather plain featured, who was standing awkwardly as if she didn’t know what to do with her long limbs.  She did not feel any great attraction to the girl, but she knew that she would be feeling rather left out had it not been for Hilary’s companionship, so she reluctantly followed her new friend across the room.
“Hello, I’m Hilary, and this is Flaurette.  This is our first day, first full day anyway, at the Chalet School,  we thought you looked like a new girl too.”
“Not exactly, but I’m new to this form.  I’m Cora, by the way.”
“Why have you moved form’s then?”  Flaurette demanded to know.
Hilary noticed Cora flush, and hastened to tell her that she needn’t explain if she preferred not to. “After all, it’s none of our business.”

Cora looked at Hilary gratefully, but decided that it would be as well to get the subject out of the way as soon as possible.  “It’s all right, I’ll tell you.  It’s nothing horrible, well it’s horrible for me, but not for anyone else.  When I first came here at the beginning of last term I was in Upper III with girls my own age, but the work was too easy and I was just sitting around waiting for everyone else to finish so I was moved into Lower VI at half term.  That was a bit better, and I was looking forward to us all being in Upper VI this term but my parents got a letter in the holidays saying I was to go straight to Inter V as I was at a comparable standard. And like I said it’s horrible.”
“Gosh, you must be clever,” Flaurette rapidly revised her opinion of the stranger, believing, not wrongly, that she would be able to help with the tricky language problem far more than Hilary. “But why is it horrible?  I would love to be able to do lessons that easily.”
“It’s horrible because Cora has been here a whole term and she hasn’t had the chance to settle down and become friendly with anyone, and now she’s been pitched in with a group of older girls who’ve gone all the way through school together, and she’s worried that they won’t appreciate having a middle foisted upon them, isn’t that right Cora?” Hilary replied.
Cora gasped, “How did you know?”
“Oh it’s something you understand a bit better when you reach my advanced age,” Hilary gave Cora a matey smile, “Of course, Flaurette’s the same age as me, but I suspect she’s all ways been babied a bit,”
Before Flaurette could protest about this perfunctory assessment of her character the breakfast bell rang, and Jennie detached herself from a group girls and hurried to locate her sheep.  
“Where’s Stella?” she asked.
“I don’t know. We thought she was with you.”
“No, where has the silly ass got to?”
Stella was sitting alone in the splashery.  She had followed Hilary into the common room, but after being drawn into two separate converstaions about Bill, she knew that she had to be alone.
Stella was probably the least scientifically minded girl to have ever attended the Chalet School, and she had felt the sharp edge of Bill’s tongue too often for her to appreciate the mistress’s finer characteristics. She was saddened by that lady’s death, but she was not hypocritical enough to join in the general lamentations. However, she had formed a close freindship with Mahala Lindsey, as close as two girls in different divisions of the school could manage, and she was greiving for her friend with an intensity that would have surprised her classmates had they known about it.
The fact that Malaha’s death seemed to go almost unnoticed by her peers added to Stella’s hurt, and she had, at the first opportunity, slipped out of the common room and into the splashery where she sat curled up in the corner, trying to muffle her sobs.

It was quickly established that Stella had not been seen for at least twenty minutes, but, as her antipathy towards Bill had been noted by most of the girls and they assumed that she that she had become tired of their grieving and left them to it, “Though I must say, I’m surprised at her thoughtlessness,” Louisa stated emphatically, “I thought she was nicer than that.” 
As it would not do for the entire fifth year to be late for fruestuck, the girls marched along the corridor to the Speissasaal without her, most of them feeling annoyed that she had chosen to pull such a stunt at this time,  although a few of the more thoughtful girls among them suspected that  her absence was due to more than mere contrariness.   Jenny  surveyed the Speisassaal  anxiously, hoping somewhat illogically that Stella would be sat at the table waiting for them.  Of course, she was doing no such thing, and to make matters worse, Jenny saw Lucy Peters take her place at the Inter V table.  Any other prefect would have responded to the news of Stella’s absence with at least a degree of understanding.  Lucy Peters would not, and being so officious, there was little chance that she would fail to miss the girl either.  Jenny hesitated for a moment, wondering whether to report Stella’s absence to the staff, but one glance at that body of women was enough to decide against it.
 She was certain that Stella would not have left the school premises, and there was little point in her troubling the staff over the matter, especially at this point in time when they had enough troubles to deal with.
“Are you sheepdogging these girls, Jenny?  You had better hurry up and show them to their places then.”
“Philomena,” Jenny turned to face the head girl gratefully, “I’m worried about Stella, she left the common room about twenty minutes ago and no-one has seen her since.”
Philomena responded to the strained expression on Jenny’s face as much as to her words, “Twenty minutes isn’t an awfully long time is it?  There’s nothing to worry about Jenny, I expect she she wanted to be on her own for a while, sometimes people feel like that when they’re upset.  She will be all right, but you won’t unless you have some fruhstock, now go and sit down, and I’ll have a quick hunt for her.”

After a quick word in the ear of the deputy head girl Philomena slipped out of the room and ran lightly up the stairs.  Her first port of call was Stella’s own dormitory, but finding the room empty of girls she took the opportunity to have a quick glance out of the windows.  As Gypsophilia was one of the corner rooms she had a good view of a great deal of the grounds, but she could see no trace of a Gentian Blue uniform, nor had she really expected to.  The massed banks of dark brooding clouds told of rain to come,  in the not so very distant future and Stella had been at school long enough to know what that could mean.
After a quick check in all the other dormitories on that floor Philomena began to retrace her steps.  The building was too large for one person to search on their own and if Stella was determined to stay hidden it could be some time before she was found.  Nevertheless, mindful of her promise to Jenny, Philomena opened each and every door that was in her path.
All seemed to be in order until she reached the fifth form splashery where her ears caught the sound of a muffled sob.  Suppressing her first instinct to call out to who ever was in there, she walked quietly past the wash basins and thus it was that she found Stella curled up in the far corner, partially hidden by the coats hanging from the pegs.
The younger girl was sobbing piteously into the folds of one of the coats,  and Philomena was hesitant in her approach – this level of despair was something which she had, thankfully, never had to deal with before.
“Stella,” she softly touched the girls shoulder.
Stella’s only response was to draw away from her and to bury herself more deeply into the coats.
“Stella – stop that crying at once,” Philomena’s tones were shaper this time, she had no wish to be unkind to her junior but she knew that if the torrent of tears was left to flow unchecked then the younger girl would soon be making herself ill, and she knew of no other way to get her attention. “What good do you think this is doing,” she snapped, “Don’t you think the staff have got enough on their plate at the moment without them having to worry about you?”
The harsh words at least penetrated Stella’s consiousness in a way that the softer tones hadn’t, and Philomena, noticing that she had at least part of the girls attention continued in a more gentle vein.  “It’s hard for all of us Stella, we’re all grieving for Bill and the others but losing control like this isn’t going to help.  We….”
Stella suddenly startled the head girl with her vehement interuption, “Stuff Bill!” she shouted, “I’m fed up with everyone talking about Bill all the time!  What about Mahala, she’s dead too and she was only nineteen and no one else even cares because of stupid Bill, even you don’t care and you were seniors together.  It’s not fair, and I’m sick  of it.  She was my friend.”  She broke off and began to wail again, “Leave me alone”, her words were almost unintelligible but her actions spoke realms as she made to push past Philomena and escape from the room.  The head girl, however, recovered herself enough to catch her in a firm grasp.
“Stop it Stella. Now.  Your friend Mahala wouldn’t be very proud of you if she could see you acting like this.”  The harsh words stilled Stella’s struggles for an instant, and Philomena made the most of the opportunity she had been given.  “Of course I care, everyone that knew her cares, we all liked her, everyone she touched was better off for having known her, but the best way we can, can show that at the moment is following the example she set us, she wouldn’t have wanted to see you acting like, like a spineless jellyfish.  She would have wanted you to carry on with, with courage and dignity, not to act like a stupid little brat.”
Stella gaped at her, “A what?” She spluttered, then “I thought you were nice.”
“Well, I try not to be nasty.” Philomena replied, somewhat taken aback, “But I suppose you think I am being, but it’s for your own good child, and if you learned anything at all from Mahala you’ll understand that soon enough.  As for now, I’m taking you straight up to Matey.  Oh yes I am,” She silenced Stella’s protests, “You certainly can’t go into school in that state.”
Her actions suited her words, and before Stella knew it she was safely ensconced beneath her plumeau while matron washed her face with refreshing cool water, before insisting on her drinking a cup of hot milk into which she had poured a draught of something to make the girl sleep, correctly guessing that sleep had eluded her for much of the previous night.
“Poor child,” Matron said softly as she looked down at Stella, already dozing from the combined effects of the draught, the extended session of crying and the restless night she had endured.  “She was obviously closer to Mahala than any of us realised.  Are any of the other girls affected this badly?” she looked at Philomena grimly.
The head girl shook her head, “They, We’re all upset, but Stella’s the only one to be hit this badly, so far.”
“I see.  And what about you? I assume you haven’t eaten Fruhstock yet.”
“No.  I don’t think I could, not now.”
Matron sniffed, “We have enough to do without worrying about foolish girls who won’t eat. Go to the kitchen and see what you can beg off Karen.”
Philomena, like everyone else in the school, was unable to withstand Matron’s steely glance. Although she had no appetite, she hastened to obey the order, unable to rid herself of the feeling that she had somehow failed in her handling of the situation.  As she walked down the stairs she vowed that at least she would not talk about Bill to the exclusion of the other two women, and she would try to ensure her peers followed suit.  “Although it’s not so surprising we’ve all been focussing on Bill”, she thought, “She’s been here for ever, and she is, was one of the heads, it’s bound to make a difference.”

Stella wasn’t the last pupil, or member of staff, to give way to their grief at isolated moments, but the majority of the staff at least, managed to retain their professionalism and ensured that the everyday business of school life continued as normally as possible.  Only the head herself was conspicuous by her absence.  Even so, there was  a sense of life being held in abeyance until the day of the memorial service.
When that day arrived a stranger would have been hard pressed to realise that this was a school of more than four hundred pupils, so muted were the girls in words and behaviour.
Old girls, who would normally be greeted with whoops of delight were subject only to sober words of welcome, and the fact that Len Maynard did not put in an appearance at her own Godmothers memorial service caused only the mildest of ripples. 


To say that Joey was displeased by her eldest daughters behaviour would be an understatement, but Len merely kept reiterating her explanation that the pressure of her work prevented her from making an unscheduled trip to Switzerland, and no amount of threats or pleading would shake her from that stance.
Her parents and Con suspected that Reg Entwhistle had more than a little to do with Len’s refusal to attend, and this did not serve to endear him to them.  The few other people who knew the truth about the engagement also took a few moments out to wonder about this, but their thoughts remained unspoken as everyone was so occupied with far graver matters.
Reg himself did not need to speculate, he was certain in his own mind that he was the cause of Len’s absence, and while he was unsure as to whether or not he was pleased about that on his own behalf, he was sad for both Len, who he knew would have deep regrets in the days to come, and her family.  Had the opportunity arisen, he would have gladly absented himself from the platz for those few days, but the antics of a group of inexperienced but foolhardy group of climbers had resulted in an exceptionally heavy workload for the San. Furthermore, he had good reasons of his own for wishing to attend the service, but this did not lessen the guilt he felt about Len, and this only added to the burden which he feared would overwhelm him.
Although he was an affable enough man who had an amiable enough relationship with his peers, these relationships were conducted at a rather superficial level rather than being real friendships. Something, maybe his relationship with Jack Maynard both as a protégé and latterly as a prospective son-in-law served to build a something of a barrier between him and the younger doctors while the older men had their own families to consume their attention.  Moreover, he had no supportive family in the background has his last surviving relative had died a few years previously.  Consequently, when Len broke off the engagement he was left feeling more isolated and lonely than would have normally been the case.
He had tried to rebuild his friendship with Jane Lucas, heedless of Platz gossip, but that young lady had understandably been quite cool towards him for a while, but partly because she hated to see someone who had previously been a good friend suffering and partly because of her own needs her manner gradually thawed and they had come to resume the easy going platonic relationship which had served them both so well.  
Jane Lucas had herself found it more difficult to settle into the Chalet School than she had expected, the teaching was going well and she had a good relationship with her pupils but being a somewhat shy person, she found it harder to get on with the other staff.  They certainly treated her with politeness and consideration, but the majority of them had been teaching at the school for some considerable length of time and had already formed exclusive friendships or small cliques amongst themselves to which an outsider could not gain ready admitance, and secondly, she found that she had little enough in common with some of the other women and although she was amused to hear about the schools store of legends during the first couple of weeks, she soon grew tired of hearing repeated tales about people she had never heard of.  It was partly because of this atmosphere that she had jumped at the chance of taking the place of Morag MacDonald when she had had to drop out of the San Antonio trip due to family reasons.  Anything which served to delay her return to school, for even a few days, had to be a good thing, not to mention the fact that she felt from her telephone conversation with Miss Annersley that she was being slightly pressured into volunteering. 
Her temporary absence from the Platz had made Reg realise how much he had come to rely upon her, and then came news of the earthquake and those awful days when nothing could be discovered about the fate of the party who had set out so joyfully and full of expectation. Then finally, the disastrous news of the fatalities which had hit Reg harder than he would have believed possible.
He was not helped by the fact that he felt he could only grieve in private, in secret even.  The only person he felt he could have talked to was Jack Maynard and even in the midst of his troubles he had sense enough to know that the father of his ex-fiancee was not the person to whom he should unburden himself.
In the future his behaviour would become more erratic and he would develop rather more of a taste for the medicinal brandy, and later still, the San’s supply of morphine, than was good for him, but that still lay some months ahead, and in the meantime he still had to pay his final tributes to Jane Lucas.
When the memorial service was over, he wondered how he had managed to cope without breaking down, but cope he did, and life at San soon regained a semblance of normality.
At school, the process naturally took a little longer, There was still much sorrow, but thanks to the staff who treated the deaths as a sad, but inevitable fact of life and 
who had made no bones about the fact that they did not intend the girls marks to suffer because of the tragedy, life did once again begin to follow the familiar patterns, and gradually the girls began to laugh and enjoy their days once more.
Only Miss Annersley continued to avoid the school at large, and when it was discovered that she had been taken to the San most of the younger girls decided that her absence had been caused by her illness.  The seniors, generally being more perceptive, put two and two together and understood that the illness was the result of Bill’s death but nothing official was ever said on the subject and when the head returned to the school ten days later, paler and thinner, and with a sombre air, but still the Miss Annersley they had all known and respected, even loved, even that speculation died down, and finally, life was all but back to normal.

The girls coped with their varying degrees of grief in different ways, although many of them found that throwing themselves wholesale into their work work proved to be the best antidote.  Stella was one of this group, but in addition, she also continued to sheepdog Hilary somewhat over zealously, and it became part of her routine to run around tidying up after the new girl and helping her, rather illegally, with her cubicle duties.  For her part, Hilary was happy to let this continue.  She was not accustomed to doing such things for herself, and was one of the untidiest creatures on earth to boot.  Although she did not realise it, she would have come under Matron’s constant scrutiny had it not been for Stella contriving to keep her drawers tidy and her belongings in the correct place.  This state of affairs continued for a good while, although the girls would inevitably meet their nemesis.
Hilary was privately surprised by Flaurette’s attitude, after her outbreak of temper when she found out about the language rule, Hilary had expected complaints about the things which she herself found so irksome, but Flaurette had been to school before and was unfazed by the cold baths and the rules regarding tidiness.  Consequently Jenny had a much easier time of it and was able to relinquish her role after a comparatively short time. 
In a way, this was rather a pity, as it left her free to think of other subjects, and foremost amongst them was the state of the schools boilers.  Ever since the first day back at school the radiators and water had intermittently been at scalding temperature, and the tragedy in San Antonio had led Jenny to ponder the fragility of life, and she very soon succeeded in convincing herself that the pipes were blocked somewhere.  She was not the most technically minded of girls, and the little that she had picked up from her fathers conversations centred on the fact boilers which did not have the correct flow of cold water coming into them could explode.  In her mind, this theoretical possibility translated itself into a near certainty.  If she had spoken to someone in authority about this, all would have been well and she would have been given the reassurance she so desperately needed, and theboilers may well have been given a thorough examination to boot,, but unfortunately her fear of being laughed at was almost as great as her fear of being scalded to death so she kept her thoughts very much to herself. 
In the daytime, it was not too difficult to push thses dark ideas aside as she was caught up in lessons, games and other activities, but at night time she lay awake for hours listening to the groaning of the pipes and imagining the worst, sometimes ending up crying with fear, whilst other nights she began to feel she was going mad.  Of course Matron soon spotted the dark shadows beneath her eyes, and her general air of tiredness, but not unaturally, she put this down to the girls reaction to the tragedy and slipped a dose of something to make her sleep into a cup of hot milk without enquiring into the matter any more deeply.

If this dose did at least have the desired effect in making Jenny sleep at nights, she was hardly refreshed by it.  Her worries went too deep to allow her to do anything other than toss and turn restlessly, and she still found herself awake very early in the morning, and this state of affairs was to continue for a while longer.

Meanwhile Con was settling into her teaching role remarkably quickly, much, she felt against her mother’s expectations, though why Joey should have had such doubts about her abilities puzzled her.  She had after all proved herself to be an efficient prefect during her final year at school, but Joey still persisted in seeing her as the ‘moony’ child, not realising that she had grown up to be a competent and able young woman.  
Con had been hurt by the fact that Joey still made occasional comments to the effect that she wished Len had been on hand to step into the breach, but instead of brooding about this she determined to prove to her parent that she was more than able to handle the role which she had volunteered to undertake, thus she settled into a routine of breakfasting at Freudesheim before walking over to the school to perform her teaching duties.  At lunchtime she generally stayed at the school and tried to catch up on her marking, and planning the next lessons during the rest period.  She also found some time to do this during the afternoons when the school was engaged in games or needlework.  Miss Annersley had excused her from overseeing the pupils in their free time, and from games duty, so she was able to keep her teaching work within the school boundaries for the most part.  Indeed, she occasionally found herself with some free time on her hands and although she would have liked nothing better than to have escaped into her partially written novel, her conscience prompted her to offer to relieve other members of the staff of their somewhat more onerous duties at this times.
She always returned home for abendessen, and after a brief time spent chatting with her family, she then retired to her room to write, although every two or three days she took time out from her novel to compose a loving missive to her fiance.
It was around a fortnight after the memorial service when Joey, dealing with the mail, announced that there was another letter from Roger.
To receive two letters in a month was almost unheard of, as that young man was hardly the worlds best correspondent, but his earlier visit had been put off due to the memorial service, and Con assumed that he was merely lamenting the fact that he had been unable to stay with them as planned.  However, she was wrong about this, as Joey proceeded to explain.
“His plans have been altered,” she summarised after skimming through the letter, “And he will be able to come after all, he says he will be here on…” she suddenly glanced at the calender, “Goodness, that’s today.  I had better see about getting his room sorted out. Whenever was this posted?”  She tried to make out the postmark on the envelope but to no avail – it was far too smudged to be legible.
She dropped the letter onto the pile of correspondence which had yet to be dealt with and rushed off to consult with Anna.
Con, rifling quickly through the remaining letters to see if there was anything for herself noticed that there was a postscript scrawled at the bottom, but she had found a letter from Andrew Hamilton amongst the unopened envelopes and was therefore not overly interested, and Roger’s screed was not addressed to her anyway.  She hugged Andrews letter to her body and ran back upstairs to read it in private before she left for school, and the postscript went unheeded.

For once Con left the school after Kaffe und Kuchen, mindful of the fact that her father would be staying at the san with a patient who was not expected to live to see the next day, whilst it was likely that Roger had all ready arrived.
When she walked into the house, having paused a moment to hide all traces of her undignified dash across the lawn, it appeared that all her effortys had been in vain.  There was no sign of Roger, nor, strangely of her mother, and her calls to the latter brought no response.
Slightly worried, she made her way to the kitchen to seek out Anna, but the family’s faithful retainer was also missing.  For a moment Con’s overactive imagination got the better of her and she wondered if the whole household had been kidnapped until she recalled Anna saying that she was meeting her cousin for a few hours during the afternoon.
However, that did not solve the mystery of her missing mother, but as she hadn’t been expected home at this early hour she had no real right to expect a welcoming committee. “She has probably gone to meet the train at Interlaken,” She thought, “Our railway has virtually closed down now, and it would mean an awful lot of waiting around for Roger if he were to come up on that.”
She walked to the Saal, situated at the rear of the house with it’s magnificent view of the Jungfrau, and promptly received one of the biggest shocks of her young life.

Sitting curled up in one of the big squashy chairs facing the window was a young woman, with blonde hair styled like a filmstar. Large baby blue eyes, and scarlet lips.  For a moment Con thought she had stepped out of the pages of the glossy magazine she was thumbing through.
Con squawked, causing the woman to look up from the magazine, “Hello,” she said, “I was just looking at next seasons fashions, do you think this would suit me? I’m not sure about the colour, but maybe if it was blue..” She held up the magazine for Con’s inspection.
Con stared at her in amazement, wondering who this mad woman was, and why she had invaded the Maynard home.  “Who are you?” She finally managed to say.
“Fay.”
Con slowly, and, she hoped, unobtrusively, walked backwards towards the door.  As she did so, she heard the sound of footsteps on the floor above her.  “Oh my God, Gwynnie” she thought, fearing that the intruder had an accomplice who was at that moment carrying away the baby.  She looked around the room wildly, grabbed the first likely looking object that came to hand and hastily concealed herself beneath the staircase.  
By this time the feet were beginning to come down the stairs.  Con counted the steps, and when she judged that the time was right, she leapt out from her hiding place, brandishing her makeshift weapon and making enough noise to rouse the whole Platz.  
She had made a bad misjudgement.  There were two people coming down the stairs and the second person grabbed her upraised hand before she could land a blow on the first head.
Her intended victim swung round to face her.
“Con,” A flustered looking Joey exclaimed sharply, “What on earth is all the noise about? And what arfe you doing with that bookend?”
“Mamma,” gasped Con with relief, and feeling her arms being released she turned to see who had been holding her, “Roger.”
Feeling rather foolish, Con explained her actions as best she could.  Roger, predictably found it hilarious, all the more so since it brought back memories of the last time they had tried to chase off intruders, that summer at the Tiernsee when the Richardsons first met the Maynard family.  Joey was rather less amused at being nearly brained by her own daughter, 
And although she would own much later that she could see the funny side to it when she wrote to her sister Madge, she never admitted as much to Con, and later that evening she gave Con a lecture which she had never bettered, even when Con was a schoolgirl.

Before that point though, Con remembered the woman in the Saal who surprisingly hadn’t been moved to investigate the mayhem.
“Oh, you met Fay then.” Roger said, “She’s the surprise I mentioned in my postscript.  We’re getting married next week, hopefully..”
Joey managed to assimilate this last remark before dragging Con off to the privacy of her study, and once the lecture was over, she turned the conversation to the forthcoming wedding.  “Getting married next week!”  She said indignantly, “However does Roger think we’re going to arrange a wedding that quickly.  I suppose he must mean to marry here, we certainly won’t have time to go to England to arrange matters, besides which, now Mary Lou has let Plas Gwyn (Please let that be the right house) there isn’t anywhere in England where he could be married from.”, she paused, but only to draw breath, I suppose that you, Cecil and Phil will have to be bridesmaids, but how we are going to make dresses for you all in such a short time is beyond me. And what colours should we have? I suppose yellow would suit you all.”
Con was left breathless by her mother’s blithe assumption that she would be arranging the wedding.  “Is this what’s going to happen when Andrew and I marry?” She wondered, but forced her mind back to Roger’s affairs.
“I expect that Fay’s family have their own ideas,” she said as Joey paused to consider what flowers the bridesmaids would carry.  “I would think, that if there expecting to get married so soon, most of the arrangements have already been made.”
It was Joey’s turn to look somewhat sheepish, but she was not ready to admit her error just yet.  “Assuming she has a family,” she said, “I think we had better discuss the matter with  the two of them.”


She swept out of the study imperiously, reluctant to spend any more time alone with her daughter, lest Con should suddenly choose to ask tactless questions. Foe once in her life she did not wish for Len to be there, she would much rather that none of her family had been around when she came downstairs, but it had happened, and as much as the highly strung woman shuddered when she thought of the near tragedy which had occurred, she realised that at least it had deflected Con’s attention from the question of why the two of them had been in the bedroom together.
After ensuring that Roger’s room was prepared, Joey had given Anna the afternoon off to walk over to visit her family with baby Gwynneth, then she had settled down in her study to do some serious writing whilst she waited for her ward to arrive.  It would, as she acknowledged later, have paid her  to reread Roger’s letter instead, that way she would not have been totally unprepared for his guest.
As it was, after the first flurry of introductions, she found herself rushing about to prepare a room for Fay.
In a house the size of Freudesheim this should have presented no problems, but a substantial part of the former pension had been partitioned off into a self contained apartment, and even though Fay did not, on first appearances, appear to be the type of person whom Joey would normally welcome as a house guest, she could hardly pack her off into what was, essentially, a separate home, nor could she possibly allow Roger to share the apartment with Fay with no one to supervise them.
Nor could Fay stay in one of the boy’s rooms, they would be far to unsuitable for a woman who seemed so concerned with the fripperies of life, the same applied to her younger daughters shared room. 
Margot’s abode had, by tacit agreement of the whole family, been cleaned reguarly but otherwise left untouched until she decided to return, and Joey was equally reluctant to allow someone else to sleep in Len’s bed.
Con obviously needed her own room, so Joey eventually decided to place Fay in one of the two unused rooms on the very top floor.  The only drawback was the need to thoroughly dust, polish and otherwise make the room suitable for habitation.  Being deprived, temporarily of Anna’s help, Joey had been only too happy to accept Roger’s offer of assistance.
At first she thought she was being foolish when Roger, passing her a pile of blankets, had let his hand brush against hers for a moment too long,  and when he ‘accidentally’ brushed his hand against her leg, or when he stood close enough behind her for her to feel the heat from his body, and she fancied, something more substantial.  
Despite growing somewhat flustered from these tactile sensations, she continued to regard them as accidental, after all, hadn’t Roger just introduced her to his future wife, but when he reached over to place a bowl on the top of the little table she was polishing, placing one arm either side of her still slender body to do so, thus effectively holding her in an embrace so close that she could feel the hardness of his manhood, she had to face the fact that this was no accident.  And decide what she was going to do about it.

Then, when Roger dropped all pretence of arranging the ornaments and clasped his hands against her waist, pulling her closer towards him, she stopped thinking at all and allowed herself to sink against him, whilst she guided his caressing hands over her own body.
Roger’s lovemaking was surprisingly tender and expert for one so young, and afterwards, Joey, suffused with a warm glow of satisfaction, laid languidly on the bed admiring the man’s muscular body, all the while smiling smugly.
At some point, she remembered Fay, and worried that she might be moved to investigate their protracted absence, but Roger assured her she would not notice, being too busy “looking at frocks.”
Joey chuckled and ran her hand lightly over his chest, unwilling to bring an end to this magical time.  She had always enjoyed the physical side of her marriage, rather more than she suspected a well brought up young woman should, but Jack although initially surprised at her enthusiasm, had certainly done nothing to discourage her, quite the opposite in fact, and because of Jack’s long periods of service during the war, their times together had reached an intensity which may otherwise have been denied them.
After Jack had recovered from the accident which led to his discharge, the passion had continued, and even when they were otherwise occupied, they had revelled in their physical proximity and taken every opportunity to touch one another, but inevitably, the pressures of parenthood and the long years of familiarity had taken their toll, as had Jack’s work.  The occasions when he had been unable to help a patient had weighed heavily on his mind and made him feel mildly depressed every time, whilst the long hours which he spent at the San left him feeling tired and lethargic, especially as he grew older.  Latterly, the only thing he desired at the end of a long day was a small glass of brandy, a cigarette and sleep.
Joey, being some years younger and relatively more carefree lamented the loss of this passion, and had compensated by throwing herself into her own writing, her family and the school, taking a particular interest in those girls who seemed unsettled or troubled. 
Although she had always publicly declared that her long family kept her young, privately she had to admit that both the years and the many pregnancies had left their mark on her body and she felt that she was at least partially at fault for being unable to arouse her husband, up until the moment that Roger had made her feel desirable again, until he had rekindled all the feelings and sensations she had believed had gone for ever.

Joey awoke from her dream, aware that something had disturbed her.  She  lay quietly, waiting for further noises, for a while all was silent, then she heard the sound of soft footsteps passing her bedroom door, and moments later, the creaking of the floorboards as someone ascended the staircase to the second floor.  With a slight pang, she realised that Roger was sneaking up stairs to Fay. 
She glanced at the dark form of her husband laying beside her, anxious lest he had also been disturbed, he had been extremely vocal on the subject of Roger’s ‘womanising’ and she knew that he would not take kindly to such furtive nocturnal activities, but she had no reason to worry, Jack had fallen into the deep sleep of total exhaustion and remained oblivious to the small sounds.
Joey sighed with relief and smiling softly she turned her mind back to the afternoons events.  Finally becoming mindful of the unrelenting passage of time, she and Roger had finally drifted to the bathroom, where their bathing session had rapidly degenerated into something which was much more fun, and very much a learning experience for Joey.  Then, after returning to the bedroom to make half hearted attempts at preparing the room, they had been disturbed by the sound of voices.  Recognising Con’s tones, she had hastily adjusted her attire and made her way down stairs, expecting Roger to have enough common sense to wait a while before he followed her.  As it happened Roger had been anything but sensible, in the circumstances that had been just as well.  Joey still shuddered inwardly when she thought about the possible consequences of Con’s intended attack, and her words to her daughter about acting in such a heedless, not to say dangerous manner, had been strong in the extreme, and would hopefully remain etched in her mind for a very long time.
Of course, Con’s return had also meant a return to normality, and although Joey believed she had succeeded in acting like her self as the party discussed the plans which Fay’s parents had made for the forthcoming nuptials,  inside she was feeling very different.
Roger had restored her confidence in herself as a woman, a desirable woman, and had dispelled her image of herself as a matronly figure, past her prime and ready to settle peacefully into middle age and this new reborn confidence would inform her approach to life for several years to come.
Her thoughts turned briefly to her sister Madge who had returned from Canada greatly rejuvenated – had she had the same experience at some point during her stay?  Joey almost giggled out loud at the absurdity of such a ridiculous notion, before dismissing it from her mind and pondering the immediate future.
Within two short days Roger and Fay’s trip to Switzerland would be over, they would be returning to England to ensure that the final details of their wedding were arranged to their satisfaction, and Joey was not unthankful for this fact.  She had no wish to become involved in a long term affair, her feelings for Jack ran too deep for that, and she knew that to follow such a path could only lead to wholesale misery, but at the same time, she doubted her own powers of resistance should Roger have persisted in his seductions.  As it was, Joey had every intention of making the most of any further opportunities for intimacy which arose during the remainder of Roger’s visit, but only if any such assignation could be accomplished without raising even the slightest suspicion in the minds of Jack, Fay, Con and Anna.  Not for the world would she risk causing hurt to Jack, and she knew that this betrayal of her marriage vows would cut him deeply.  
As she came to this conclusion she wondered at her lack of guilt, it would, she considered, have been a quite proper emotion, and yet it was entirely absent.   The truth was that Joey considered herself to have been quite properly rewarded for all the years of looking after other, of putting their needs before her own, and generally doing her duty.  Jack, who’s faith had always been stronger and more uncompromising than Joey’s, believed that those who lived their life according to their religion would be rewarded, eventually,  in the afterlife;* Joey was thankful not to have had to wait that long.
Joey drifted off to sleep and failed to hear Roger’s stealthy return to his own bed, but he emerged from his door half naked, yawning and looking impossibly attractive as Joey exited the bathroom the following morning.  Her heart skipped a beat, but knowing that Jack was already up and about, she merely bid him a bright ‘Good morning’ and continued on her way.
Later she would learn that she had not been the only person to hear Roger moving about during the night.  Con had been sleeping badly since learning about the earthquake until Matey had decided to take the young woman in hand and supply her with a sleeping draught.  This had helped, but latterly Jack had found out about it, and although he was not adverse to administering mild sedatives to his own family from time to time when he believed it would be beneficial, he was not convinced about the advisability of using the drugs long term. Accordingly, he had persuaded Con to try to manage without them, and incidentally resolved to have a firm word with Matron when time allowed.
Con had decided to follow her father’s advice that very same night, and the resultant lack of sleep meant that she had been aware of what was happening.
She sought out Joey after Fruhstock and confided her concern about this behaviour.
After listening carefully, Jo offered her own take on the matter, “They are both adults, Con, and although we may not approve of their actions, there isn’t a lot we can do about it save for setting a good example.  They are old enough to make their own choices, and provided they are discreet and don’t flaunt it in front of us we have no right to interfere with that choice.”
When Con protested that Roger and Fay were setting a bad example to the  younger members of the family, Jo pointed out that they were far too young to have any idea about what was happening, if they had even been aware of it, and with this Con had to be satisfied.
Jo silently watched her walk across the lawn to school, hoping she wouldn’t try to take the matter up with her father, but at the same time relieved that Con’s attitude had laid to rest her own worries about the girls behaviour while she was in England.
As a matter of fact, Con had no ideas about consulting Jack. The astonishment she had felt when Roger had casually introduced her as his fiancee had been replaced with a feeling of relief.  She certainly had no need to worry about Roger flirting with her mother when he was accompanied by such a glamorous creature, and she was not over concerned about what they did in the privacy of their own rooms.  
Her approach to her mother had been more in the way of exploring her reactions than in condemning her adopted brother, therefore Joey’s response had come as something of a relief, but she knew her father well enough to know that he would not be so tolerant.  For some reason Roger’s misdeeds raised him to anger very easily, and she was not anxious to cause any tension between them.  
She banished all thoughts about her family from her mind as she entered the school building, she had a busy day in front of her as she had promised to once again leave after Kaffe und Kuchen in order to spend a short time in Interlaken with Fay.
Con had noticed the previous evening that Roger had made no great effort to include Fay in the general conversation once the topic of weddings was exhausted, nor had he seemed over keen to talk with her rather than with Con.  After the Interlaken trip Con could quite well understand why.  “She doesn’t have a single idea in her head beyond clothes, hairstyles and make up,” she thought, “Why on earth does Roger want to marry a girl like that?” and being Con, she asked him exactly that question  when she encountered him alone in the garden.
Roger laughed, “I had to marry someone, at some point and I hear that you are already taken.”
“It wouldn’t matter if I wasn’t,” Con retorted, “I would hardly marry my own brother would I?”
“But I’m not your brother am I? Not technically, there’s no blood relationship.”
“No, but there is familiarity.” Con  replied thoughtfully.  
“And contempt.” Roger replied.  Con looked at him sharply  then realising that he was teasing she picked up a clod of earth and threw it at him.  To Roger’s amazement her aim was true and he spent the next few minutes brushing the loose soil from his clothing while Con laughed at his discomfort.  
She was aware that there had been a school of thought amongst the British colony on the Platz that a match between the two of them would be eminently suitable, but she herself would countenance the idea about as much as she would had someone suggested she should marry Steve.  Roger was like a brother in all ways apart from blood ties, he was someone who had been around while she had done a great deal of growing up, and someone to fool around with, or to be serious with if the mood arose, but he was definitely not someone to harbour romantic thoughts about.” 
With this sibling relationship in mind she asked him again about his reasoning behind his engagement, half suspecting that Fay was in a certain condition and that Roger had found himself being forced into marriage. 
Roger set her mind at rest on this point at least, although she was hardly satisfied with his answer, “Well, she’s beautiful, she’s obliging, she’s wealthy, she thinks the world of me, yes she does, she’s sexy,” he leered as he spoke the last word, “and she happy enough to stay at home and be a good little housewife. Oh and she’s dumb enough not to keep interfering in my business.”
Con was appalled,  “Roger, that is awful, what do you want from marriage?  A painted doll who’ll obey your every word, and be a, a slave?”
Roger considered, “Well, I suppose when you put it like that, it sounds pretty good.  And I’m only looking for the same things as most other men.”
“I hope you’re wrong about that, in fact I know you are.” Con could not imagine herself acting in any such way, and she was sure that Andrew would not expect her too.  He had already expressed his respect for her abilities as a writer and offered her every encouragement,  “Marriage is for life, Roger,” she said soberly, “Fay won’t always be beautiful and, and attractive, and what will you have left then?  Do you want to come home from work every night to discuss the latest Paris fashions?  Don’t you want to be with someone who you can share things with?  Someone who you can rely on to be there for you? Someone you can talk to?  And how on earth do you think she’s going to cope with living in Africa?”
“She isn’t.”
Con raised her eyebrows in astonishment at this casual lack of consideration for Fay’s welfare, and Roger hastened to explain, “I mean she isn’t going to live in Africa, not that she isn’t going to cope.  Although dad left a certain amount of money in trust for us three, you know as well as I do that he ploughed most of his assets into that mad space venture, and I haven’t earned enough yet to keep Fay in the style to which she’s been accustomed.  This job in Africa will change that, it’s well paid, and more importantly, it’s another rung up the ladder.  By the time I get home I should be set up very nicely, but in the meantime, Fay is going to continue to live with her parents, it’s only for a couple of years and we’ll be able to set up on our own when this contract is finished.”
“You said she was wealthy…”
“And I’m not going to be a kept man.”
“But why are you in such a rush to marry before you go?  Why not wait until you get home?”  Con asked in some bewilderment.
“Like Reg waited for Len you mean?” he retorted,  “Oh no, I’m going to make sure she’s mine before I go, I’m not going to risk her changing her mind, or finding someone else to take my place.  I do actually love her Con, she may not be the person either you or I expected I would find love with, and I may well live to regret it later, but that’s a risk I’m prepared to take.”
Con was impressed with the quiet convincing manner of his final words, and found herself ready to believe him.  “Then I can only say that I hope you will be truly happy,” she said, and forced herself to bite back the words, “but I still think you are making a big mistake,”
Roger remained in the garden, and lit a cigarette.  He hadn’t enjoyed lying to the sister who was second only to Ruey in his affections, but he hadn’t expected quite so much probing and had not been prepared to deal with it.  In short, his life was a mess, but he could not bring himself to admit to Jack Maynard how far he had fallen below that man’s standards and make a clean breast of things.
Roger was in love, but not with Fay.  Knowing that he could never publicly acknowledge his true love, indeed that his career would be as good as over if anyone even suspected the truth, he had looked around for a wife to provide him with a much needed veneer of respectability.  He also needed a wife who would be slow to suspect his motives for marriage or the nights he spent away from her, in short he needed to find a woman who was ‘pretty dumb’ and Fay was about as dumb as they came.
He sighed as he saw Jack’s car approaching, knowing that Jack condemned him as a womaniser.  He regretted the disappointed he had caused the older man, but it was better that he should believe the reputation that Roger had taken great pains to build up than that he should know the truth.  He hadn’t slept with a single one of the women who his name had been linked with, hadn’t even kissed them in fact.  His only experience with a woman had been with a high class prostitute in Mayfair, who had taught him the technicalities, until Jo that was, and his approach to her had been part of the same deception, he hadn’t for one minute expected her to respond.  When she had willingly submitted to him he had had the shock of his life, and had had to dredge his memory for all he had learned from the call girl.
He thought that Joey’s response said rather more about the quality of Jack’s love making than his own, although his lack of real enjoyment had at least meant that the session had lasted more than long enough to satisfy Joey’s needs.  At least he had achieved something, but just exactly what he had achieved was unlikely to make Jack revise his opinion of him.

Jack entered the house without a glance in Roger’s direction.  Roger had soon come to learn that when Jack was particularly angry with any of his progeny he reacted by ignoring them, not through callousness, but to prevent himself from exploding with rage and inflicting bodily harm upon them.  That was partly why the boys had been absent from the Maynard family party when The Richardson’s had come under their protection in the Tiernsee;  Mike Maynard had earlier given his mother a severe shock by heedlessly putting himself into danger, causing her to faint and remain unconscious for quite a few hours.  Jack’s fury had known no bounds, and Mike had been speedily sent to stay with friends of the family for the first part of the holidays, but until his departure Jack had stayed firmly away from the boy.
Roger wondered just exactly what was he had done to raise such a level of hostility in Jack during the few hours since fruhstuck.  Due to Jack’s late night at the san, Roger hadn’t had the opportunity to speak with him until the whole family were gathered round the table.  
This had been something of an ordeal for Roger, it was less than twenty four hours since he had slept with Jack’s wife, and he shrank from the thought of sitting opposite him.  Roger had many regrets in his short life, but his encounter with Jo was his biggest and deepest regret.  He had felt the worms of guilt eating away inside of him even as he performed the act, and too little time had passed to allow them to become subside. 
Joey, on the other hand, had been totally, and shockingly shameless about the whole episode, and Roger found himself resenting her cavalier attitude and breezy manner, He had lain awake for most of the night, tormented by the demons in his mind, by his fears and self loathing.  She had obviously slept like a baby. Whilst Roger, had been driven to sneak up to Fay’s room, to assure himself that something in his life was solid, that there was one way of coping with this mess.  
She too had been sleeping, innocent of her man’s inner turmoil, and he, sinking into the armchair beside her had begun to feel guilty about that too, about using her in such a manner. He felt an untypical wave of affection for the girl who’s life he was going to ruin, but he could still see no other way forward. 
He had finally fallen into a fitful and dream filled sleep towards dawn, coming to with a start when he realised that the rest of the household would soon be stirring and had only just returned to his room in the nick of time.
If he had imagined, during those dark hours, that his troubles would not seem so great when exposed to the hard daylight he was to be disappointed, but at least the first hurdle was negotiated without too many problems.  
Jack had been somewhat distrait throughout the meal, with little time for conversation with anyone.  He had taken time to greet Fay graciously, and to offer his congratulations in a rather offhand manner, then he had rushed off to the san without taking more than two gulps of his coffee.
In the meantime, Fay had engaged Con in converstaion, and although Roger was not overly intrigued by the subject of shopping he felt constrained to join in, the other option was to chat to Jo as though nothing had happened, and he did not feel ready to do that.
He was uncomfortably aware of Jo’s presence, almost imagining that she was just waiting for an opportunity to pounce on him.  He knew that he was being paranoid, his common sense told him she would do no such thing, that he was misinterpreting the gleam in her eyes, but in any case he did not want to be alone with her so when the topic of the girls trip to Interlaken arose he quickly invented a ficticious appointment which would keep him tied up while they were away. 
For the rest of the day, he stuck closely to Fay’s side, and soon whisked her off in the car to show her some of the sights.  Fay was not a walker, and she herself brushed off Jo’s suggestion of a ramble without Roger’s intervention.
Roger forced himself to adopt an air of normality as Fay sat beside him, and shortly found that this did not take too much effort.  He usually became bored by her incessant trivial chatter and allowed his mind to drift off to other subjects, so it was with no great difficulty that he did the same during their spin through the mountainous roads.  Half of his mind was occupied in negotiating the hairpin bends safely, but for the rest of the time he began, for the first time, to question his own actions.
Until this moment he had had no doubts about the path he had chosen to take, he failed to see why he should be barred from ascending the ladder of his chosen career by a quirk of fate, why he should be penalised for desires wish he had no control over, and neither did he believe that the same quirk of fate should be allowed to condemn him to a lonely and loveless existence.  
Above all, he wished he was ‘normal’, that he didn’t have to go through life bearing this cross, but after visiting the call girl, Christine some body or other, he knew that his last desperate attempt to change his nature had failed, and he had had to find a way of dealing with the reality of his situation.  His solution was to live a life of deceit, a path which had been taken by many men before him, and one which would allow him to retain some control, to achieve some of his ambitions.
Thanks to Joey, he was now coming to see how self centred and selfish this decision had been.  He could now see clearly the dangers of living such a lie, and how his attempts to cover up for himself could devastate lives other than his own. he had no illusions about the future of the Maynards marriage if Jack should ever find out;  and he had to ask himself if it was worth it, if he should continue to sacrifice others on the altar of his own ambitions.  And yet, he was still loathe to give it all up.  He had passed all his exams with flying colours, he had an almost instinctive grasp of all the principles of engineering, he knew that he could be a success.  He had looked at the woman sitting beside him and wondered if for her, material possessions would be enough compensation for what must be a loveless marriage.
He had tossed the questions back and forth in his mind throughout the day, without reaching any conclusions, and when Con had tackled him he found that the habit of deceit was so ingrained that the lies tripped off tongue rather too easily for comfort.  He stopped paused for just long enough to light another cigarette, then resumed his restless pacing.

When Jack arrived home, weary but with his regret for the passing of Mrs Benson alleviated by him being pitched into an emergency operation during which he had, against all the odds, succeeded in bringing a young man back from the brink of death, it seemed good to him to catch up with some much needed sleep.  For some reason though, his bed began to lose it’s allure once he reached his small dressing room, instead he stood at the window and drank in the marvellous vista which still soothed his soul.  Until he noticed Roger walking around the garden.  His face assumed an expression of frustratiom as he watched the troubled figure.
He had been, as Roger surmised, angry, but as irksome as he had found the younger man’s antics, much of his anger had been directed at himself.
He had set out on the path of parenthood full of good intentions, and on the whole he had stuck to them, believing that he was doing his best for his children by adhering to his rules and not giving in to any amount of cajoling, certain that such an uncompromising stance was best for their long term welfare.  Yet now, it seemed, some where along the line he had become an unapproachable authoritarian figure without him even realising it.  Margot had dropped out of his life, out of all their lives, without a word of explanation, Len had been unable to admit that she didn’t want to go through with her engagement to Reg until she had made herself so unhappy that she had been on the point of having a complete breakdown, and Roger, who Jack counted as family, was to all appearances, equally troubled.  
Unbeknownst to Roger, Jack was not completely oblivious to his problem, his many years of medical practice had brought him into contact with any number of human experiences, and although he had never been tempted in that direction himself, but he could not fail to be aware of the hidden undercurrent of seething passions at his public school.  Thus it was, that when Roger had introduced him to his friend Adrian at the beginning of a hiking holiday the two of them had undertaken he had intuitively known that the relationship was deeper than ordinary friendship.
However, in this case his knowledge was not much use to him. Although he had no lack of compassion, he could not, in all conscience, give his blessing to a way of life which was so alien to values which had been instilled in him since birth, and so contrary to his religious beliefs.  Had Roger confided in him, Jack could only advise a life of abstention, and that, he fancied, would not be the answer Roger was looking for.
By the same token, he could not give his blessing to a marriage in which at least one of partners was entering without being fully committed to his vows.  Accordingly he had already informed Joey that the family, or at least that part of it still residing at Fredheseim would be declining the invitation, and he had answered his wife’s protests with the not unreasonable reply that it was impossible for them to drop their own commitments at such short notice.  Joey had finally accepted his reasoning, now he had only to explain his decision to Roger.

Roger watched Jack warily as he walked across the lawn.  Rationally he knew that Jack could have no idea about his romp with Joey, but he was hardly feeling rational.
Jack noticed his expression, suddenly feeling very old as he contemplated the effect he had on the younger generation.  “Mind if I join you?” he asked rhetorically.  “It’s a beautiful evening.”
“Not at all,” Roger cleared his throat.  It really is warm for this time of year.”
“Certainly, and long may it continue to be so.”
“Hopefully, it will also be like this in England when we return.”
Jack seized his opportunity.  “For the wedding?  I’m afraid that none of us will be returning with you as you hoped, neither will we be attending the wedding,”
“Oh.”
Jack raised his eyebrows, realising that the forthcoming interview was going to be even more difficult than he had thought.  He had expected some response from Roger, at least a question as to why he was declining the invitation, at which point he would have expalined his reasons, but this flat response denied him that avenue.
Roger had no idea how to respond to this sudden declaration.  Since his arrival at Fruedesheim, no, since his pretend flirtation with Joey had turned into shocking reality, his mind had been in such turmoil, that he no longer knew what he was supposed to think. He waited for Jack to explain himself, wishing that the older man would say something.
Eventually, Jack did.
……He waited for Jack to explain himself, wishing that the older man would say something.
Eventually, Jack, losing his patience, broke the silence. “Well, you don’t appear to be too bothered whether we’re there or not.” He snapped.  When he saw the look of anguish in Roger’s eyes as he turned to face him, he instanttly regretted not biting back his words.
“I’m sorry Uncle Jack, it’s just, I, I don’t even know if I’m going to be there myself at the moment.”
The unthinking use of the form of address which had ended with Roger’s schooldays touched a chord with Jack, his expression softened, “I think,” he said, “that might be a wise decision, under the circumstances.” He brushed aside Roger’s attempted reply, “I’m not blind Roger, and I may be wrong, but I think I understand more than you realise.”
“You know?”
Jack nodded. “I guessed when you brought Adrian here.”
“That long ago?  And you still welcomed me back.”
“What else would you expect me to do?” I have to be honest and tell you that I don’t particuarly care for what you are, but that doesn’t mean that I don’t care for you.”
“I thought, well, when Ady’s father found out by accident, his family disowned him.”, A sudden thought hit him, “Joey…”
“Joey knows nothing about it, and frankly, I would rather keep it that way.  
Roger nodded. “Of course, and if it’s any consolation, I don’t particuarly care for what I am either, but I can’t help it.  It’s not fair, why me?  Why can’t I be normal and have the same things everyone else has? And why should I have to suffer because I’m not?”
“Buck up, Roger, other people have to suffer a lot worse things, believe me, it won’t do anyone any good if you just mooch around feeling sorry for yourself.  You’ve got some hard decisions to make, I know, and I can’t help you make them, it has to be your choice, but,” Jack paused, “But you don’t have to carry the burden alone. I’m not one for preaching, I think you should live your religion rather than talk about it, but God will help you if you ask him.”
“If I could really believe that, Jack, it may help, but I can’t believe in God any longer, because if He really did exist, then it was he who made me this way, and yet, your church, and mine, consider me a sinner, why would God want to create sinners?  I’m sorry, but it doesn’t make sense.”
Jack sighed, he most decidedly did not want to start preaching, but he felt it was his duty to offer Roger moral guidance, “God’s reason’s may remain hidden from us, but there is a purpose to everything.”
“All for the best, in the best of all possible worlds,” Roger murmered, in tones too low for Jack to catch.
“Eh?” Roger shook his head, and Jack, seeing that he was not going to elucidate, continued his speech, “Remember, it’s not what we are, that is a sin, it’s what we do.”
“So I’m meant to remain alone and celibate all my life, and enand end up as a lonely old man with no-one to care if I live or die?  If that’s the case I may as well die now.”
Jack was truly shocked, and temporarily speechless.
“Don’t look like that Jack, I’m not about to go and jump off a mountain.  But I can’t live the life you want for me either.  As you said, it has to be my decision.”
“Yes, it has.  But it needn’t be as bad as you think.  There are other consolations, you can fulfill yourself in other ways, by putting your energy into your career for instance.  And you needn’t be alone, you have Roddy and Ruey, and they will have families of their own, and we will always be here for you. And I do mean always, no matter what you decide, no matter what happens.”
“Even if, if I end up in gaol, reviled by everyone?”
“Even then.”
Roger turned away, Jack’s final declaration had touched him deeply, and he felt the sting of unfamiliar and unwanted tears in his eyes, in a voice more husky than normal, he said simply, “Thank you.”
Jack, sensing that he needed to be alone, walked back to the house.
Joey, espying the two men through the bedroom window, wondered what they were talking about, but she was destined to never find out, for neither of the participants ever disclosed what words were spoken had taken place.

Jack walked back into the house, unsure as to whether or not he could have handled the situation better, looking back, he thought of other words he could have used, other things which he had meant to say, but for the present,  all he could hope for was that Roger would both consider his words and take some comfort from the knowledge that he had someone to turn to if his troubles began to seem too overwhelming.
Still uneasy in his own mind, he nevertheless had another, equally pressing problem to consider.  
His second operation of the day,  seemingly a straightforward operation to remove an infected appendix had become much more difficult, due to his assistant acting with such spectacular incompetence that one would suspect he had never been in an operating theatre before.  
Before the situation had become too critical, Jack’s growled command for one of his nurses to fetch another doctor, had been promptly obeyed, but even so precious minutes had been wasted until Dr Graves had entered the theatre.
Jack’s instructions to the latter had been succint, “Take over”, and Dr Graves had wasted no time in following them, he had pushed the erstwhile assistant out of the way, causing him to stumble slightly against Jack.  Even as he ordered him out, Jack had noticed the whiff of alcohol on Reg Entwhistle’s breath.  It was as well for Reg that when Jack had sought him out immediately after the operation was finished, he was no where to be found.
On reflection, this was no bad thing, at the time Jack had been in no mind to deal with the junior doctor in a professional manner, but the situation needed addressing as soon as possible.  Regardless of his friendship with Reg, who he had supported in his ambition to be a doctor since he was a schoolboy, Jack could not allow his patients health to be so recklessly endangered.
For a while he felt the weight of his years bearing down upon as he pondered the activities of the next generation with some bafflement, until the sudden recall of his own days as a medical student, and the senior consultant who drank a whole bottle of port, not only with his lunch and dinner, but also his breakfast, reminded him that such peccadilloes of human nature had always been present.. 
As he entered his study, even this thought was banished when a sudden movement caught his eye. “Now what?” he thought to himself, “If there’s someone fooling around in here they’ll be sorry.”  “Who is that?” he called out in stentorian tones.  
“I’m sorry daddy,”
 “What on earth…” he began as Con stepped out from behind the heavy curtains, looking rather shamefaced.  “I;m sorry, Daddy, I thought you might be Fay.”
“Even if I was, is that any reason to go into hiding?”
“Oh dad. She’s awful,” Con sighed, “I have tried honestly, I’ve been so patient, but  if I don’t get away for a while I’m sure to say something to upset her.   I’m as interested in clothes and make up as any other young woman, but I do not want to talk about them continually, every minute of the day.  I just can’t get her to talk about anything else.  When I asked about her flight over here started talking about the air hostesses uniforms.  I just don’t understand why Roger wants to marry her.”
“I’m sure Roger has his reasons,” Jack replied dryly, “Maybe he wouldn’t understand why you want to marry Andrew.”
“But that’s different, Andrew’s a wonderful person.”
Jack smiled at her earnest expression, “I’m sure he is, but you’ll find that not everyone shares your opinion.”
“I suppose I shall.  But they must be deluded.  Oh..” she was hit with a sudden thought, “You don’t dislike him do you? Or Mummy?”
“Not at all.  You needn’t worry on that score.  From what I’ve seen of him, there is nothing to dislike; he’ll be a good husband to you, Con. And if Shephard’s opinion is any thing to go by, he has the makings of a fine doctor too. Now if you really don’t want to see any more of Fay, I should run up to your room and get on with that book of your’s while the coast’s clear.  I’ll keep her occupied if she comes looking for you.”
“You will?” Con’s eyes boggled at the thought of her father dicsecting the latest Paris fashions and she was unable to prevent a giggle as she thankfully raced up the stairs, more like the schoolgirl she had once been than the school mistress which she had become.  
Jack watched her departure fondly, taking no small satisfaction in the fact that she, at least, was so obviously happy.
“What are you looking so dopey about?”
“Jo.” He kissed his wife fondly on the forehead, much to her surprise, “I was just thinking about Con,” he explained, “And how she has matured into such a pleasant and capable young woman.”
“She’s never been unpleasant,” Jo protested, “But you are right.  I was a bit dubious about her undertaking to teach when she first suggested it.  I thought it may end up as a disaster, but she’s making a really good job of it by all accounts.  Rosalie says that they will all be sorry to see her leave when she marries Andrew.  They think that they will have a hard job finding someone who can maintain her standards. And of course, who ever does take her place won’t know all about the school traditions.”
“I’m sure they’ll manage somehow.  They always have so far.”
“Yes, but it can take some people a while to adjust, especially to the language requirements.  Do you remember Miss Slater?  I don’t really feel that Jane Lucas settled down that well either.  
Jack knew from long experience that Jo was leading up to something, but he also knew that she would tell him in her own time, and that no amount of cajoling would move her to do otherwise.
“I’m sure she would have begun to feel more at home in time.  Apart from Miss Slator, I can’t think of a single person who’s left to take up a position elsewhere.  That must say something.  As it is, the staff problems are the two heads,  I mean Hilda’s responsibility, and, thankfully, she’s quite up to dealing with it now.”
“Not quite true.”
“What do you mean Jo? Hilda hasn’t let herself become over wrought again has she?” Jack asked urgently.
“No, not at all.  I think that deep inside, a little part of Hilda died too, and I fancy that she’ll always’s be a little lonely, despite all her other friends, but she’s coping beautifully now.  That wasn’t what I meant at all, rather, that it is the responsibility of the two heads….”
“Thank goodness for that.  A decisions been made then.”
“It certainly has.  Nancy Wilmott is now the co-head, and in charge of St Mildreds.”
“Well, I can certainly understand her going for the co-head position, but St Mildreds? I wouldn’t have thought that would be her cup of tea.”
Jacks words were closer to the truth than he knew.  When Nancy had originally been offered the chance to run St Mildreds she had dithered over her response for some considerable time.  Although she relished the challenge of having a certain amount of autonomy, she knew that she couldn’t possibly fill Bill’s shoes and was hesitant about attempting to take on such a role.  Furthermore, she enjoyed the time she spent teaching her own subject, and that would certainly be curtailed, neither was she sure that she wanted to leave the main body of school, fearing that  she may become sidelined.  It was only after Miss Annersley telephone consultation with Madge Russell and a few other members of the board had resulted in the offer of co-headship that she realised that she would be foolish to turn down such an opportunity.  
Joey, however, for once knew nothing of this, “Well, she’s taken it on,” she said brightly, “And good for her.  She’ll never take Bill’s place of course, but she will make her own mark.   The school will be told next Monday, and she will become the head, officially, after half term, although I would expect her to start taking up the reins before that.  It does mean, though, that the school will be looking for a maths mistress as well.  I wonder what the chances are of getting two suitable candidates?”
“Pretty good I would imagine.  There are plenty of good teachers around, and an institution as respected as the Chalet School will never suffer from a shortage of applicants.  But as I said before, that is not your responsibility.”
“I suppose not.” Jo sighed.
Jack looked at her sharply, “If you’re thinking of trying to tempt Len back, you may as well forget that idea.  What do you think Len could teach anyone about Maths anyway?  That subject was most definitely not her forte.”
Joey chuckled at the truth of this remark.  “No, she certainly took after her Mamma as far as that was concerned.  It would be nice though, but I can see that it’s quite impossible.  No, that wasn’t what I was thinking at all.  Oh, thank you Anna. I’ll ring the gong.”  The last comment was aimed at the families faithful retainer who had just entered the room to announce that the evening meal was ready, and it was perforce some time before Jack discovered exactly what Joey was thinking.

Out in the garden, Roger heard, but paid no heed to, the echoing reverberations of the gong.  He had no appetite for either food or conversation, and he was loathe to face Jack again so soon.  
He had been greatly moved by the older man’s simply stated loyalty, made in spite of his personal feelings, yet how could such support fail to intensify his feelings of guilt for the betrayal he had inflicted on that same man such a short time ago?

It was only when Jack, Joey, Con and Fay were gathered around the table that Fay realised that it had been some time since she had last seen her fiancee.  “Where’s Roger?  Surely he must be back by now?” she asked.
“Yes he is.  You were talking to him in the garden, Jack.  Why hasn’t he come in? He must have heard the gong.” Joey replied.
“He’s got a bit of a headache at the moment. No, there’s no need to go to him.  It’s nothing serious, but he’s feeling better in the fresh air.”  Jack knew that his words would lead his audience to infer that Roger was suffering from a purely physical malady, but under the circumstances he felt justified in forgiving himself for such a slight deception.
“He’s always getting headaches,” Fay pouted, “Mary Knowles invited us round for drinks one evening last week, but when I told him he said he didn’t want to go as he had a headache, and he said the same the week before that when I obtained some tickets for a recital by Nina Rutherford as a surprise for him.  He likes that type of thing, so I thought he would be pleased, but I had to go with Mummy instead.  Have you heard of her Mrs Maynard?  Mummy said she was marvellous, but I have to confess that I found it rather boring.”
Joey was so flabbergasted by this last comment, that she failed to notice that both her husband and her daughter were busily averting their gaze from their unexpected guest.
“I shoul think I have heard of her,” she declared, “Why, she wrote an air to celebrate Cecil’s birth,”
“Really?” Fay regarded Joey with more interest than previously, she hadn’t realised that being a writer of children’s books allowed one to move in such exalted circles. “Do you know many famous people Mrs Maynard?”
“I can’t say that I do, not if by famous people you mean film stars and such.”, Joey glared at Con as that young lady indulged in a tactful bout of coughing, “Although we did have one girl at the school with a sister who was a rather successful actress.  Jacynth Hardy is also a former pupil, and Margia Stevens and Amy Stevens were at school with me in the Tyrol.”  
“Oh.  How nice,” Fay had looked blank as Joey recited this list of names; She had no real appreciation of music, although she loved to dance to the latest tunes, and she would as soon  have gone to the moon than read a poem, therefore those people mentioned by Joey meant nothing to her.
Having succeeded, as was her intention, in subduing Fay, at least momentaririly, Jo turned to her husband.  “Are you quite sure that Roger is all right Jack?  Surely he shouldn’t keep getting headaches at his age.”
“Quite sure.  He’s had a lot to deal with just lately.  Think about it Jo, he’s been through all the interviews for this Africa job, as well as continuing to work for his present firm, he’s been involved in arranging his own wedding, and on top of that he had to deal with Ruey getting engaged Roddy’s friend’s brother and deciding to give up her position at Carnbech  to go to New Zealand with him.”
“Yes, I thought that Ruey was rather inconsiderate going to New Zealand so soon.  I wanted her to be a bridesmaid at my wedding.  I had picked out the most gorgeous dress for her.”
“You would have preferred her to travel to the other side of the world on her own would you? Rather than accompanying Roddy?” Con was indignant on Ruey’s behalf, and amazed at Fay’s selfishness. “I would expect Roger to miss her more than you, anyway.  He cares about her, not her dresses, yet I haven’t heard him complain.”
“That’s enough, Con, remember what you were saying earlier,” Jack interrupted, “And Fay, Ruey has as much right to think of her own future as you have yours.  It could be argued that you are the one being inconsiderate to expect her to give up the opportunity to travel to New Zealand, especially as it was likely to be some time before she had another chance.”
Joey tactfully tried to turn the converation to safer topics, but with limited success, Con was still inwardly seething, and Fay, who was unaccustomed to being spoken to in such a manner, became decidedly sulky.  
As soon as she could decently leave the table, she sought out Roger, intent on complaining about such treatment.  She find him curled up on the hammock., staring blankly into the night.  In the slight blue cast of the moonlight she did not notice the redness of his eyes, nor the slight tell tale traces of tears on his cheeks, and after settling down beside him, taking great care not to upset the hammock, she proceeded to air her grievances with great vim and vigour for the next twenty minutes, by which time even she, could not fail to be aware that that her words were making no impression.
Over the next few weeks and months the emotions to which Roger was in thrall would lessen and begin to fade, but at that moment, the urgency of his need to make reparation to Jack outweighed all other feelings.  It seemed to him that the only way he could begin to atone was to try to live the life which Jack had tried to guide him towards, and if that meant he had to suffer, then it was no more than he deserved.  Indeed, he embraced the idea. He needed to endure some form punishment to alleviate his guilt, yet even then, he knew there were limits as to how far he would go, how much he would give up.  But that did not mean that he should do nothing.
“Fay, please stop talking for a minute, there’s something I need to tell you.” He broke into her diatribe.
“Well, I’ve been trying to tell you something for the last half hour,” she replied petulantly, “but you haven’t been listening to a word I said have you?”
“No, not really.  I gather that you’re upset with…my family, but that’s not important at the moment.”
“Of course it’s important, you should stand up for me, I’m going to be your wife aren’t I?”
Roger swallowed, and fumbled for another cigarette.
“Roger?”  Fay felt a chill spread throughout her body, knowing already that he was going to say something she didn’t want to hear.  “Whatever it is honey, it’ll wait till morning.  Jack said you had a headache from all the pressure you’ve had lately.  You need to be tucked up in bed with a hot water bottle, we don’t need to be standing out here in the cold talking.”  She reached over and ruffled his hair, hoping to create a mood of intimacy which would stop him talking, not just for the present, but for the morrow, or forever.
She flinched as he drew away from her sharply, “Stop that.  That isn’t what I need.”
He was immediately filled with remorse as he saw the look of surprised hurt on her face, “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to hurt you Fay, not just then, and not ever, but if I marry you I’ll end up hurting you more than you could ever believe possible.”
The following moments proved to be every bit as painful as Roger had expected.  Fay did not take the news well; and he was shocked and devastated to find that he could unthinkingly cause such hurt to another human, yet whilst a few days ago he would have wavered in the face of such an onslaught of such raw emotion, in his newly repentant frame of mind he saw this as a sign that he was indeed doing the right thing in calling a halt to the whole sorry process before things got even more out of hand.
He was careful to place the blame fully on his own shoulders and repeatedly assured Fay that she was a wonderful girl who would make a wonderful wife, until she tired of hearing it.
“Oh shut up Roger,” she snapped, “If I was that bloody wonderful you would still be marrying me yourself. At least be honest with me, you owe me that much. There’s someone else isn’t there?  I knew there was something odd about all those Wednesday night headaches.”
“You never said anything.”
“I chose not to believe it.  But, it doesn’t have to be me or her, Roger, I’m willing to share. Maybe she could live with us, we might even become best friends.”
“Stop it Fay, you’re worth more than that.  It’s not a choice between you, I can’t be with this other person anyway.”
“Already married?  Then why not marry me, surely I’m better than no-one at all, and if you did no-one would suspect you of……………..of seeing this other woman.” Her voice trailed off as realisation dawned,  “God, what an idiot I’ve been, no wonder that bloody woman’s been acting so bloody superior since I got here,”
“She doesn’t know.”
“I dare say she’s guessed. “You, bastard, Roger” she planted her feet firmly on the ground, drew back her arm and slapped his face with as much force as she could muster.
He neither tried to stop her, nor to avoid the blow, and she stood back, viewed the results of her handiwork with some satisfaction, “That’s just the start of it, I’m telling you Roger, I am going to have this wedding, there’s no way that I am going to go back to England and have to tell people that it’s been called off, and if you try to get out of it I’m going to go straight to Jack Maynard and tell him how you and his wife disappeared upstairs for a couple of hours, is that understood?”
“Fay, for God’s sake, the wedding isn’t the point, marriage is about more than that..”
“Not as far as I’m concerned.  Once it’s over you can clear off to Africa and stay there for ever for all I care.”
She turned away and allowed her tears to flow freely as she rushed back to the house, pushing Joey roughly aside as she did so. 
Jo stared after her in consternation, “Fay dear, what’s wrong.  Can I help you?”
“No you can’t, it’s all your fault anyway, just leave me alone.”  She ran up the stairs seeking the sanctuary of her small room.
Jo stood for a moment, thinking through the implications of her words, the she in turn went to seek out Roger.
	
Until that moment Joey had hugged the knowledge of her liiason with Roger close to her as a glorious secret.  One which had undoubtably engendered her already latent feelings of superiority over the younger woman.  Suddenly, it didn’t  seem to be as much fun.  Perhaps for the first time the full realisation of what she had done hit her like a cold shower.
She spotted Roger on the far side of the garden and marched over, in no mood to mince her words, “What have you been telling that woman?” she demanded.
“I told her that I  couldn’t marry her.” He replied dully, “She didn’t take it very well.”
“I can’t imagine that many women would.  But why, Roger?  I thought you were settled. Why does she seem to think it’s my fault?  I sincerely hope it’s nothing to do with me.  There’s no future in that you know.”
Despite the whole bloody messy situation Roger could not prevent a harsh laugh escaping his lips. “To do with you?  Hardly.  The whole world doesn’t revolve around you Joey, even if you do consider yourself to be minor royalty up here.”  
Joey gasped, Roger had meant to hurt, and succeeded.  Although part of his mind told him he was being unfair, he blamed Jo for responding to his mild advances, until then, he’d been, if not happy, at least free of the guilt, self doubt and self loathing which had plagued him ever since.
“I consider myself to be no such thing.” Joey responded icily, “And if this has nothing to do with me, why did Fay say it was all my fault?”
“Did she?  I don’t know why, she knows it’s not, even though she has her suspicions about what happened the afternoon we arrived.  She actually said that if I didn’t go ahead with the wedding she would tell Jack, and that is your fault.  Perhaps if you’d been a little more welcoming instead of looking down your nose at her all the time she wouldn’t have felt the need to.”
“She accused me of that?” Joey was aghast at the thought of coming across in this manner, “If she thinks that it must be because she recognises her own inferiority.  She’s obviously a rather despicable creature to resort to that kind of threat.  That’s outright blackmail.  Not that I’m worried,  I would just explain to Jack that we got to reminiscing about old times, and I know which of us he would believe.”
Under the circumstances, Roger had no doubts about the veracity of the last statement, but he hadn’t finished with Joey yet.  “Despicable? Like Margot you mean?  I heard all about that story through Ruey, do you really think that schoolgirls don’t gossip about each other?
“I think that “Bloody superior” and “Patronising” were the exact words Fay used, and frankly, I can understand why.  She may not be as intelligent and educated as you, but that’s no excuse for sneering at her.” Having hurt Fay so badly himself, he now found that he felt bound to defend her reputation. 
 “Well, frankly I didn’t notice you making too much of an effort to include her in the conversation.” Joey retorted.  “However, there’s little point standing having a petty squabble with you whilst you’re so obviously overwrought.  I’m sure you’ll see things differently in the morning.  Goodnight Roger.”  Joey wrapped herself with a cloak of dignity as she walked back across the lawn.  Roger had said some hurtful things, but she prepared to make allowances for him as he was obviously upset, and she had every intention of graciously accepting his apologies once he came to his senses.

Con, who was once again finding sleep elusive, slipped silently out of bed in the early hours of the morning having decided that if she really couldn’t sleep she may as well use the wakeful hours productively and work on her novel.  She had been thinking through an idea for the last hour and now felt ready to translate her thoughts into words, but before switching on the electric light she walked over to the window, attracted by the full moon which was, she later declared, ‘quite bright enough to write by’.  As much as she loved the magnificent views afforded by the daylight, she found that the strangely colourless, yet well defined night time landscape called to something deep within her.  
She gazed out in wonderment, drinking her fill of the peaceful scene for a few minutes, then she suddenly gasped as she recognised the unmistakable shape of a human form stretched out on the hammock.

Her first thought, to rush outside and confront the interloper was quickly superseded by the memory of the lecture on the consequences of heedless behaviour which her mother had administered only two days before.
Seeing that the figure remained unmoving, she decided there was no immediate danger to either the Maynard family or property, she took a moment to consider her options.   She could have roused her father, but he had seemed particularly tired earlier that evening and she did not wish to disturb him unnecessarily, furthermore, she would also risk awakening her mother.  All through her childhood it had been impressed on Con that her mother’s sleep should not be disturbed, except in the direst circumstances, which was odd when one considered the number of hours Joey had soothed fractious babies throiugh their teething troubles, but still she instinctively shied away from such a course of action.
In the past this had usually resulted in Anna being awakened to deal with what ever small crisis was brewing, but the adult Con was aware of how many hours work that lady put in each and every day, and she was not inclined to add to her burden.  On the whole, she decided, it would be as well to keep a watching brief, and be prepared to take action if and when the need arose.
Accordingly she spent the next half hour writing steadily, but casting regular glances at the hammock to assure herself that the threatening figure had not moved.  At which point she began to wonder whether the person was capable of moving, or if he had passed to that world where the trappings of flesh could be cast off.
She bit her lip anxiously, her imagination once again working overtime, when she remembered with relief that there was someone in the house who could deal with the situation.
“Of course, Roger.  I can wake him without disturbing anyone else, and he’ll certainly be able to deal with, well with whatever.”
During the occasional unlawful nocturnal excursions of their childhood Margot had worked out exactly which spots to avoid treading on to ensure their progress was as quiet as possible.  Con tried to follow the same route, but with, it has to be said, rather less success than in years gone by.  Nevertheless, she arrived outside Roger’s room without having awakened the whole household, and she tapped softly on the door.
Moments passed with no response.  Con knocked again, a little more forcefully, and called to Roger in the low undertones which carried far less than a whisper.
When this also failed to produce a result Con realised she faced something of a dilemma.  It may well have been perfectly acceptable for to go into Roger’s bedroom when she had been child, accompanied by her sisters and Ruey, but it would hardly seem proper to do so now that she was an adult.  On the other hand this was, if not a dire emergency, something which really ought to be attended to.
She pulled her kimono tightly around her, carefully turned the door handle and slid into the room, pulling the door to behind her.  She took a few seconds to acclimatise herself to the feel of the room, gradually becoming aware that it was all too silent.  Her fears were confirmed as she glanced at the bed, still pristine and unslept in.  She let out an uncharacteristic curse, “Why are people never around when you need them” she wondered “I suppose he’s with Fay, and I can hardly go barging into there.”  Deciding there was nothing else for it but to return to her own room and keep watch through the window she began to retrace her steps.  She slipped back through the bedroom door, and came face to face with her father.
Con gasped, feeling herself quaver before Jack’s grim gaze.  He silenced her and pulled her into the bathroom.  “I seem to be finding you in some very odd places just lately, what explanation do you have this time?” He demanded.
“It’s not what it looks like, Pappa, honestly.  I saw someone in the garden, and I didn’t want to disturb you so I thought I’d get Roger to sort it out.” Her words tumbled over one another in her haste to explain the situation.
“I see, and where is Roger?”
“He’s, I mean, he, I, I decided not to disturb him after all.”   A flustered Con answered the question as honestly as she was able, without giving away Roger’s absence.
“You decided against disturbing him after creeping around the house and entering his room?”
Con nodded.
“Why?”  Seeing that he was not about to get an immediate answer Jack issued a curt “Stay here.,” before he marched purposefully to Roger’s room.
Con seated herself on the edge of the bath and listened to the sound of the door being thrown open and then closed.
Jack came back into the bathroom, “Go back to bed, Con.  I’ll deal with this.”
“But…”
“I said go back to bed,  no, wait a minute.” Under the harsh glare of the overhead light Jack suddenly became very aware of the heavy blue shadows under his daughters eyes, and the paleness of the skin.  “You look exhausted, child.  Still not sleeping eh?”
Con shook her head.  “I stopped taking Matey’s lotion, but now it’s just as bad as ever.  Worse in fact.  To be honest Pappa, I feel pretty awful.  Sort of achey.”
“Get yourself a glass of water and get into bed, I’ll bring you something shortly.  We’ll talk about this later, but for now you need to sleep.”
Con nodded gratefully.  Thus far her heightened anxiety had banished all thoughts of her own discomfort, but now that things had been taken out of her hands she really was beginning to feel quite poorly, and desperately tired.
Jack was as good as his word, and Con was soon dead to the world, unaware of Jack leaving the house, rousing a sleeping Roger – who had finally been overcome by the forces of nature as he sat curled up in the hammock – and leading him back to the house and his own bed.

Jack and Joey broke their fast alone the following morning.  Jack would have been very surprised to see either Con or Roger at the table, but he was mildly displeased by Fay’s absence, which he, so far knowing nothing of the previous evenings developments, out down to a continuation of the sulky behaviour she had displayed during their last meal.
Jo, however, was concerned only about Con’s absence.
Jack quickly put her mind at rest, describing how he had found Con wandering sleeplessly along the corridor on the way to the bathroom.  He added that he had given her something to alleviate the problem, and that she should be allowed to have her sleep out.  “I should ring Hilda and tell her that Con won’t be in school at all today, it’s best if she has a good rest.”
“Of course.  Joey agreed with alacrity.  She knew that Roger and Fay were not due to fly back to England until the early afternoon and expected the intervening hours to prove rather awkward.  She hoped that Con’s presence would dispel a little of the tension.
So far, she had said nothing to Jack about the broken engagement.  When she had returned to the house he had been ensconced in his study, with the door firmly closed, a sure sign that he had no wish to be disturbed, and after a few moments reflection she decided to respect his need for solitude.  Now however, she thought it would be as well to broach the subject before he inadvertently said the wrong thing to either Roger or Fay.
“Jack, what were you and Roger discussing yesterday evening?”
“Men’s talk.  You wouldn’t want me to ask for details of all your conversations with Rosalie or Biddy would you?” he smiled at her, but seeing that she was in no mood to respond to his teasing he answered her seriously.  “I’m sorry Jo, but I can’t say.  You wouldn’t expect me to break a confidence would you?”
“No, of course not.  I just wondered, did he say anything about breaking off his engagement.”
“He mentioned that he was thinking about it.” Jack replied cautiously, “Why do you ask?”
“Because he has. Last night.  Fay ran upstairs in tears, and I haven’t seen her since and Roger was rather unforthcoming about his reasons.”
“Didn’t you go to her?”  Never before had Joey been known to fail to respond to another’s distress.
“I rather got the impression that my presence would not be welcome.” Joey emphasised the not.
“You didn’t exactly hit it off, did you?  I rather think you’re relieved that it has been called off, and quite frankly, so am I.”
“She isn’t really the sort of woman who would fit in with the family is she?”
“Possibly not, but that’s beside the point, really.  It isn’t for us to choose Roger’s future spouse, nor any of our own brats either, come to that.  We didn’t interfere with their friendships when they were younger, and we certainly can’t start now.  I was more concerned that Roger was rushing into the whole business without thinking it through properly in his haste to get married before he went to Africa.”  More than that Jack did not dare say, and he was saved from further explanation by the sound of a car hooter honking furiously outside the house.
“What the duece?” he half rose from his seat when he was arrested by the sight of Fay, suitcase in hand, sweeping wordlessly through the hall and out of the door. 
They watched from the window as she climbed into the taxi and was driven away without a backward glance.  “Oh my goodness, she must have used the phone in the study.” Jo said,  “I wonder how long she’s been downstairs.  You don’t think she heard do you?”
“More than likely.  You really should be more careful about you say, Jo.” Jack replied a little tetchily, “I’ll collect my things, then I’ll have a quick look at Con before I go.”  He drained his cup and walked through to his study.  
Jo sat and sipped her remaining coffee, feeling relieved rather than saddened by Fay’s impromptu departure.  She knew that her prejudices had led her take against the younger woman at first sight, and although she had thought that she was making an extra effort to be nice to her to counteract this, she was honest enough to admit to herself that she had been doing so from a position of assumed superiority.  Especially after…..She rapidly suppressed that line of thought, and sought out the telephone so as to inform Hilda of Con’s indisposition.
After the conversation with the head had been concluded to Jo’s satisfaction she rang for Anna to clear away the plates, at the same time informing her that she might be required to arrange a second sitting for either Con or Roger, or both of them later in the morning, then she headed for the nursery quarter, her sharp ears having caught the sound of Gwynnie beginning to stir.
She noticed that the door to Jack’s study was still open, and made a movement to pull it to, when she was brought up short by the sight of her hussband sitting behind the desk staring at a piece of paper.
Jack looked up and saw her standing in the doorway.  “Come in Jo, and shut the door.”
Something in his tone made her obey instantly, although she entered the room with some trepidation, feeling rather as if she were still a small girl who had been summoned to the headmistress.
“Sit down,” he motioned her to a small chair set almost opposite his desk.  “It seems that our guest left us something to remember her by after all.”  He passed the sheet of paper over to Joey, then sat back and watched her read.
Joey adjudsted her eyes to the outsize scrawl, 

“Mr Maynard,” she read, “I would like to thank you for welcoming me to your home, but I can’t as I obviously wasn’t welcome.  Con was alright but your wife practically banished me to the servants quarters and you were very rude to me at the dinner table but at least you talked to me like I was worth speaking to which  I suppose was better than being totally ignored like your wife did except when she was busy showing me how much better than me she was. I would also like to say I enjoyed my visit but I didn’t except for the food and please give your excellent cook my regards.
I nearly didn’t tell you this because you were rude to me but then I thought you should know anyway.  On the day we got here Roger went to my bedroom with Mrs Maynard to sort things out.  They were gone ages and I thought they’ed forgotten about me so I went upstairs as well.  The door was shut but I could hear her making noises.  I looked through the keyhole and saw them doing it on my bed.

Yours Faithfully
Miss F. G. Johnson.

Jack watched his wife read through the letter, noting the horrified expression on her face.  
“Well, of all the nasty, spiteful, things to do.  I knew I was right about that woman, she really is…..” At that point Joey let loose a string of invective which made Jack’s eyes widen.  He had no idea his wife knew such language, and he wondered sadly, if there were other things he didn’t know about.
“……but surely you don’t believe a word of this, Jack, it’s totally ludicrous, pure spite.  She must have overheard me talking about her this morning, and dashed off and scribbled the first thing that came into her head.”
“To be honest Joey, I don’t know what to believe.” He answered numbly.
“Jack,”
He shook his head, “You’d better go, Jo.  Go and see Hilda, or better still, pay a visit to Winifred in Montreax. I don’t care what you do, just go now.”
For a moment Joey sat in stunned silence, she had thought through the various scenarios which might arise if Fay did carry out her threat, but this cold disregard of everything she said had not been one of them.  A little frightened, but anxious not to let it show, she tried to reassert herself.  “I shall do no such thing.  Do I look as though I’m ready to go visiting?  And besides, Gwynnie….”
“Rosli will take care of Gwynnie.  You may have five minutes to get ready, but you will not attempt to speak to Roger before you go, and neither will you return to this house until he has left.  Oh, and you won’t go anywhere near Adlersnest either.”
It took every last ounce of Joey’s self control to remain impassive when Jack issued his final order.  That had been so long ago, she had almost forgotten, and she certainly believed that he had.  “That was just idle gossip Jack, and you know it,” she managed to say, somehow keeping her voice calm, even though she was unable to look at her beloved husband as she spoke.
“Maybe.”  He made to escort her from the room.
“What are you doing?”
“Jo,” he sighed, “I have no intention of allowing you to go running to Roger the moment you get out of my sight.  You say you want to get changed, and so you shall, but I mean to watch you doing it.” 
“How dare you?  Am I to be treated like an untrustworthy child?  May I remind you that we are man and wife?”
“I’ve never forgotten.  The question is, have you?”
Jo changed in silence, rapidly made herself look respectable.  It wasn’t until Jack shepherded her down the stairs and handed her her coat that she attempted to make another appeal.
He silenced her, “Jo, if you really care about me, about our marriage you’ll do this one thing.  I want to believe you Jo, but I need to think.”

Jo headed straight for the school, having no intention of going any further.  She was slightly fearful at being even that distance away, worried what may be happening in her home.

Jack had closed the door immediately behind her, neither knowing nor caring which direction she chose to take.
To say he needed to think was an understatement, his mind was a battlefield of conflicting ideas.  He already half regretted showing Fay’s note to Joey.  No, more than that he regretted reading it himself.  He felt an uncharacteristic wave of hatred towards the girl who had upset his equilibrium.
He stared blindly at the empty space in the coat rack, remembering the day when Len had broken off her engagement, and the surge of love he had felt towards his wife when he had been musing on the perfection of his own marriage.  Surely things couldn’t change so dramatically in such a short space of time; or had he been fooling himself even then, shielding himself in a cocoon of naivety. 
If anyone had asked him, a few hours previously, what he would do if he had received such a missive, he would have replied that he would treat it with the contempt it deserved, and thrown it straight into the fire.  Indeed that had been his first inclination, but something had stopped him short.  A niggling awareness that Jo had been, if not behaving strangely, giving the appearance of suppressing something.
Truth be told, he was still more than half inclined to agree that the note had been written from purely vengeful motives and contained not a shred of truth, especially considering the conversation he had had with Roger earlier.  And yet, casting his mind back to the previous evening he remembered that it had been he himself who had broached the subject of Roger’s sexuality.  Could it be that Roger had gratefully seized the opportunity to divert any possible suspicion from himself.  Jack quickly dismissed that line of thought, Roger’s distress had been all too real, but even so, Jack knew that it was not impossible for men like him to have an intimate relationship with a woman.  Especially if the woman was determined.
And that, he thought, was the crux of the matter.  He was uncomfortably aware that this was one area where he had failed his wife.  Somewhere along the way the passion had abated, the advancing years and ever increasing responsibilities had led their physical relationship dwindle to a matter of fond kisses and companionship.  He had been happy to slip into this less demanding relationship and he had blithely assumed that Jo was satisfied too.  Had he, in fact, assumed too much,;  recalling her surprising but delightful response to his advances in the early days of his marriage, he could only conclude that he had.
	Fay’s letter had come as unwelcome wake up call, forcing Jack to face up to the fact that he could no longer let things drift the way he had in the past, the way he had when Biddy Courvoisier had had such a troubled time during her pregnancy and labour and Jo had spent more time than was seemly alone with Eugene, offering a listening ear and a shoulder to cry on, she said.  A few of the more malicious tongues on the Platz had speculated that she was offering him a great deal more in the way of comfort, but Jack had had total faith in her, and although he didn’t much enjoy being made to look a bit of a fool, he had done nothing to stop her visits to Aldernest.
By the time Biddy had been safely delivered, Grizel Cochrane had returned to Europe after many years in New Zealand and Jo had thrown herself into organising a reunion of the girls who had been contemporaries of her and Grizel during the Chalet School ‘Dark Ages’, as she called it, and this had replaced the gossip about Jo and Eugene as a topic of conversation, then there had been the freak accident which nearly claimed Len’s life, the resultant injury sustained by Grizel when she went to the rescue, and finally that lady’s blossoming romance with, and subsequent marriage to Neil Shepherd to keep everyone occupied, not to mention Doris Carey’s death, and the subject of Jo and Eugene had been forgotten by everyone, not least Jack himself.
He would probably never, he thought, know the truth of that after all these years, and there was little profit in raking it up again, but this more recent allegation was a different matter.  Could he find out if there was any truth in Fay’s accusation, and more to the point, did he want to.
Roger had been awakened by the cacophonous blasting of the taxi horn.  He jumped out of bed in time to see Fay climbing into the vehicle and being driven away.  Despite a tinge of regret, his primary emotion was one of relief, which lasted until he heard the sound of Jo’s raised voice.
Although he had no chance of hearing her words, her tone of voice alerted him to the fact that something was wrong.  Shortly after he heard the sounds of two pairs of footsteps ascending the staircase, and prepared himself to face a confrontation, needlessly as it turned out.  

Con also heard people coming up the stairs, and hoped, in vain, that someone had remembered her.

If the sound of retreating footsteps brought misery to Con, they provided Roger with a temporary respite.  If, and he still wasn’t sure, Fay had carried out her threat, he at least had a few moments to decide what his reaction would be when Jack made his inevitable accusation. 
‘Confession is good for the soul.’  The oft used phrase popped unbidden into his head.  It was a thought he firmly quashed.  He had no intention of replenishing his own soul at the expense of Jack’s peace of mind. As tired as he was of the enforced deceit of his life, in this instance there was no other way forward.

“Pappa,” The delighted yell of his youngest daughter recalled Jack from his introspective musings with a jerk.  As he watched her toddle across the room towards him he realised that he had twelve very good reasons to give thanks for his marriage, and twelve very good reasons not to jeopardise the future.  If he could only be strong enough to forget Fay’s allegations.  He left that question for later and turned his attention to the baby.
He picked her and hugged her, “Does Rosli know you’re here? No, I thought not, we had better go and find her before she begins to worry.”
“Don’t want Rosli, want Mamma.” Gwynnie pouted.
“And you shall have her, later.  Mamma had to go out for a little while. Rosli will look after you today.”
“You look after me,” the child insisted.
Jack looked at her in bewilderment, accustomed as he had been, and still was, to spending time with his children as they grew up, he had very little idea how to amuse a young child, especially a young girl child.  Perhaps it was time to learn. “Maybe I will,” he said, “In a little while. Have you had your milk? No?  I thought not.  Let’s go to Rosli for your milk, first.”
“Can we play dolls houses?” The child asked hopefully.
“Errm, Maybe,  That’s not a promise though.”
“P’raps Con’ll play then….”Gwynnie said wistfully.
Jack suddenly remembered his intention to look in on his second daughter.  “We’ll see, Con was feeling a bit poorly last night.  You go and have your milk and I’ll go and see how she’s feeling.”
Gwynnie nodded, and wriggled free of his loving hug in order to seek out Rosli and the loathsome drink.

Con had slept through all the sounds of upheaval in Fruedesheim, but she awoke some time later feeling none the better for her sleep.  In fact she felt somewhat worse, the achiness of the previous night had not subsided, if anything it had intensfied slightly, and although she was not over hot, she felt clammy and sweaty, and the turmoil in her stomach informed her that a visit to the bathroom would soon be imperative.  She made to climb out of her bed, only to find herself stopped in her tracks by a vicious vice like clamp gripping guts.  She flopped back onto the mattress, gasping at the pain, and feeling more than a little frightened.

At the San, there was some concern over Jack’s non- appearance.  Of course, it was not unheard of for him, or indeed any of the doctors to be called out to an emergency, but it was unusual for him not to try to make some form of contact.
Only one member of the San did not share in the slight unease, but Reg Entwhistle still lay in a drunken stupor.


Joey stepped into Hilda Annersley’s study, “Hello Hilda, here I am.”
“So I see.”  Hilda, with her long accquaintance with Joey, was quick to notice that the latter’s breezy manner seemed a little forced.  “Are you sure this is a good idea , Jo?” she asked
“I’ll say so.  I said I would do it, and so I shall.”
“Very well.  Have you spoken to Con?”
“No, Jack said she needed to have her sleep out, and no wonder, roaming around the house at that time of morning.  I’m only thankful that she was wide awake, at least I didn’t have to rescue her from the porch roof.”  Both women chuckled at the memory of one of Con’s infamous sleep walking episodes before they Hilda rang for coffee, but Hilda was once again struck by the artificial tone of Joey’s banter. 

Con lay across the bed sobbing.  The sudden pain had brought tears to her eyes, but she had managed to prevent them from spilling over,  the fear of what was wrong with her had been harder to cope with, but the shame and humiliation she felt at her failure to reach the bathroom in time had been just too much to bear.


After Gwynnie toddled off in search of Rosli, Jack’s mind once again became preoccupied.  As he had held his child he had been momentarily overwhelmed by his love for her, and his need to protect her.  He wanted to do nothing to jeopardise her happy little world, but if he knew for sure that Joey had been unfaithful, could he forgive her?  Notwithstanding his own failings, such a betrayal would far exceed any hurt he may have caused her, and he would find it very hard to take. And even if forgiveness was attainable, how could he ever trust her again.  But even if he didn’t know, would he ever rid himself of the slight niggling doubts which even now beset him, or would he find himself forever watching her like a hawk and magnifying the slightest incident into something of much greater import.  
Despite his wordless prayers for guidance his God so far, hadn’t shown him the way forward.
Deciding it was high time he looked in on Con, he went back upstairs for the second time that morning.

Since Roger had seen Jo walking away from the house, and heard Jack emphatically shut the door behind her, he had been even more convinced that something was very wrong.  Hearing Jack walking up the stair case again, he once more prepared himself for a confrontation, but Jack stopped before he reached Roger’s room.
He opened Con’s door, expecting to find her either still dozing.  As his gaze fell upon the pathetic figure laying on the bed, he felt his stomach contract, with an uttered exclamation he rushed to her, placing his hand upon her brow.
“Pappa…”Con grasped at his free hand and clung to it, as her tears intensified,  “I, I needed the bathroom…” she began to stutter.
“I know sweetheart, it’s all right,” Jack tried to soothe her, “we’ll soon get you sorted out.”
“What’s wrong with me?” She whispered.
“Nothing very serious, I should imagine.”  He spoke as calmly as he was able, trying to allay her fears, but he felt far from calm, overwhelmed as he was by the events of the proceeding hour, he was unable to think rationally, he felt that he could scarcely think at all.  Instead he acted by instinct, “I’ll call out someone from the San, just to be on the safe side,” he told her as he tried to extract his fingers from her tenacious grasp, “Wait here.”
Prepared as he may have been, Roger was startled by the manner in which Jack burst into his room. He opened his mouth to speak but Jack cut him off short.  “Get down stairs and ring the San for an ambulance,” he barked, “Con’s sick.”
Roger jumped up and followed him along the corridor, “The number, Jack, what’s the phone number?” he paused outside Con’s door, shocked at the state she was in, “She was fine yesterday,”
Jack rapidly recited the phone number to him, “Now go, get on with it.”
Impressed by the apparent gravity of the situation, Roger hastened to do as he was bid.

Joey had thus far remained in Hilda’s study trying to read.  Knowing that she would need all her wits about her later on, she forced herself to conentrate,  though she was unable to prevent herself from taking frequent breaks to look pensively out of the window.
In her turn, Hilda found herself taking frequent breaks to glance at Joey, worried about her friend’s obvious preoccupation.  
On one of these occasions, Joey felt Hilda’s gaze upon her and turned back to her book quickly.  Hilda sighed,  “You don’t have to be here, Jo.  If you’re really worried about Con, why don’t you go home to her.”
“Con will be all right.  Besides which, she doesn’t need her Mamma fussing over her now.  She’ll be married in a few months time, you know.”
Hilda did know, it was a topic which had Joey had aired frequently since an excited Con had broken the news to her several months previously.
“If you must know,” Jo continued, “Jack and I had an argument earlier.”
Hilda looked at her in amazement, she knew that frequent squabbles, not at all serious in intent, played a vital role in the Maynard’s marriage, but she could recall them ever having a seroius disagreement, although as she owned later, it was almost impossible to know the truth of someones relationship.  “Not about…”, she began to ask.
“No.”  Joey interrupted.  “But I would really rather not talk about it at the moment, if you don’t mind.”  She appeared to be on the point of adding to her statement, but instead, bit back her words and made a comment about Andrew Hamilton by way of changing the subject.

Roger ran back up the stairs to inform Jack that the ambulance was on it’s way.  Rather than  intrude upon Con’s privacy he stood in the corridor and called through the partly open door.  Jack’s grave face appeared in the doorway, after giving a brief word of thanks he asked Roger to bring him a bowl of water and some towels.
Roger obeyed instantly, but his mind was working overtime – in all the films he had seen a request for hot water and towels usually proceeded the arrival of a baby, but Con was obviously not in such a condition, unless something had gone wrong at an early stage.  If it were that, then Con’s misery was all too justified.  One of Roger’s greatest regrets was that he would never know the joy’s of parenthood, but too be on the verge of such an adventure and then have it snatched away suddenly without warning was beyond anything he could imagine.
Jack took the bowl and towels from him without comment, and Roger dare make none.  He hovered outside the bedroom door for a few moments, before deciding he could be of more use if he waited downstairs to admit the doctor.

Jack took the bowl into the bedroom and began to help Con change and clean herself before the ambulance arrived, knowing that it would take her a long time to recover from the humiliation of being seen in such a condition.  His constant presence had served to ease Con’s mind somewhat, and she was a little calmer, still anxious, but reassured by Jack’s assertion that she was not going to die.  
Feeling slightly more comfortable for being washed and attired in a clean nightie, she noticed her mothers absence.
“She went out,” Jack told her, “I’m sorry, it’s my fault she hasn’t been to see you, I told her you needed to sleep.”
“It’s all right.  I don’t want her to worry.  I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to be ill.  Oh…” Con gasped as she was seized by another bout of cramp.
“No-one suggested any such thing,” Jack wiped her brow, trying to hide his own concern.  Alongside his worry about Con, he was wishing, as hard as he had ever wished for anything in his life, that his wife would return home.  If anything should happen….he didn’t even know where Joey was.

Candice Watts, who by virtue of being form prefect, headed the line of girls entering the UIII form room, suddenly stopped short, causing those behind to come to a sudden halt as they bumped into one another.
“”What did you do that for Candy,  oh.” Penny Meyer’s clarion tones dropped to a muffled exclamation as she saw the reason for her friend’s abrupt halt.
“Come on in girls, I don’t bite you know.”
Candy and Penny exchanged glances, then, very calmly and correctly entered the classroom and took their places.
When all the form was settled Joey began to speak.  “I’m afraid Miss Maynard isn’t feeling very well today, and she is unable to come into school.  However, since she has been telling me all about her lessons, and regaling me with tales of her pupils,” she paused for a moment to look around the room.  The girls, understanding that she was awaiting a response, smiled nervously.
“In case any of you don’t know who I am, my name is Mrs Maynard, C--, Miss Maynard’s mother.  Those of you who have come from St Nicolas will already know that of course, I am sure that those of you with older sisters at the school will have heard of me, and I expect most of you have seen me around the place.”
Because of the shadow which had fallen over the school at the beginning of term, Joey’s traditional party to welcome the new girls had not taken place, hence the reason for the introduction, which Hilda had insisted upon,  although Joey didn’t for one moment believe it to be necessary.
After she had finished the girls sat in silence until Candice, in response to a none to gentle prod in the ribs from Virginia Hill, remembered her resposnsibilities and rose shyly to her feet.

“Errm, Thank you, Mrs Maynard, and we all hope that Miss Maynard is better soon.”  She said hesitantly, “And, er, thank you.”
“Thank you,  I will pass on your good wishes to Miss Maynard.  Now. I suggest that you all tell me your names, starting at the front I think.”
“Would you like us to write our names on a sheet of paper and fold them  over so that we can put them on the desk in front of us?” The suggestion, from a young lady who later declared her name to be Claudia Rossi, was greeted warmly by Joey.  Although she prided herself on her ability to remember names, Claudia had appeared so eager to help that she had no wish to squash her.
“That would be very helpful,” she said warmly, and Claudia congratulated herself on using up a few more minutes of the lesson on non scholarly matters.
The next sensation came when a rather nondescript looking girl sitting in the middle of the third row introduced herself as one Earnestina Alicia Fredericka Primrose Elsie  Caroline Monica Tyler-Hughes-Stanley.  While her two closest friends stifled their giggles, the rest of the form frankly gaped, this being the first they had heard of it.
“Goodness,” Joey herself was taken aback, “I don’t suppose for one moment that you use that in everyday life.  Which name do you use?”
“Oh, people usually call me Tina.  Should I write that on my paper?”
“I think it would be as well.”  

When the roll call was finally completed, Joey realised that a good portion of the lesson time had already passed, accordingly, she set the form to work immediately.
“I understand that Miss Richardson is introducing you to the works of Shakespeare, A Midsuumer Nights Dream.  If one of you wouldf like to tell me how far you have got, we’ll continue from there.”
The lesson continued, though not, it has to be said, as smoothly as Joey had expected.  In her days as a prefect she had known all the younger girls and had been well aware when they were deliberately acting the goat, but not knowing any of the present bunch of third formers, she had no idea if some of them really were as stupid as they appeared, or if they were deliberately trying to be obstructive.
A few girls were, as she suspected, trying to test the limits of their ‘new’ mistress, one or two really did find Shakespeare difficult to grasp, but on the whole, a great deal of their empty headedness was a direct result of their nervousness.  Not only was Mrs Maynard an unknown quantity, they were concerned about her report back to their usual mistress.  Con had been very popular with the girls at the start of term, she had been kind and understanding of their ‘newness’ especially as for many o f the girls it was their first experience of boarding school, but as time had passed they hasd become more wary.  Miss Maynard could still be very kind if she chose, but latterly had moods had become somewhat unpredictable, and she could at times be, as Tina had discovered to her cost, very unpleasant, or to quote that young lady, “Downright nasty.”
Thus far, Con had been pleasant often enough to retain most of her popularity, but a few members of the form, not least Tina, had taken a thorough dislike to her.
Knowing nothing of this, Joey could only conclude that she had been right in spurning teaching as a career after finishing her own schooldays, it was much more difficult than she had imagined, and her respect for Con was somewhat enhanced as a result.
*****

Jo had had no time for window gazing during the lesson, indeed UIII had kept her so much on her toes she had all but forgotten her own problems, but as she stepped out of the classroom she allowed herself to look out upon the landscape.  So far, the warm sunny weather had lingered for an exceptionally long time, but judging by the distant sky, all that was about to change.  “And thank goodness Con will be back to see to the little lambs when they start getting fractious through being kept in” she thought, as she traced the progress of one of the ambulances heading towards the San, little suspecting that the vehicle had come from her own home, and was carrying her own daughter.

It may have seemed to Roger, as he  hovered half inside and half outside the front door, that the ambulance was taking an age to arrive.  To Jack, it seemed as though it were taking several eons.  He could only take comfort from the fact that Con’s condition did not appear to be deterioating, if anything, she seemed slightly better.  He was still anxious for her to reach the relative safety of the San, however, where the latest medicines and technology were at hand, and where doctors more capable than he felt himself to be at that moment would give his daughter the best possible care.  He did his best to hide his own fears from Con as he answered her random comments.  She herself seemed torn between wishing that Andrew were by her side, whilst not wanting him to be told she was ill lest she caused him unnecessary worry.  It was very small consolation to Jack that she was more focussed on her future husband than her mother.  Jack knew that Joey would never forgive him if anything happened to her daughter whilst she was not there, and he knew that he could never forgive himself.
For the hundreth time he cursed himself for his own stupidity.  He never should have taken the slightest bit of notice of Fay’s letter.  As Joey had said, she had meant to cause trouble, and the fact that she had succeeded beyond her wildest imaginings was down to him alone.  It was blindingly obvious now, as he reflected on Jo’s relationship with her children, that she would never have had that sort of relationship with the man who was, to all intents and purposes, another son to her.  The idea was so preposterous, even without Jack’s knowledge of Roger’s predilictions, that it would be laughable if the results hadn’t been so serious.  He knew now that he should have followed his instincts and thrown the letter away, as he would have if it hadn’t been for all those rumours that long ago summer.

At the San, Roger’s succinct message, “Send an ambulance to Fruedesheim, quickly please.” Had caused some concern, especially given Jack’s unexplained absence.  Having no reason to think otherwise, the staff had jumped to the conclusion that it was Jack himself who was sick.  Phil Graves, who by virtue of his long standing at that institution, had taken charge, decided it was necessary for a doctor to accompany the ambulance, although he began to regret this edict when precious seconds were wasted until someone could be freed from other duties.  The additional non appearance of Reg Entwhistle had put even more pressure on the remaining doctors.  
In fact, matters were sorted out very quickly, but to a worried Dr Graves too much time had been lost.

Finally, Roger spotted the vehicle in the distance, and made up his mind to stand outside.  As the vehicle drew to a halt the doctor scrambled out almost before it stopped moving, and Roger wasted no time in hustling him through the hallway and up the stairs, leaving the stretcher bearers to follow in their wake.
In the bedroom, Jack, who was very obviously not suffering from any physical malady, moved aside with a muttered, “You took your time,” moved aside to allow his colleague to examine Con.  After checking her temperature and heartbeat, the doctor looked into Con’s eyes, then remembering his position as a junior member of the San, he politely asked Jack to leave the room for a moment.  Jack would have protested, but Roger tactfully drew him away, with a murmered “You want to do what’s best for Con don’t you?”
The two of them didn't have to wait too many minutes before the doctor joined them on the landing to deliver his verdict.
"First of all, you have no need to worry, your daughter is not in any danger.  Discomfort maybe, but danger? No.  These, erm, symptoms will shortly pass and she will soon be as healthy as you or I."
"Symptoms of what?" Jack snapped, "Stop being so evasive man.  I want to know what's wrong with my daughter."
Eugene Couvoisier hesitated, then faced with Jack's growing impatience, he decided that if it were to be done, it were best done quickly, and blurted out his diagnosis.

*******

“I’m not sure, but I saw someone with the exact same symptoms just the other day.  In my opinion, and you are quite welcome to ask for another, Con is suffering from the same thing, that is, she is suffering from withdrawal.”

He said no more, just then.  Even before the junior doctor’s arrival at Freudesheim, Jack had been well on the way to making him, rather than Fay,  the focus of his anger, his tentative diagnosis had ensured that that focus was complete, and Jack’s anger could no longer be contained.  He took a pace backwards before punching the younger man with as much force as he could muster.
The blow connected with Eugene Couvosier’s lower jaw and hand contained enough power to send him staggering back against the wall.  Jack made as if to hit him again, but Roger, who had been rooted to the spot with shock at this sudden onslaught, suddenly came to his senses, and leapt forward to restrain Jack.  “What the hell do you think you’re doing?  Stop it.”
Jack tried to shake him off, “I won’t stop, he deserves it, he deserves everything he gets.  First he sleeps with my wife, then he accuses my daughter of being a drug addict, he deserves to be flayed alive.” Despite Roger’s tenacious grip, Jack managed to get in another blow to the side of Eugene’s head, and he slid slowly to the floor, where he received a kick for his trouble.
At this point the two stretcher bearers decided to take a hand and forcibly dragged a still fighting mad Jack away from his victim.
Roger, nearly as stunned as Eugene Courvoisier by this latest turn of events at least retained enough measure of control to remind Jack that Con would be sure to be upset by the disturbance.  This at least had the effect of bringing Jack someway back towards his proper senses.
Eugene rose, giddily, to his feet.  “I accuse your daughter of nothing,” he defended himself, “I only offer my professional opinion, why this should be I leave for you to discover.  As for the other business …..” He cringed away from the burning hatred emanating from Jack’s eyes.
“The other business can wait,” Roger took it upon himself to try to break up the conflict, “It’s Con that’s important at the moment, surely?”
Jack, the first force of his violence spent, nodded.  “But you haven’t heard the last of this Courvosier,” he threatened.  “I will go to San with my daughter, you, you just get of my house.”

The thick sturdy doors of Fruedesheim had not been enough to prevent Con from hearing the commotion outside her room, and she had been greatly disturbed by those parts of the conversation she had overheard.  
Jack had re-entered the room to find her crying piteously, and it had taken the combined efforts of himself and Roger to calm her down enough to make the journey to the San where he left her in the care of Dr Graves and Dr Peters, hoping that they would find out what was really wrong with her.
If he had hoped that they would come up with some obvious, but overlooked malady, he was to be disappointed. Although neither of them admitted to being in wholehearted agreement with Dr Courvoisier’s diagnosis, not until thay had more time, did more tests, neither of them ruled the idea out either and Jack was left with the impression that they were prevaricating only to spare his feelings.
“If it is that, Jack,” Phil Graves had added, “It’s not the worst thing possible you know.  At least you know that Con will get over this.  There are several other parents here who would like to be able to think that.”
And that was something with which Jack had to agree, although it did little to ease his troubled mind.

At Fruedesheim Roger had found himself press ganged into amusing Gwynnie in the nursery.  He was aware of the airline ticket in his pocket, and knew that he could ill afford to lose the price of his fare, but, although he now fervently regretted making the trip to Switzerland in the first place, he did not think this was the right time to go, not only because he was loathe to do so without hearing news of Con.
Jack had so far refrained from casting any blame upon him, but Roger could not help but feel that he was in someway responsible for at least some of the upheavals of that morning.  Not Con’s illness, obviously, and he had been almost as shocked and distressed as Jack at that diagnosis, but he still couldn’t rid himself of the belief that the raised voices he had heard earlier, and Joey’s abrupt departure were something to do with Fay, even though he failed to see how Eugene Courvosier fitted into the picture, especially since he was prepared to wager that Fay had never even heard of the man.  
Bewildered, and far from happy, he turned to helping the little girl rearrange the furniture in the dolls house, feeling that the least he could do for Jack was to keep his youngest child happy and mischief free.  


It was no hardship for Eugene Courvosier to walk the two miles back to the San, there were very few people on the Platz who were not keen hikers, but once he had covered the distance he found that he could not enter the building while Jack Maynard was still inside.
He was no coward, but he was no masochist either, and he most decidedly did not want the scene to be replayed in front of his colleagues, though he had no doubt that they wouold hear about it soon enough.  
He sighed and massaged his aching jaw, yet it was not the punches which Jack had thrown at him which had wounded him most.  More upsetting was the accusation that he had had an affair with Joey.  
He had always had the utmost respect for the head of the sanatorium, both as a doctor and a man, and he had always believed that respect to have been reciprocated.  That delusion had been abruptly shattered.  
If Jack had confronted him at the time that all the gossip was doing the rounds Eugene would have understood it better, he still wouldn’t have liked it, but he would have understood.  What he couldn’t comprehend was how Jack had brooded about the supposed affair all these years.  He had even thought that Jack liked him, whilst all the time he must have regarded him with silent loathing.
Eugene continued walking, coming to a stop at the opening of a narrow shelf where he had a good view of the comings and goings at the San.  He threw himself down on the grass and prepared to wait.
Two hours later it began to dawn on him that he could be waiting for some time.  Hungry, thirsty and still no closer to deciding what explanation he could offer his wife for the bruising which would surely be all too obvious by the time he went home, he investigated the nearby vegetation in the hope of finding some wild berries.  There were no fruit bearing plants in that particular locality, but he was lucky enough to find a couple of squares of chocolate in his coat pocket, partially melted and reformed with the added extra of the fluff which is present in all pockets. A present from one of the twins no doubt. He scraped the worst of the material off the surface of the chocolate with his fingernail before eating it.
Two squares of chocolate was hardly enough to take the edge off his hunger, and it did nothing for his thirst save making it more acute.  He began to review his knowledge of the geography of the area, trying to remember where the nearest stream was to be found, when he heard voices. 

Two young people came into view, tourists judging by their appearance, although it was unusual to find tourists in the area at this time of year.
As they approached the woman gave Eugene a look which was half curious and half contemptuous. The rummage through the bushes had done nothing to improve his appearance.  Eugene did not trouble himself with the woman’s opinion, he was too fixated on the basket of fruit she was carrying.
“Excuse me,”  
“Yeah?” the man’s accent revealed him to be American.
“Could I possibly buy a piece of fruit from you,”
“Yeah, you can afford to buy fruit, right?  That’s why you’re living in a bush shelter on the side of a mountain.”
“Maybe he’s an escaped convict, honey, or perhaps that place down there’s some kinda institution and he’s escaped.  Give him some fruit, honey, we don’t need it all, and I guess some of those places can be a bit grim.”
The girl smiled maliciously and tossed a couple of apples and oranges into the middle of the bushes.
“There you go, mister.  Home delivery.”
They went on their way laughing, and Eugene felt he would rather endure of few more hours of thirst and hunger than accept anything from those two.  His indignation lasted roughly as long as it took him to be satisfied that they were out of sight and out of ear shot.
He kept up his vigil for another couple of hours.  The behaviour of the Americans had brought home to him the how absurd his actions were, but he didn’t quite know what to do about it.  It had certainly never occurred to him that Jack would remain at the San so long, though why he should have expected otherwise was a mystery.  Not only was his beloved daughter there as a patient, it was his place of work. He could see now, that it would have been better to have returned immediately, but it was too late now, and the longer he stayed away, the harder it was to go back.


He let his mind wander, musing upon such diverse subjects as spiders, cameras, the wildly different hair and eye colouring of Joey’s children – perhaps Jack had good reason to be suspicious of Joey, and cars, but each and every thought led him back to his wife, and now he found he had an extra worry – what if she had already heard the tale of the mornings extraordinary events from someone else.  He immediately began to wish he had returned to his own home.
He shivered and drew his coat closer around him, realising he felt cold.  Cold?  He suddenly woke up to his surrounding and realised that the weather had changed with the rapidity for which the region was known.  The sun had disappeared and with it most of the daylight, obscured by the threatening bank of clouds so low he felt he could jump up and touch them.
Even as he jumped to his feet, the first drops of rain began to fall.  Curiously relieved now that the decision had been taken out of his hands, he began to head for the shelter of the San.
Before he had gone too many yards the few drops of rain had turned into a positive torrent, the sheer volume of precipitation drew a veil in front of him and obscured his view not only of the building ahead but most of his immediate surroundings.  
He hurried as best he could, given that the ground had become treacherously slippery, and had covered a good half of the distance between himself and shelter before the first vivid flas of lightening tore across the sky, not too close as yet, but surely heading in his direction.
He suddenly remembered the Americans.  The path they had taken would not lead them to safety, indeed it led nowhere at all save for another grassy shelf which came to a sudden end with an almost sheer drop on two sides, and a wall of rock on the other.  There was only one way out, and that was back along the path they had taken earlier, easy enough under normal circumstances, though rather narrow, and certainly not for someone with no head for heights, but when wet the limestone could be as slippery as ice.
To think was to act and Eugene began to retrace his steps.  As obnoxious as they had been, he couldn’t leave them to take their chances in a foreign area with unknown dangers.  Scarcely thinking of the danger to himself, he set off to help them, but had anyone been able to see into the deepest part of his soul they would have discovered the merest splinter of self interest;  If he rescued the young couple he would surely regain just a little respect from Jack Maynard. And ,aybe even from his own beloved wife.

A piercing scream rent the air, audible for only a brief moment before being swallowed by the growl of the rampaging storm, increasing in intensity as it came ever closer…

Reg almost screamed again in fear, before he came to the belated understanding that it was his own voice which had woken him.  
He lay in his bed, sweating and shivering, recalling the nightmare to had brought him to his present state of near terror.  
The room, not this room, somewhere bare, filled with red light, snakes and rats had been moving in on him, the ceiling pushing down towards him, the walls drawing towards one another squashing the vicious sharp toothed rodents closer to his own soft body.  Jane Lucas had appeared her face framed in a small window of light, she beckoned him to safety, but he couldn’t move – the rats were knee deep, climbing higher up his body like a tidal wave, and the snakes bound him as tight as any chains and all the time, from somewhere, Len Maynard kept telling him he couldn’t get away, it was his turn to feel suffocated and crushed.
He groaned and reached for the light switch, the better to banish the horrifying visions which lingered all too realistically in the darkness.
His mental torment was all but obliterated by the living nightmare into which his body was pitched as the small movement switched on all his physical senses.
All the symptoms of a hangover which had lately become all too familiar, the aching head, the pain in his eyes – he quickly turned the light off again, shying away from the illusory comfort it had promised – the nausea, the dry mouth the dizziness, all these were regular companions, but this time, they raged more fervently than ever before.  
He attempted, feebly, to fight down the rising tide of bile which he felt in his throat, but it was a battle which he could not win.  He just managed to move his head in time to disgorge the contents of his stomach on the floor instead of in the bed, but even then a trail of vomit dripped off the edge of his pillow.
Exhausted and shaking after his retching he lay back, regardless of his cheek touching the soiled portion of the pillow.  As his breathing steadied he became aware of another damp patch, around his groin area.  He groaned again, beyond even pretending to himself that it was sweat., but worse even than that, was the awareness that he had no idea what he had been doing, no idea of the time, no idea even of the day, just a vague remembrance of being in the operating theatre, Jack Maynard being angry, then….darkness.

Eugene stopped, straining his ears for any sound which did not belong to the storm, but it was a futile excersise. As the storm came closer each roll of thunder grew indistinct as they merged together in one crashing cacophony.  Had he not known the Americans were trapped somewhere along the pathway, or the small shelf, he would not have recognised it as a scream at all.
He forced himself onwards, knowing that he was approaching the most dangerous part of his journey, the quarter mile segment where the path shrank to a width of no more than two or three feet.
He kept his back to the rocky wall which rose steeply to a slight overhang some twenty feet above his head, as he edged along carefully, gripping the numerous rocky protrusions in his icy cold fingers as if they would save him if he should slip, and ignoring the way those same spurs dug into his back as he slowly sidled past them.
Once he stumbled slightly on some loose stones, kicking them over the edge of the path, but mercifully managing to regain his balance before he followed them. There was a brief lull in the incessant thunder, long enough for him to hear the stones clatter as the began their journey to the bottom of the now invisible valley, then nothing, as they were swallowed by the void beneath his feet.  The sudden silence was unnerving, it was almost with relief that he heard the storm recommence with renewed vigour, then he felt a sinking feeling as he realised he had heard no other sounds, no sounds of human activity during that short pause when cries for help could have been heard.
He continued to head towards the far end of the path, refusing to believe that his quest was futile, doomed to end in the discovery of, of nothing, maybe just traces of pebbles to show that someone had fallen from the ledge, maybe not even that.
He edged along carefully, certain that the narrow section had grown to at least twice it’s previous length.  As he moved ever further away from the scene of his own near disaster his movements became more rythmic, more automatic as the world shrank to himself, the natural rock wall behind his back, the slippery stone beneath his feet.
Then, without warning, it was just him and the wall, he carefully took another sideways step, and found nothing below his foot.





Once he had assured himself that Con was settled and in the best possible hands, Jack found himself, against his will, getting involved in the normal day to day round of work.  Not only had Reg still failed to show, and Jack knew that that problem still had to be dealt with, but Couvoisier had, sensibly, decided to return home rather than to the San. 
Although the San was not, by any stretch of the imagination, poorly staffed, the absence of those two, along with Dr Frentzen who was taking a long overdue holiday, was inevitably going to increase the workload of the remaining doctors.  Jack knew that as the head of the San, he had a responsibility  both to his staff and more importantly, the patients, no matter how many problems he had in his own life so he submitted himself to the call of duty, although not until he had taken a few minutes to deal with a couple of matters. 
Firstly he rang Roger and informed him of the current situation, assuring him that Con was as comfortable as could be expected, and asking him to make certain that Jo contacted him as soon as possible should she return home.  Secondly, he wrote out a letter of resignation, and sealed it inside a neatly addressed envelope before depositing it in the tray for outgoing post

hoping that Courvoisier would sign it in the morning and send it back by return.
Although Jack made time to look in on Con several times, for the most part he was kept fully occupied for the next few hours and it was not until the storm was virtually on top of them that he judged that the workload had lessened enough to allow him to take the rest of the day off.
Despite his instructions to Roger, he still had had no word from Joey and he was beginning to feel a little anxious about her whereabouts.
After all the years living in the mountains, Joey was as weather wise as any native, but she had been caught out before when her attention was elsewhere, and worrying about his wife was a long established habit which Jack could not rid himself of easily.  Moreover, it would not be long before Con began to wonder at Joey’s absence.  Jack had temporarily postponed that moment by telling Con that she would not be allowed any visitors until at least the next day since he feared it would be to tiring for her, and she had been feeling too ill to raise any objections, but he doubted that that state of affairs would last for long, especially since she was feeling calmer about the situation. Because of her near hysterical reaction to Courvoisier’s diagnosis, the other doctor’s had avoided mentioning it within hear presence, instead she had been told that she had become run down, and susceptible to any stray germs flying around due to a combination of the shock and grief she had felt when hearing about the earthquake and the extra work she had undertaken when she had volunteered to cover Jane Lucas’ teaching duties.
If Jack had previously entertained any slight doubts about his daughter’s innocence as far as the drugs were concerned, they were dispelled by her reaction to this new diagnosis and he was aware that that was something else that needed investigating.  He was already beginning to have some suspicions about the true cause of Con’s problems, and if he was correct, it was something that needed to be dealt with sooner rather than later.
With this, as well as Joey in mind, he begged a lift home from one of the San’s secretarial staff before the weather deteriorated any further.

The hours passed slowly for Reg as he waited for his body to recover from the poison he had so deliberately introduced into his system.  At some point his thirst became overwhelming, forcing him from the relative comfort of his soiled bed to the small basin in the corner of the room.  He staggered and reeled as he tried to stand upright, only managing to stay on his feet by dint of hanging on to the furniture, before giving up on the unequal battle and continuing his journey on his hands and knees.  When he reached the basin he grasped the rim and levered himself into a half standing position before twisting the tap open and catching as much of the cool, refreshing water as he could in the palm of his hand, but even this small measure was too much for his fragile innards and resulted in another violent vomiting fit.  Afterwards he slumped down to the floor where he remained, half laying on the floor, half propped up against the pedestal of the basin.

It was not in Joey’s nature to doubt her own abilities for too long, and after a reinvigorating of the cup of nectar, which was Mademoiselle’s coffee, she was once more ready to enter the fray.  She did not expect the next lesson, which was a discussion about the poetry of William Wordsworth with those members of the sixth form who were specialising in English, to present her with too much of a problem.  For one thing, she had had a long acquaintance with the sixth formers and she knew that those young ladies both admired and respected her, and they would be far to mature and dignified to attempt to bait her as she suspected some of the juniors of doing.
Once again she was surprised.  The sixth form had not been part of Jane Lucas’ brief, but Con, due to her own love of poetry, had eagerly offered to take over teaching that part of the curriculum, an offer which had been gratefully received.  As the lesson progressed Joey realised that not only was Con’s knowledge of the subject greater than her own, she had succeeded in passing that knowledge on to her pupils.
Finding herself somewhat out of her depth, Joey had resorted to allowing the discussion to take it’s own course, only interceding to inject a measure of discipline on the one or two occasions when the argument threatened to become too vigorous.
She left the room with her head spinning, uncomfortably aware that it had been she who had learned the most during that lesson and resolving to dig out her own long neglected volumes of poetry.

Eugen drew back sharply, and retreated a good two feet away from the unexpected crevice.  He leaned back against the rocky wall for support,  grasping those handholds that he could find ever more tightly, until the tremors which ran through his body began to subside and his legs turned back into flesh, bone and muscle, capable of bearing his weight.  Uttering a swift prayer of thankfulness at his delivery from danger, thus far, he very carefully and very slowly inched his way forward again until he was in a position to inspect the damage.
The vivid brightness of the continuous strikes of lightening revealed a gash of maybe four feet where the path had collapsed.  Easy enough to jump over, had it been in the middle of a broad ledge, a taller man could even have stepped over it, but Eugen was not tall, and the thought of trying to jump such a gap on that narrow slippery path, in such torrential rain, when he had no idea how far the fault extended was too much for him.
He once again drew back to a place of relative safety and slumped against the face of the rock, sickened to the depths of his being by his own cowardice, even though his rational mind told him that he would condemn any man who even thought of making the attempt as foolhardy beyond reproach.
Ages passed as he battled with his fears and his conscience, finding it as impossible to walk away as it was to go forward.
The man who finally emerged from the long struggle with the innermost depths of his soul knew exactly what he had to do – asking for Biddy’s forgiveness, Eugen moved closer to ugly jagged edge of the crevice and prepared to jump.
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